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Foreword
The Federal Ministry for Research and Technology assigned
the APF (Working Association for Planning Research) in October
1982 an international comparative study -in the precedures used
abroad in the government advancement of research and development.
The basis of the study was a catalogue of impressions established
by the client for the advancement of nonuniv::rsity research
establishments and for project advancement.
After a first phase of evaluation, France, Sweden and the
USA were selected for case studies, in which inquiries were
conducted at the most important promotional organizations:
France:
	
January 23 to January 28, 1983
February 6 to February il, 1983
USA:	 February 27 to March 28, 1983
Sweden:	 April 24 to May 7, 1983
The foreign inquiries were prepared by the officers in charge
of scientific sections of the German embassies and
supported e f fectively by having the way paved to contacts with
the sponsoring organizations.
Particular thanks is expressed to the members of the sponsor-
ing organizations, who made possible this study by their willing-
ness to cooperate.
The participants in this study completed in November 1983
were:
Michael Ripke, Holder of a Degree in Economics
Renate Foerst, Holder of a Degree in Economics
The study was conducted with the advice of:
Doctor Dieter Schumacher, Physicist
Heidelberg, November 1983
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INTERNA`"IONAL COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SYSTEMS FOR THE GOVERNMENT
ADVANCEMENT OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
M. Ripke and R. Foerst
/1*1. Summar
This study describes and provides a comparative analysis of
administrative procedures as instruments for government advance-
ment of research in France, Sweden and the USA. The st-idy arrived
at the following results:
The organization, structure and instruments of the government
advancement of research are organize 	 i erent y in the three
countries:
In all three countries, the advancement of research and
development only concerns the level of central government. The
powers are centralized at this level in France, they are de-
centralized in Sweden and in the USA. In France and Sweden
the procedures for the advancement are delegated to subordinate
institutions; in the USA there is hardly any delegation.
ILA the USA the advancement of the technological capacity and
international rivalry is not a priority goal, unlike the other
two countries. Research and development in the economy is in-
directly advanced by government research and development procure-
ment contracts.
In France the institutional advancement, amounting to 80%
of the disbursements of the research ministry represent, a much
greater contribution than in Sweden (10%) and in the USA (30%).
Project advancement takes place in the three countries by
grants and contracts. In France and Sweden, moreover, loans
with conditional disregard of repayment are common (in case of
failure).
The indirect advancement is hardly developed in the three
countries and limited to small tax allowances. France advances
the external contract research of small and medium companies
with a bonus.
The basic differences hardly have an adverse effect on the
comparability of the procedures, since the sponsoring organiza-
tions are faced, as regards details, with similar tasks and
problems.
*;Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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1.1. Institutional Advancement
In France and in the USA, the research institutions nave
partly unusual forms of organization:
The French goverment institutes are operated as official or
government economic companies. The latter can establish com-
mercial subsidiaries subject to the law of private companies.
For the research institutions built up to now as official ones
	 12
in 1982, a new government organization form was created with
greater indc-pendcnce.
New means for the association of government and the economy
in the advancement of research were offered by the French form
of organization "Groupement d'interet public" (GIP (Public interest
groups)). They include government and private institutions as
carriers of research and development institutions.
The government centers in the USA are partly operated
privateiY. They belong to the government. Their current operation
is transferred for five years at a time to private contractors.
Sweden concentrates the institutional advancement in uni-
versity institutions and in joint research institutions, which
are conducted jointly by the government and the industry.
In the control of research centers through the government
sponsoring organizations the principle of "overall control" is
applied in Sweden, in the USA that of "detail control". France
assumes a middle position.
In the financial economy and in accounting, the nongovern-
ment institutions in the three countries enjoy greater freedom
of operation than the government institutions. The government
centers have problems with the possibility of reimbursement
of the funds, one year appropriation, and the transfer of
nonspent funds.
In the control of the accounting, France relies particularly
on an accompanying control. In Sweden only subsequent checks
are common. The iJSA controls and checks constantly with a large
number of instruments. In France and the USA evaluations are
conducted on basic questions (reimbursement system, personal
status jtc. ) .
The personnel economics is oriented in the government
centers to government rules; in private sectors, the operators
are basically free. Employment plans are set up beforehand in
government centers.
Most of the recipients of advancement have, besides the
institutional funds, other income (project advancement, contracts,
secondary businesses, charitable donations, legacies). Limitations
2	 J
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are obtained from regulations on the prevention of double sponsor-
ship, the maximum fraction of the total budget, the danger of
disturbances of competition, the use of the funds and their
handling in the budget.
The rights for the inventions and developments belong to the
	 /3
government in government research institutions. The receivers
of funds subject to private law can, under certain circumstances,
be owners of primary rights. The government reserves certain
rights in these cases. In the USA, small recipients of funds and
public organizations have priority.
Technology transfer is a special cc,ncern of the sponsor-
ing organizations in the three countries. It is advanced by:
Strengthening of the bond between the research and develop-
ment institutions and the industry,
Advancement of the dissemination and evaluation of the
results of research and development by the recipients of the funds,
Regulation of the rights of use and profit facilitating con-
version,
Measures of of the sponsoring organizations for conversion.
1.2. Advancement of Projects
The advancement takes place by chants and contracts. More-
over, the following are common:
The "cooperative -Agreement" in the USA, a special form of
grant, in which a special involvement of the grant giver is pro-
vided (collaboration, equipment, control).
Loans (interest free in France, with interest in Sweden)
with conditional waiver of repayment (in case of failure).
"Pro j ect insurance" in Sweden: the pledged funds are only
claimed in cases of failure.
Research and development contracts with the client's
participation in costs (USA).
The procedures for applications for grants are, to a great degree,
structured beforehand by forms and conditions. The forms of
some sponsoring organizations are characterized by brevity,
comprehensibility and practicality. The requirements for des-
cribing the project, the cost plan and additional data and
documents go very far from some sponsoring organizations.
Discussions for the proposals are usually invited.
3
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Some org^lnizations maintain regional contact secretariats and
offices. These sponsors offer personal discussions of the project.
The American sponsoring organizations provide a complete
not^tication of the sponsoring possibilities. The prior publi-
c—ai cn includes even limited calls for bids, so that anyone has
a chance of making offers.
Simple and easily under tandable sponsorshi p conditions are
provided by the French Research Ministry and the  Swecis S U.
The other sponsoring organizations use extensive catalogues of
conditions and establish partly laws and o.dinances for the
contract components. In particular, the American conditions
regulate even the smallest details.
Regulations on the costs allowable for the sponsorship are,
to a great extent, lacking in Sweden. In France there are clear
simple rules, the regulations in the USA are comprehensive and
complicated.
Some organizations regulate with
	
prescriptions the extent
of the sponsorship, but excluding certain types of costs (for
example, the indirect cost) from the sponsorship or basing the
assistance only on the limiting costs.
Other regulations exclude undesirable costs such as
entertainment costs, provisions, r_inbursement above the limit
fixed by the sponsorship.
The indirect costs are replaced in the USA by a uniform rate
fixed individually for each grant recipient., which applies to all
government grants and contracts.
Profits are not permissible basically for grants. Profits
in research and development contracts in the USA cannot be defined
as a percentage of the cost and cannot exceed altogether 15% of
the cost.
The re4ulation assistance rates are established as:
Research funds (France): 100% of the limiting cost for the
public recipient, 50% of the total cost for private recipients,
Assistance to inventions (France): 50`b (in exceptional
cases, up to 75%) of the total cost,
Invention bonus (France): 25% (plan: 35%) of the external
cost,
Scientific research counsel (Sweden): 100% of the direct
	
/5
cost,
STU (Sweden): 50% of the total cost,
4
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Industrial funds (Sweden):	 '`)c)b of the total cost,
USA: actual participation of the receiving institution and
at least 1i of the total cost for the sum of all grants from r,
sponsoring organization (therefore, not for each individual
project).
Repayments of the assistance are required in Sweden (STU)
and in France (ANVAR). In the project is not successful, it is
waived.
In the USA, special conditions regulate the use of yields
from the projects.
The rights for inventions and development belong, in the
three countries, to the receivers of the assistance.
	 (Exceptions
apply in the USA for larger companies). In particular, in the
USA the government reserves the right (rights of use of benefits,
issuing of licenses).
The procedure for evaluation and decision is formalized
to a great extent in the .SA, unlike the other two countries.
All sponsoring organizations base their decisions on certificates.
In Sweden and in the USA, all applicants receive comprehensive
data on the evaluation of the proposal.
In the USA, a two-stage derision procedure is implemented
in calls for bids for research and development _contracts. In calls
for negotiations with all the applicants concerned, they are
invited to make another final offr:..-.
For the payment procedure most sponsoring organizations com-
bine preliminary payments and the reimbursement of calculated
costs. In research and development contracts, the USA pays only
later and only costs which were really 1iid by the recipient.
Some sponsoring organizations provide for security retainers
until the accounting.
For payment the USA uses  letter of credit which assures
the constant supply of funds for the grant recipient and minimum
cash stocks, without the administration of the sponsoring organi-
zation having to make payments.
A delegation for promotion of the ministry and topmost 	 /6
goverment authorities to subordinate insitutions takes place in
France and in Sweden. In Sweden the administrative implementation
of urliversitli projects is transferred t., the university adminis-
tration. The rmerican NSF transfers with certain prerequisites
their reserve powers in the Oevelopment of the project to the
administration of the grant recipient.
The sponsoring orga,^izations accompany the current development
5
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of the project with m(ny reservations of cc,nsent, especially in
administrative ind financial areas.
Ending the s ponsorship without reason is possible for certain
sponsoring organizations. The nonrenewal of the grant which has
to be approved every year is more common.
A l)ubl icaLior. of the research and development resu_1 t s by
the sponsoring organization is permissible under special
assumptio •,s .
The award of subcontracts requires approval for mos' spon-
soring organizations.
The obligations of reports are regulated differently. A
concluding report and intermediate report are common. The
Swedish NFR waives all reports.
In the three countries the grant is included basically in
the income for which tdx is due, if it does not need to be repaid.
In France value added tax applies.
The proof of use is given by overall accounts, which are
controlled in checks. C ` .ecks take place on given occasions
or as random checks. The NSF checks systematically the fund
recipient, starting from a certain level of volume of assistance.
TIME REQUIREMENT AND ADMINISTRATION COST
	 /7
Country	 -ganization	 Time Require- Administration
ment (months) Cost (fraction
of the budget)
France	 MIR 6 -	 9 1%
ANVAR	 (invention
assistance) 3 - 6 9%
ANVAR	 (invention,
bonus) 1
Sweden	 STU 3 -	 5 10%
NFR 5 4%
Industrial funds 6 4%
USA	 NSF 6 - 9 6%
1.3. Development and Extrapolation of the Program
The contents of the research assistance are described and
outlined in France and in the USA byrp ograms. In Sweden most
of the technological research and development has no pregiven
program to give chances to all applicants.
6
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only France has	 national research planning.
The procealire for the development and extrapolation of
programs are ;)artly formalized in the three countries.
All spcnairing organizations have developed special instru-
ments and programs for improving technology-transfer.
7
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2. Results of the Analysis of Selected Problems of the Procedure 	 /H
of Assistance
This chapter contains the most important results of the
comparative analysis, which was ,arried out on the basis of the
inquiry guidelines (printed in chapter 6). The analysis is
supported on the results of the inquiry which are described in
detail in chapter 4 and indicated in chapter 3 in a comparative
survey.
2.1. Comoarison of the Fundin g Svstems
This study will not give a survey nor an analysis of the
system of government research and development advancement in the
three countries. Rather, the problem was to describe and analyze
comparatively the administrative procedures of research adminis-
tration on the basis of some examples.
Nevertheless, the study had to deal with systems of advancement,
to identify the instruments suitable for a closer analysi.,. Basic
data on the organization and instruments of government research
advancement proved to be, moreover, useful for understanding
and analyzing the procedures. The mosL important structural
characteristics are summarized at the beginning of the detailed
description for the three countries in chapter 4.
An exact knowledge of the structure of the assistance in
the three countries is not absolutely necessary for understanding
the other parts of the study. In the investigation it was found
that the detailed problems of research management are very
similar, and quite comparable with each other, although the
advancement systems of the three countries differ greatly from
each other.
The most important characteristics which play a role in the
analysis and comparison of the procedures are:
- the organization of the advancement of research
- the structure of research measures.
2.1.1. Organization of the Assistance to Research	 /9
In organizin g the assistance to research the distribution of
tasks between the government levels and the distribution of
powers within the levels is important. Differences arise in the
assignment of functions to the topmost authorities and the sub-
ordinate institutions.
In the three countries, the sponsorship -J research is
concentrated at the level of the central government.
8
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France h,is a central govei:,ment par excellence. All
sponsorship activities start from the central government.
In Sweden the powers for promoting research also lie
exclusively with the central government.
The sponsoring activities of the individual states in the
USA are insignificant as compared with those of the federal
government.
On the other hand, the powers within the central government
are regulated differently: centralization in France, division
into sectors in Sweden and in the USA.
In France up to 1981, the powers for sponsoring research
were distributed among many ministries and subordinate organi-
zations. The powers and sponsoring activities were so unclear,
that new coordination offices were constantly established:
government secretariats, delegations, commissariats. In 1981,
and in '-he following years, the first measures were taken to
unravel and tighten these organizations. The ,nost important event
was the establishment of the Ministry for Research and Tech-
nology, which was converted later to the Ministry for Research
and Industry (today: Ministry for Industry and Research). Most
of the powers for government advancement of research were
transferred to this Ministry, although even today important
sectors (aeronautics, defense, post and telecommunications)
lie outside its powers.
In Sweden the decentralization of the promotion of research
was a clear goal of the policy. Each ministry is responsible
for promoting research in his a ea of competence. The coordination
of the advancement is to be taken over by the newly created
government sectretariat.
The system in the 1ISA is also organized in a decentralized
manner. The advancement of research is in the hands of ministries
and agencies which have, to a great extent, equal rights (such
as, the NSF and NASA). A coordination of the objects of sponsor-
ship only takes place in estimates by the authority of the
president's science advisor. The uniform administrative pro-
cedure is assured by the "Office for Management and Budget".
In the USA the sponsoring functions are taken over complete! 	 /10
by the topmost federal authorities. In France and Sweden much
of the development is delegated to subordinate institutions.
The French ministry, itself, implements only to a small
extent promoting activites. Almost 80% of the funds are
assigned to research centers and other institutions, who,
for their part, also act as research promoters (such as, for
example, the CNRS [National Scientific Research Center] or
ANVAR) .
9
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In Sweden the powers of all ministries are limited basically
to political and conceptual functions. The assistance to
research is transferred to subordinate institutions, for example,
the Research Council and the S'fU.
The ministries and agencies in the USA accomplish, themselves,
all the functions of sponsoring of research; there is no dele-
gation to subordinate institutions.
2.1.2. Structure of the Advancement of Research
	 /11
In the basic goals for the advancement of research the USA
differs from the two European countries. Whereas France and
Sweden pursue with their advancement of research, among other
things, the promotion of competitions and performance of
national economy, this goal is taken in the USA only as a
secondary or subsidiary goal.
The USA relies more than the two European countries on the
initiative of the economic companies and their willingness to
take risks. They encourage research in the economy (apart
from exceptions such as the "Small Business Innovation Research
Program")', by research contracts, whose results should contribute
directly to the solution of government problems in sectors such
as defense, energy supply, astronautics, health and agriculture.
This advancement reinforces at the same time the technical per-
formance of the recipient, which is, in gcnerai, the intention
of the government research and development policy. The
research and development of the companies, independent of contract,
is promoted directly by the acknowledgement of costs for "Indepen-
dent Research and Development" in establishing the costs for
government contracts of all types.
France and Sweden also award research and development con-
tracts on a large scale. Besides this they sponsor with gran'--s
and loans research activities in industry, whose results will be
useful r,iainly fur the assisted companies acid, only as a secondary
result, the general public.
In the assistance for fundamental research there are no
serious differences between thegoals of the countries.
Indirect measures such as tax allowances, increases in salaries
and special allowances are only of little importance in the three
countries. In France there are allowances of funds for research
and development investments and for participation in the develop-
ment associations. Sweden assures a free sum which may be
subtracted from the profit for research costs of 10 to 20% of
the research development cost. In the USA such an investment
(tax write-off of 25% for extra research and development cost as
compared with the level of the previous years) was introduced only
in 1981.
10
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2.2. Institutional Advancement 	 112
This chapter contains the comparative analysis of forms of
institutional advancement (complete or partial financing of the
budget of research and development institutions) in the countries
France, Sweden and the USA.
The study and subsequent descriptions concern exclusively
the advancement of research institutes outside universities.
To understand the analysis, the knowledge of the rating which
the institutional advancement of institutions outside univer-
sities has, is important: it is very high in France (about 80%
of government cost), in the USA it is average (about 30%) and
in Sweden it is low (about 10%).
vancement in the three
determination, des-
the scope of this
the descriptions of
is limited to a few
The common forms of institutional ad
countries are so diverse that a complete
cription and analysis would go far beyond
study. Therefore, this chapter just like
the countries and the comparative survey,
chosen instruments:
France: government research centers on the example of the
CNRS and the CEA (Atomic energy cominission)
Sweden: government Institute for Nuclear Physics and
goverment reseach institutions
USA: privately operated government centers (GOCO).
2.2.1. Or ganization of Research Institutions 	 /13
The form of organization of research institutions, particularly
their legal form, is decisively important for many questions of
institutional advancement. The purpose is to give the research
insti+:..ltion an organization which would allow the company to
expect the maximum benefit from government advancement.
The discussion about the suitable organization of research
institutions is concentrated on the alternatives: government
research institutions or institutions with private rights. Secondly,
the degree of autonomy in government institutions or the exact
form of rights in private institutions is of interest.
For government institutions it is assumed that the govern-
ment could determine the work contents, use the reserves and
control the use of funds in the optimum manner.
The partisans of private institutions consider the govern-
ment budget and personnel rights as unsuitable for providing the
necessary flexibility to the centers. They stress the better
11
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condit-.ons prevailing in private institutions for transferring tiie
reasearch results to industry.
With regard to the opposite arguments and the heterogeneous
nature of the research, a basic decision regarding this question
cannot be expected. Therefore, it is surprising that, until
recently, all the sponsored institutions in France were govern-
ment institutions, naturally of different types. The other two
countries assist government institutions and privite enter-
prises.
France has several types of organizations for government
research and development institutions. Differences exist
among them regarding the autonomy and the admissibility of
economic activities. There is a new form of organization for a
project or program oriented collaboration of several (even
private) organizations: the GIP.
In Sweden the assistance is given to government institutions
which are organized as official ones, and joint research institu-
tions (foundations and combines).
In the USA government centers (federal laboratories) are
financed, which are operated partly as government institutions,
partly by private contractors.
The most interestin g solutions are:	 /14
the French forms of organization for government research
institutions,
the public interest group (GIP),
the Swedish joint research institutions,
The privately operated government centers in the USA (GOCO).
2.2.1.1. The French Government Institutions
For the French institutions until 1981 two forms of organi-
zation were used predominantly: Etablissement public administra-
of (EPA) [an administrative public establishment] and Etablis-
sement public industrial et commercial (EPIC) [Industrial and
commercial public establishment]. The EPA is organized as ar
administrative body, the EPIC Rs a (government) economic enter-
prise. The CNRS [National Center of Scientific Research] is
an EPA, the CEA (Atomic Energy Commission] is an EPIC.
Most institutions do not carry out any economic acitivities,
they are therefore organized as administrative bodies (EPA). This
form of organization corresponds so little to the characteristics
and requirements of research, that in 1982 a new form of
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organization was created specially for research, the Etablissement
public ^ caractbre scientifique et technologique (EPST)(Public
establishment of scientific and technological naturei, which has
an independent administration and financial autonomy. The EPs'r
should be reinforced in the independence of the management,
the financial controls should be slackened by reservations of
consent, and the financing converted to general allocations.
The concrete organization of the statutes h7t:; not yet been
completed, there is no practical experience yet.
The form of organization at EPIC gives the research institu-
tions better autonomy. The EPIC are, to a great extent, indepen-
dent in their business management and financial economy. In
France there are no objections against economic activities of the
government. This takes place partly through the EPIC itself,
partly through subsidiaries. Thus, for example, the CEA carries
through participation (up to 1000 in capital countries operating
under private law, whose turnover reached the same order of
magnitude as the CEA financed 85% by subsidies of the government
(about 15 billion French francs).
Considerable problems arise in the government institutions
because of prrsonnel economics. The researchers are, and remain,
officials or employees of the government, even though special
statutes apply to them. These problems do not exist for the
companies under private law carried by the EPIC. Further, infor-
mati ann about personnel economics may be found in section 2.2.5.
In France a discussion regarding the adequate form of
organization for research irist.'tutions is still in progress.
The previous solutions are riot satisfactory; new forms are intro-
duced, regarding which little information and experience is
available, so far.
2.2.1.2. Public Interest Group (GIP) 	 /15
The GIP is the form of law for a company in which several
government organizations as well as goverment organizations and
private enterprises cooperate temporarily to carry out research
and development projects.	 They should, moreover, facilitate
collaboration of research and development institutions.
The GIP are nonprofit organizations; they can be established
without capital. The government holds the majority of votes in
the management council, the topmost body of the GIP; it is
represented in the GIP by a controller. The accounting of the
GIP is controlled by government authorities (audit office).
For the rest, the GIP are independent.
Unfortunately, little experience has been acquired so far
with this new instrument. Regulations for personnel economics,
the financial economics, the profit rights to developments,
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and government influence are only being worked out. It is
still not known whether the attempted collaboration of several
institutions and the cooperation of government and private sectors
fulfills expectations.
2.2.1.3. The Swedish Joint Research Institutions
There are more than 30 joi.nt research institutions, which
receive institutional advancement from the STU [Swedish Royal
Office for Technical Development].
The institutions are organized as foundations or combines
under private law. The carriers are, on one hand, the industry
(sectoral economic associations, ad hoc groups of companies,
foundations), on the other hand, the government, through the SDU.
The institutions have their own private juridical personality.
The Swedish government keeps aloof in the control of the
joint research institutions. It shares in Lhe financing amounts,
in any case, only to about one third; the other funds come from
industry or are reimbursements for contracts.
The most important provisions for the organization and
activities of the institutions are taken by the management council.
The STU is not di_ectly represented in it; it has indirectly con-
siderable influence, since it appoints half the members of this
board. In program and budget separations the influence of the
STU is limited. Besides business management and industrial
unions, it is only one of severa l_ business partners.
Only a few conditions for business mana,ement are connected
with government basic financing of the institutions (financial
econimics, personnel economics, etc.). The institutions must
operate within the framework of the regiz1u4ions applying to all
research enterprises (accounting, social regulations, etc.);
they are not found with any regulations of the government (for
example, budget law, public tariffs) .
The Swedish joint research institutions are an example of	 /16
the successful collaboration of government and industr y in the
sponsorship of research and development. They show, moreover,
that government financing of institutions can be assured, with-
out the government reserving comprehensive control rights and
imposing detailed conditions for the business activities with
the assistance.
2.2.1.4. The Privatelv O perated Government Centers of the USA
Part of the nearly 700 American research centers (federal
laboratories) are not operated as government institutions ("Govern-
ment Owned, Government Operated Laboratories", GOGO) but by
private contractors. these are "Government Owned, Contractor
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Operate, ..aboratories" (GOCO). The best known GOCOs are the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), sponsored by NASA, the Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory (FERMILAD), sponsored by the Energy
Department and the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) sponsored by NSF.
The legal structure of the GOC:O system is complicated and
difficult to survey. ' The contract partners are the government
authorities, the carrier of the center and the center itself,
which has its own juridical personality. On one hand, the
cession and fiduciary administration of the plots of land,
buildings and plants belonging to the government are regulated
by contract. Further contracts are signed on the operation of the
center. Often contracts are also awarded for implementing
individual projects (contract research).
The carriers of the centers are often universities or
combinations of universities; some centers are operated by
industrial enterprises (for example, General Electric).
T1,o centers themselves are legally independent, non-profit
organizations subject to private law (non-profit corporations,
not for profit corporations).
The legal assistance is connected with detailed conditions
in all areas; the government contractor reserves extensive
control and intervention rights.
The following reasons are put forward for this type of
institutional sponsor^ls:
The government can, in this way, leave an important portion
of the research and development activity in private hands and
thus reinforce the activities especially of private universities.
The private form of organization is moreover, more suited
to the requirements of research as regards flexiblity and self
determination than the organization of research as a government
institution.
The time limitation of the contract (as a rule five years) 	 /17
will have a positive effect on the motivation and the mobility
of the work.
A US presidential commission presented in 1983 a report on
the government centers. It contains indications about a series
of defects, which will be discussed further below, in greater
detail. In the commission's opinion the complaints apply to all
government centers; but the GOCOs were judged better in the area
than management, organizations and personnel than the government
operated centers.
15
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2.2.2. Control By Government Sponsoring organizations
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The government sponsoring organizations have a justified 	 1'
interest in determining the contents of the research and develop-
ment activity in the centers. They are, moreover, reapor..ible
for the correct and economic use of funds_. The control of the
contents must orient the activity of the research institutions
towards the politically oriented tasks. Therefore, they should
not determine the procedure. Bureaucratization of decisions
must be avoided in the administrative control. Forcing research
to remain in a corset of administration regulations can eliminate
the politically oriented control.
The control of the contents of the research institutions can
be carried out by the determination and control of the programs
of assignment and work (overall control); it can also consist
in the involvement with daily decisions (detailed control). The
formal status of the research institutions is important in this
connection; only independent institutions are suitable for general
control. The form of organization is, however, riot of decisive
importance. Overall control and detailed control are equally
possible in government centers and private enterprises. De-
tailed control by involvement in daily decisions can destroy the
purpose of control. The independence connected with the overall
control of the research institutions is a prerequisite for the
government to succeed at all with the research goals.
The administrative control can likewise be organised as
overall control or detailed control. The organization as
government centers suggests a detailed control, but does not make
it compulsory. The organization of the centers as government
enterprises naturally requires the regular application ,f aovern,nent
budget and personnel rights. These bureaucratic systev.s arranging
for safety, planning, hierarchy and control are inconsistent with
the uncertainty of research and the independence and r%sponsibility
required by it.
There are great differences in this sector between the three
countries: France has established very independent government
administrative bodies (overall control); the Swedish authorities
have waived almost completely, controlling influences; the
sponsoring organizations in the USA implement detailed controlled
(called there "micromanagement") even in the centers operated
by private contractors.
In France the receivers of institutional assistance were,
up to now, government organizations; thus extensive control
possibilities are available to the government. The structure of
institution- frequently used, up to now, for research and
developmen, institutions as administrative bodies (EPA) was
connected witt. frequent interventions by government authorities
(detailed control). The EPIC established as industrial enter-
prises had even before greater independence. The reorganization
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of the EPA as EPST (E:tablissement Public a caractere Scientifique
et Technologique) (Public establishment of scientific and tech-
nological nature) should provide greater independence to the
centers.
The principle of overall control will apply in future to 	 /19
the government control of centers in France. The main points
of control are personnel appointments for the controlling and
business management boards (administration council, institute
mamangements). in the administrative sector there are a series
of reservations of consent of the competent authorities; they
will, however, be eliminated, to a considerable extent, by the
current reformation of structures.
In Sweden the principle of delegation applies to the entire
administration. All subordinate government institutions'iave aform
of	 organization assuring extensive independence or them. The
superior authorities in each instance limit themselves to
conceptual	 and controlling functions.
The institutional advancement of institutions outside
universities is rejected politically. Instead of this, the (govern-
ment) universities t.;f the country are assisted. The few
government research and development institutions outside the
universities have a status which corresponds with that of the
universities. There is a clear lack of control. The competent
ministry is not represented in the administration council of
the institutions. There is no obligation for establishing
reports. The independence goes so far that complaints have been
expressed on the lack of communication between the institution
and the ministry. An exception may be found in the Institute for
Defense Research, in which the competent ministry has a project
oriented influence.
In the promotion of the point research institutions, the
competent authorities (STU) influence the allotment of the
annual programs. For the rest, it limits itscontrol to the
appointment of representatives in the administration council.
In the USA the private sector of GOCO's assures only a
limited independence :rom government intervention in the business
management. Basically the centers should be free of their manage-
ment, while the government reserves a right of being able to
determine, at any time, by intervention the progress on the work
desired by it.
Partly original instruments are available for influencing
the management. The internal organization centers require the
approval of the client. The procedure in important areas such
as personnel economics is to :tee est-F,IishL_d in handbooks, which
cannot be changed without the prior consent of the client. NASA
uses for uniform regulation of important procedural questions a
17
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so-called "issuance system", in which even the privately operated
centers are included. Moreover, there is a series of reserva-
tions of consent, for example, for the appointment of the manage-
ment personnel, financial economics, the activity regarding third
parties, etc.
	
Only little independence exists in the determination of the
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contents of the work. The government clients reserve the right
to determine the activities at any time by intervention. In-
struments for government influence
	 are the five year contracts,
the yearly program plan, the council and inspection boards, in
which the government is represented to a decisive extent, as
well as reservations of consent and intervention in the daily
work.
The extent of the influence by the client is clearly shown in
the the size of his office in the centers. These (resident
offices) are partly occupied by 10 to 20 persons.
The US Presidential Investigation Commission has, in its
commission, objected to the
	 too great extent of government
control and recommended more independence of the centers in
the area of management and in establishing work content not
determined by contract (free research).
The comparison of the solutions in the three countries shows
that the form and extent of government control does not depend
on whether it is a private or a government enterpirs(. Overall
and detailed controls occur for the different types. Rather,
the principles and the instruments of government influence
are decisive. The French example of the EPST is an attempt to
combine the necessary independence of the enterprises with
government overall control in the content and administrative
sectors.
2.2.3. Insurance and Building Projects	 121
Conseduen_es from the government financing occur in the three
countries for the proccA- ure in insurance and for the development
of construction projects.
In the three countries the "self insurance principle" of the
government applies, according to which the government property
is not insured.
Following this principle, in the French government institutions
there is no insurance; however, reserves may be formed for possible
damages.
The government institutions in Sweden have no insurance. The
non-government joint research institutions do not have any insurance
for the land, buildings and plants made available for their use
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by the government. They insure their own property and risks like
industrial enterprises.
In the USA the rules for the GOCO's correspond to those in
Sweden: no insurance for government property, insurance for all
other risks through the centers. Costs for the insurance against
claims of the centers for damages to government property are not
provided by the clients.
Construction projects have been carried out in France by
the centers themselves; in Sweden and the USA implementation is
taken over by government authorities, which are competent
centrally for all construction projects of the government. The
same regulations as for other government buildings apply to the
construction projects.
2.2.4. Financial Economics and Accountin	 122
2.2.4.1.	 Form of Financin
The financial sponsorship can have, according to German
terminology, three forms of implementation:
- allocations to government institutions
- allocations to nongovernment institutions
- reimbursements for contracts to nongovernment institutions.
The French suansorship was directed (previously) exclusively
through government companies and in the form of grants, which
were given according to the public budget law. Basically, the
same regulations as fur other government institutions apply to
research institutions. The allocations are granted in the
generally valid subdividion (subdivision according to current and
investment disbursements, as well as according to the types of
disbursement). Besides the basic financing (original budget),
the research institutions receive,partly from government offices,
further funds for implementirny special projects.
In Sweden the government institutions are assisted by grants,
in whose allocation and administration the public budget regu-
lations apply. The institutions receive additional means from
project assistance, while there is no difference forgrants which
are received by the nongovernment recipients. The joint research
institutions receive from the STU for their annual program a basic
financing, which is assured like a grant. They can receive furthr
means for individual projects, also as grants.
The privately operated government centers in the USA (GOCO's)
are financed by public contracts. They receive a cost reimburse-
ment (as well as a fixed profit.) according to the regulations
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generally valid for public contracts and the contract agreement.
Although the contracts for the operation of the centers are assigned
for five years, the financial appropria,ion must Le approved again
every year. The centers may receive furthLr fu;lds for implementing
projects for other government offices; basically the corresponding
agreements are made with the main client of the center, not the
center itself.
2.2.4.2. Budget Implementation
The independence and flexibility of the financing economics
is Loncentrated by government regulations on the mutual compata-
bility )f budget sections and permissible margins of deviation.
Such limitatio ►ib gyre common, most frequently, in government
institutions, but also in the USA in financing privately operated
centers.
In F ra nce there is basically no correspondence between admini.s- /23
tration C­Tdget (current allocations) and investment budgets (in-
vestmel:_.,). Within the allocation,deviations of 5 to 10% are
permissible. As a result of the current structural reform, the
research institutions should be increasingly assisted by overall
allocations.
In Sweden public budget laws apply to government institutions.
Between the headings (administration costs, operatin g costs,
material costs and investments) there is no correspondence; within
the section the validity of reimbursements is unlimited. The
joint research institutions receive assistance as overall alloca-
tions; thus, the validity of coverage is not limited.
In the USA_ the reimbursements are paid to the GOCO's in the
USA as a settlement of costs. Considerable deviations from the
amounts indicated in the preliminary calculations (for example,
more than $250,000) require approval. If the financing comes
from several contracts, then mutual coverage is possible only
in exceptional cases.
The continuity of research projects can be affected adversely
by short periods of approval. The principle of annual validity
applies, without any exceptions, ?.n all three countries. All
assistance must be approved again every year. The American
research commission has omitted this and promoted ,ong financing
periods.
Another narrowing of the possibilities of financial funds
is connected with the ban on the transfer of funds to the following
year.
In France and Sweden this limitation applies for the current
allocations (in particular, for personnel allocations), whereas,
the transfer of funds for investment is permissible. In Sweden
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funds from materi-1 budget can be transferred. The transferability
of funds for property allocations for the French institutions is
facilitated by the fact that equipment and similar property can
be adjusted in the section for investments.
The GOCO's in the USA can transfer the funds received
arbitrarily to the next year. Naturally strict rules apply to the
recall of funds, which should prevent the recall of the funds
not inunediately required.
1.1.4.3. Organization of the Accounting 	 /24
The organization of ac-counting_in research institutions
follows either cameralistic or commercial principles.
In the cameralistic system, which applies in the three
countries to the public budget, the incomes and expenditures of
the period are noted. Since the expenditures and income of a
period concern materially parts, costs and income of other
periods, in the cameralistic system a period referred cost
and receipt accounting is impossible. The determination of
costs arid their accounting for the projects is, however, an
important prerequisite for the economic use of funds by the
insitutions.
In the accounting organized commercial, costs (expenses)
and receipts are listed. A period-referred cost accounting is
thetefoic possible.
Whereas a cameralistic accounting procedure does not allow
a cancellation of costs and rer p ipts, the commercially organized
accounting procedure corresponds, basically, through the simul-
taneous recording of costs and receipts. on one hand, and expendi-
ture and profits on the other hand, tv government requirements.
In the Qovernment assisted institutions therefore a suitably
expanded commercial system should be used.
Actually, th , government institutions of tre three countries
proceed acc r ;-d , i	 he cameralistic principles. However, there
are excel	 -e. The accounting procedures of the
institutic	 iatc law in Sweden and in the USA are
organized it	 &Lcial manner.
France':	 nment institutions follow predominantly a
cameralistic _ _( Ming procedure (for example, the CNRS). The
CEA uses both systems: cameralistic for Public sector, commercial
for the subsidiaries following private law. The government
CNES has a commercia l accounting procedure, through which it is
proved that the government form of organization and commercial
accounting procedures are compatible.
'1
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In Sweden the cameralistic system is prescribed for govern-
ment centers. The joint research institutes use a commercial
accounting procedure.
The USA allows the privately operated government centers to
use a commercially organized accounting procedure, but makes
some conditions. Legal regulations on the recording and calcu-
lation of costs for the interpretation of public contracts must
be maintained. Moreover, the categories of the accounting
procedures should be easily convertable into those of the govern-
ment client. The disbursements and income should be recorded in
the accounting records and financial reports.
2.2.4.4. Checks
The correctness of the financial processes in the sponsored
institutions can be monitored by current accompanying control arid
by subsequent checks.
In France the accompanying control is the more important
instrument. In the government research and development institu-
tions, officials of the superior authority or the Finance
Ministry officiate and give endorsements for important dis-
bursements of commitments.	 The subsequent control takes place,
for example, every 4 to 5 years by a check by the auditor's
office.
In Sweden the research institutions are .independent in the
current .)udget implementation. The institutions belonging to the
universities are checked every year by the Swedish university
office: checks by the government inspection office are possible,
but rarely occur. The checking of the point research institutions
is conducted every year by a delegate from the STU, who presents
his report to the administration council (in which the STU is
not represented).
The privately operated government centers in the USA are sub-
jected every year to A. large number of subsequent checks by
different offices. The government client either checks himself
or delegates the checks to special government offices specialized
in this area. Moreover, it allows the client to carry out in-
ternal checks and to present the results. Lately, the govern-
ment clients are experimenting with the award of additional con-
tracts to the private accounting examiners of the centers and
aaivinq separate checks by government offices.
Besides the accounting checks, the sponsoring organizations
in France and the USA carry out evaluations of the organization,
management and the working procedure in thu assisted research
institutions:
In France for example, the finance inspection for the CNRS
22
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Wcarries out, every three to four years, studies of topics such
as program development, management structure, personnel status.
In the USA the government clients carry out cross evalua-
tions (for example, the reimbursement level in the centers) and
establish management reviews. A report established for the US
president
	 on the government centers criticizes the lack of a
suitable evaluation and control system for the centers. Such
system could contribute to the prevention of the harmful
consequences for the productivity of the centers resulting from
their isolation and the lack of competition.
2.2.5. Personnel Economics	 /26
The government sponsorship organizations are influenced by
different instruments, the personnel economics of research
institutions:
Regulations on the personnel law to be applied and the
reimbursement system
Preassignment of employment plans
Influencing personnel policies
2.2.5.1. Personnel Law and Reimbursement System
In the government institutions in France, Sweden and the USA,
the public personnel law and public reimbursement system are
applied.
The public system is hardly suitable for a research agency.
It is based on lifetime employment, offers hardly any possibilities
for incentives and differentiation Lased on abilities and limits
the mobility of the employees and the exchange with industry.
In France there are a large number of supplementary incividual
regulations (statutes) for the different centers, which should
take into consideration t.h^ conditions prevailing there and the
special requirements of the research agency: classifications,
regular advancements, time contracts, increments, bonuses, etc.
The statutes are not clear, and differ from center to center;
they limit the personal mobility between the institutions. With
the reform of the research structures, simplification and uni-
formity will be achieved.
The Swedish government institutions apply also the public
personnel and reimbursement law. Employment for a certain period
is possible; these employees received the same reimbursement
as the holders of indefinite contracts. Compensation up to one
year's salary may be paid, if an employee paid froin project funds,
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(third party funds) does riot find any new employment after the
sponsorship is over.
For the American government institutions, the same rules apply
as for the other employees of the federal government. Notices
of termination for justified reasons (for example, because of
inadequate abilities) are possible. In the investigative report
on the government centers in the USA, it is objected that the
public reimbursement system hardly offers incentives to the
researchers.
The institutes subject to private law assisted by the govern-
ment in the three countries are not obligated to apply the public
personnel law and reimbursement system.
In France the subsidiaries of the CEA are not bound to the 	 /27
public system for their personnel economics, as applies to the
CEA itself.
The Swedish joint research institutions apply general rules
for the private sector. Various tariff contracts regulate the
reimbursement for the individual professional groups. On the
whole, the reimbursements are Eimilar to those at the (govern-
merit) universities.
The privately operated government centers in the USA are
basically free in the establishment of reimbursements of person-
nel. The study commiEsion gives this as a positive aspect of
the GOCO's but regrets, at the same time, that the government
clients impose partly on the GOCO's maximum limits for reim-
bursements.
2.2.5.2. Preassignment of Employment Plans
The preassignment of employment plans by the government
allocator of funds has a harmful effect on the capacity for
negotiation and adjustment of the research institutions. The
preassignment of employment plans for the government institutions
is common in all three countries.
For the French government centers, the employment plans
are established according to the levels and number together
With the budget and possibly discussed in the Parliament. The
deviation from the employment plan is, as a rule, impossible.
In Sweden the employment plans of the government institutes
are first discussed and decided in the Parliament, but only the
number and total financal frames. The institute management can
determine arid adjust the level by agreement with the unions.
For the institutions operated under private law in France
(for_ example, the subsidiaries of the CEA), in Sweden (joint
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research) and in the USA (GOCO), there is no preassignment of
employment plans. In personnel the personnel appointment is
decided by the administration council of the institution; it
can vary by 10 to 20%. In the GOCO's in the USA, a general frame
is agreed upon with the client or personnel. The man years
are established, the number of employees or their classification.
2.2.5.3. Influence on the Personnel Policies
	 /28
In the three countries the sponsoring organizations have
only a discrete effect on the personnel policies in the research
and development institutions.
The authority of the government sponsoring organizations
for influencing personnel measures is comprehensive it over n-
ment centers. Practically, however, the sponsor;noorganizations
confine themselves to reservations of consent or rights of
determination in the appointment and recall of the management
personnel.
The Swedish STU does not influence at all the personnel
policies of the jointresearch institutions which it assists.
Reservations for consent to measures concerning the manage-
ment personnel are provided to American clients in contracts
with the carriers of GOCO's. They ini.Luence, moreover, personnel
policies, by allowing the clients to set down their procedures
in this sector in handbooks whose change requires approval.
The centers are, like all employers, legally obliged to main-
tain certain standards, for example, non-discrimination (sex,
age, race).
2.2.6. Third Party Funds	 /29
Most government sponsored institutions have, besides
institutional assistance, other income.
- Project sponsorship by government offices
- Secondary business (editing of publications, establishment
of electron data processing services)
- Contracts from industry
- Donations and grants from legacies.
In pro: e^ -ct assistance by government enterprises ii. soine
countries there is danger that a double financing project by
the same sponsoring organizations may be involved in project
sponsorship, which have been the object of institutional advance-
ment. The sponsoring organizations encounter this problem when
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they provide for a precise formulation, both forthe programs of
basic financing and fer project promotion. But no sponsoring
organization excludes basi.:a L'y, institutionally assisted insti-
tutions from project sponsorship.
Some sponsoring organizations limit the share of third
party funds, to make sure that the activities of the researcf
institutions are concentrated on the approved programs.
In the USA limitations of the third party funds to 25% are
customary. The government clients reserve the right to approve
the assgnment of employment and bids to other offices. The
contract activities for other government offices are agrees'
upon by the client, not the research institution.
If research institutions which receive institutional advance-
ment from the government implement contracts for private or
government offices, they find themselves in competition with
other institutions. The equality of opportunity can be injured
by the institutional sponsorship, if the latter is used to fi-
nancing the basic material and personnel equipment of the insti-
tution and only limiting costs are calculated as reimbursement
for contracts.
The sponsorincorganization solves this problem by different
means:
In France the research institutions can establish subsidi-
aries subject to private law, which are financially autonomous
and therefore cannot enjoy the advantage of institutional
sponsorship.
In the USA the sponsoring organizations reserve the right
to approve the bids for other offices. The latter are only
awarded when the competition is not disturbed. The presumption
is, among other things, that the reimbursements for prime costs
are calculated, and in particular, the indirect costs are
calculated totally. NASA makes itsapproval depend, moreover,
on whether there is a special company requirement and whether
there are no private bidders. The study commission on the
research centers favors research under contract to centers, inso-
far as rivalry interferences can be avoided.
The few government institutions 4.n Sweden do not work for
private employers and do not compete with industrial enterprises.
The joint research institutions, on the other hand, must finance
a large portion of their budget from ccntracts awarded by industry.
The STU makes it a condition that such contracts should be cal-
culated with total costs.
Regarding the use cf third party funds, the sponsoring organi-
zations do not impose any regulations on research institutions.
In most institutions, naturally, it is a general rule that a
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uniform procedure must be assured for the entire institution,
rejardless of the origin of the funds. This refers, in particu-
lar, to the personnel sector. The CNRS cannot employ any
additional personnel from third party funds.
The proceeds from third party funds are taken into considera-
tion in establishing the project. The intent of they institutional
assistance does not change if the actual values deviate from the
nominal values.
Donations and legacies can be used freely. If tney are
not bound beforehand with a special purpose, they air established
by the management boards of the institutions. The donations are
listed in the budgets of the institutions, but are not used to
balance the budget.
2.2.7._ Rights to Inventions and Development 	 /31
A regulation of rights of use and profits for results of
the institutionally assisted research and development is required,
in particular, when they refer to a nongovernm_ent recipient- of
assistance. In government research centers, the governm.Tnt is
automatically owner of the rights.
In recipients subject toiiyate law, it must be established
by contract what are the rights of the government and the recipients
of the funds of the results of the research and development.
In regulating the rights to benefits, the government is
concerned on one hand with the possibility of evaluating the
results of research and development for fulfilling their own
tasks. In special cases the rights or benefits of the government
are also used to keep secrecy regarding the results of research.
On the other hand, the government has an interest in the use by
the public of the developments financed by tax money.
For the private reci2ient of institutional assistance,
government rights of use or reservation represent a limitation
of their capacity of disposal. He is therefore interested in
reinforcing his own position regarding rights.
The rules obtained in the studies for rights to use and
benefit are simple in France and in Sweden:
In France the recipients of institutional assistance are
government institutions; thus all rights belong to the govern-
ment.
In Sweden the government is owner of all rights to develop-
ments obtained in government institutions. The joint research
institutions are owners of the rights to developments which
were obtained from the basic financing. They must award
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licenses to interested companies. The government reserves rights
only when military matters are concerned. The rights to develop-
ment of the research by contract belong to the corresponding client.
The regulation of the rights for use and profit in the
USA favor, so far, the government. Recently regulations are
in force which award more rights to the recipients of assistance.
The "Bayh-Dole Act" of 1981 established the basic principle
that recipients of grants and reimbursements of the government
can become owners of patent rights to inventions, if they are
not profit organizations (including university centers) or
small enterprises (less than 500 employees). Fcr larger enter-
prises a decision is made from case to case by the client or
giver of the grant, while the mutual interest must be taken
into consideration in a balanced manner. Exceptions to favoring
of nonprofit organizations and small enterprises are permissible,
if security matters are involved.
To take into account the interest of the partner who is not 	 /32
owner of the patent ri ghts, the latter has a right to a free
irrevocable, nonexclusi-e, nontransferrable license. For the
government, this license right is limited to the evaluation for
its own need; in particular cases, the recipient of assistance
can obtain an exclusive license, which is limited in place and
time.
To assure the general use of the results of research and
development, recipients of assistance who are owners of the user
rights are obliged to award a license to third parties under
ordinary marketing conditions. if agreements in this connection
fail, the government can assure this license to the third party
interested (forced. license, "march in right").
The regulation of the rights for use and profit according
to the Bayh-Dole Act has been applied only partly in privately
operated government centers. However, they already apply to one
of the most imp-)r-.ant centers of NASA, the .let Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL).
2.2.8. Technology Transfer 	 /.33
The dissemination and use of the results of institutionzl
assistance outside the research insitul-ions assisted is an impor-
tant condition of the sponsoring organization in the three
countries.
The initial problem for the technology transfer from institu-
tionally assisted institutions is their isolation from other
sectors, in particular from industry. Therefore, a number of
measures are imposed to reduce the danger from the beginning.
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The study has given a catalogue of instruments which are
used for technology transfers. They may be divided into the
following categories:
- Reinforcement of the bonds between research institutions
and industry,
- Dissemination, evaluation o f the results by the research
institutions,
- Regulation of the rights of use and profits,
- Measures of transfer of the sponsoring organizations.
Reinforcement of the Bonds Between Research and Development and
Industry
These include the assignment of private companies to the
operation of government research institutions in the USA. We
are dealing here, partly, with industrial enterprises, partly
with groups of universities, which maintain in the USA closer
connections with industry than in oth--r countries.
The connection between the centers and industry is further
promoted in the USA by th y, centers being allowed to assign sub-
contracts.
The establishment of subsidiaries operating as private
industries by government research centers in France is another
means of promoting the transfer of research and development
results.
A strengthening of the connections between government research
sponsorship and private industrial transfer can, moreover, be
expected by the nonprofit research enterprises (GIP) in France,
when their carriers can be jointly government and private companies.
Similar effects may derive from the Swedish joint reasearch
institutions, which are also carried simultaneously by the
government and the industry.
A privately operated research center in the USA (Fermilab)
has established very successfully a club of interested companies,
whose members are presented with the research results at meetings.
In the French CNRS there is a committee for industrial re-	 /34
lationships (CRIN) which should reinforce the connectionL between
industries. Among other things, the CNRS sends advisors to
industry whose salary is paid at the beginning by the CNRS.
Dissemination and Evaluation of Results by the Research Institution
All government sponsor^.ng organizations insist on the
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assisted institutions publishing data on the research results.
Here there are different forms, such as reports, newsletters,
pamphlets, meetings, press conferences.
A special role is played in France by ANVAR (Agenc y
 nationals
de valorisation de la recherche (National Agency for Development
of Research]). This government. institution signs contracts for
evaluation with research centers, which cannot themselves use
commercially their development.
Regulation of the Rights for Use and Benefits
The regulations described in the previous section for the
rights to inventions and developments must promote, among other
things, the broadest possible evaluation of the research and
development results. in this connection the rights existing in
the USA for interested third parties to obtain a license from
the patent holder and the power of the government to secure
itself this license for them if necessary are particularly
important in this connection.
Transfer Measures of the Sponsoring Organizations
Of the three countries, the USA has proceeded furthest with
the measures for sponsoring organizations to trans f er the research
and development results from institutionally assisted institutions.
A showpiece example is NASA, which maintains an extensive tech-
nology transfer program. The program includes, among other things:
- the maintenance of working staffs for technology transfer
in the research centers,
- the promotion of improvement of methods for the application
in the industry in collaboration with NASA instituti.-)ns and in-
terested enterprises (Technology Utilizations Program),
- the dissemination of data on ava_lable technology in
printed form and in data banks.
2.3. Project Assistance	 /35
The assistance for individual projects arises as a third
sector of measures besides institutional assistance and indirect
measures.
A high measure of government activity is connected regularly
with project promotion, for example: establishment of the areas
of promotion, development of preassignments for the proposals,
evaluation of the incoming proposals, decision regarding the
assignment, establishment of individual conditions of sponsorship,
implementation of payment, follow-up of the project, accounting
and checks, evaluation and use of the results.
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Projects are either sponsored from general political reasons
(for example, future supplies, reinforcement of the national
technological ability regarding performance and competition) or
because the government requires the result of research and
development for fulfilling their own missions (for example,
defense, health care). In the first case, the projects are
promoted wit.i unilateral grants, in thu second place with
contracts.
Of the many instruments for advancing projects in the three
countries, the ob;ects of study included:
In France: assistance to innovations (ANVAR);
bonus for innovations (ANVAR);
research funds (Ministry of Industry and Research).
Sweden:	 loans by they Swedish royal office tor tt-,71,nica1
development (STU);
gran'.:s of the scientific research council (NFR) ;
loans from industrial funds.
USA: grants and contracts, for example, from NSF, NIN, NASA.
2.3.1. Proposal Procedures
A brief and simple procedure of proposals for smaller projects
can have a positive effect on administration costs and processing
time. At the same time, small and medium enterprises or indi-
vidual researchers are not to be frightened by extensive forms
and vast requirements for documents. G:; the other hand, with a
too simple organization of the procedure, there is danger of
errors being committed in selection of projects and recipients of
assistance.
The labor costs connected with the establishment and proces-
sing of applications should be in correct proportion to the
magnitude and complexity of the projects. Large protects justify
and require greater costs than small projects.
Procedures for applications, which provide 6iffeient
formalities for large and small projects, are not common in any
sponsoring organizations; all use a uniform procedure for all
pr^jects.
A summary form of application and a small cataloque of docu- /36
ments are to be handed over where established at the French
Research Ministry and at the Swedish STU. The other sponsoring
organizations in the three countries require detailed applications
and a large number of documents.
:,ponsoring organizations require the presentation of
proposal or an offer, a description of he project and a cost plan.
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Further documents are also required; differences exist, moreover,
in the information and discussion with the applicant.
Whereas for applications for grants, detailed regulations
apply for all sponsoring organizations, the organization of
the Uids for research and development contracts, especially in
the USA,	 is left to a great extent to the bidders.
2.3.1.1. Application Forms
Most sponsoring organizations give out application forms
of different length. In France 10 to 12 page forms are avail-
able. The Swedish forms are 2 or 4 pages long; the NSF gives
out 4 indivi ,lual forms. An interesting solution was found by
the National Institutes of Health. They give out an "application
brochure" with forms, explanations, examples, conditions, des-
,7ription of the program, etc.
What is decisive for the applicants is not the length, but
the com rp ehcnsibility and practical nature of the sets of forms.
In this respect, the Swedish and American application forms are
exemplary. The example cf the "application brochure" is worthy
of imitation.
2.3.1.2. Description of the Proiect
By preassignment of the content and subdivision of the des-
cription ofti^roiect, the sponsors make it possible for the
applicant to present the data required for evaluation and decision.
The key words are similar, to a great extent (statement of the
problem, initial position, level of research, goals, prospects,
bibliography, personnel).
In all three countries the applicants are required to provide
information on the transfer of the results of research.
ANVAR a ► ,d STU proceed furthest in this direction. The applicants
are thus emphatically reminded of the importance and problems of
transfer of research results.
The NSF requires a Summary of the project description in 200
to 300 words to be publi	 mongshed, a	 others, in data banks. The
style is prescribed for this purpose to the applicants: under-
standable to rea ,?er with scientific education, informative for
scientists of the same or neighborinq fields, omission of the use
of pronouns "I" and "wv". Summarie-, of projects descriptions are
also common for other Fponsoring organizations.
	
The Per onnel a_ppoin t_ment for the project conceals in the 	 /37
opinion of some sponsors so many problems that detailed data on
the employees are demanded in the project description. The naming
of the project director,
 is common everywhere. Information on	 s
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names and resumes of other employees is more important for the
sponsors, the closer the project comas to fundamental research.
The Swedish research council requires the resumes of all project
participants. The NSF makes, for example, the project director
the contract partner for co-applicant) and requires declaration
of agreement by the employee mentioned.
Several spunsoL's are content with two copies of the project
description. STU: 3, ANVAR: 5, NSF and NFR require the
applicant to provide 15 or 20 copies. The reason is in the
evacuation procedure. If (as in the case of NFR and NSF) commis-
sions or panels meet on the applications, more copies are needed
than when only one or two experts are concerned. Ne-vertheless,
this requirement of more than 5 copies is unpleasant. If they are
really required, then the sponsor has sufficiant possibilities
for duplication.
2.3.1.3.	 Cost Plan
The preassigments of the sponsoring organizations for the
cast plan differ with regard to shape and details.
Mast sponsors require a surtunary on one page, whose principles
will be given in detail, discussed and justified in appendices.
This is, for example, the procedure for NSF, ANVAR and STU. On
the contrary, the French research ministry requires a detailed
(4 page long) cost plan in the project application itself.
For all sponsoring organizations, data on the division of
,:osts in time are commonly required (budget or project phases).
For all sponsoring organizations, current costs and capital
disbursements differ. For ca it_al disbursements, as a rule,
detailed data are required. "he NSF requires, for example, a
listing of equipment worth more than $1000.00, and a separate
justification for items worth mere than $10,000.00.
Thera are great differences in the detailed description of
th^ types If costs. Several reasons are decisive in this con-
nection: control of costs, checking of economy, consistency
with t rie public budget categories.
For example, in the NSF, the French research ministry and
the Swedish NRF, control is in the foreground. Thu required
detailed divisions of personnel reimbursements (name, monthly
reimbursements), exact data on the planned trips etc.
The preliminary data for ANVAR and STU should allow, on the
other hand, rather the evaluation of the economy. They require
a cost plan based on commercial principles.
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/38The differences in the preassignments for cost plans depends
on the nature of the sponsorship. Wherever subsidies are assured
(NSF, NFR, MIR) there must be more control than for repayable
loans (STU industrial funds, ANVAR). The same applies to the
extent of the,sponsorship. For high sponsorship levels (NSF,
NFR) more control is required when the applicant rmia .-es,
himself, a greater contribution. For carrying out the pre-
liminary calculations, a considerable role is played by the
fact of whether the results of the work can be evaluated with
objecti ,.e criteria (such as for application oriented develop-
merit) or whether it is impossible to evaluate (as, for example,
in fundamental :,_,;earch) .
The degree of the detail in the preliminary calculations
is, moreover, related to their legal position_._ In most.
sponsoring organizations, the precalculation is compulsory in
detailed items for later financial implementation (deviations
mostly require approval). A v:cat division into detail can
cause the "muzzling" of the r_cipient and high administration
costs for the approval of deviations.
It is very difficult for preliminary calculation to be
simultaneously a control instrument and a basis of evaluation.
It is preferable to assign only the function of evaluation to it.
Control measures can easily be implemented during the project.
2.3.1.4.	 Information on the Applicant
The sponsoring organizations in France and the USA assign
particular importance to the solvency and efficiency of the
applicant. The information required in this field is
very great. For example, the ANVAR requires the presentation of
budgets, gain and loss accounting, operation accounting, turnover
figures, economic reports fur the last three years. TLe
applicant.sfor the French research funds must describe, in detail,
their scientific and technical resources. the NSF requires
documents on the solvc ,ncv of the applicant and checks them every
two years. Swedish sponsors seek information or, the appli-
cant., but require from them no documents regarding solvency.
In individual cases companies which have been established only
for the research and development mission require a security from
the parent.
Data on the property  situation are required by most public
organizations, without a reason always being apparent for this
purpose. For example, in ANVAR, the sponsorship is open to all
enterprises, but the property conditions must be described. The
Swedish STU asks questions for goo,1 seasons: according to the
size of the enterprise, the obligation for repayment is regula-
ted. The same applies, also, to the NSF: in the USA the regula-
ticn o.' patent rights depends, among other things, on the size
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of the company. Most programs are limited to applicants from the
Usl^
	
Moreover, in the USA small enterprises and enterprises
wl.t(,;h are owned by women or diszbled people must be pre-
terred. No company is excluded from any advancement, because
capital is in foreign hands.
Clea ra nce c ertificate s from the finance office are required 	 /39
by the NF' and ANVAR. ANVAR also requires a certificate from
the Soci.l Security authorities.
Some sponsors (ANVAR, NSF, NFR) require data on the total
financing of the applicant. They should indicate the total
extent of government financing and contrit)utions to the prevention
of double financing of projects or of workers. Such data ate
provided when the same research institution receives government
funds from several sources.
The suitability of requirements for additional information
and documents to be evaluated differs according to the type
of information and from project to project. Additional data are
needed if they represent a direct basis for decisions (for example,
in property conditions). The actual need for other data depends
on thu nature and magnitude of the project. Large projects will be
checked more thoroughly than small ones; grants are more proble-
mati:-, than loans, projects with participation of the applicant
are less critical than the totally financed ones. There is
danger of requiring too much and too detailed information because
of bureaucratic anxiety. The conditions for the application
should apply to the characteristics of the individual project
and not apply uniformly for all projects.
2.3.1.5. Deliberations on the Application
All sponsoring organizations attempt to discuss their a!	 i-
cation precedure in written documents. Thus, the application
for assistance can be made and mistakes in the application can be
avoided. The sponsorin, organizations in all the countries
attempt to avoid discrimination against smaller applicants because
of conditions of application which are hard to understand.
Almost all organizations have considerable costs in issuing
the brochure and pamphlets. Usually there are, among other things,
graphic redresentations, organizational charts, explanatory
drawings, explanations of the conditions of grants, explanations
of forms, examples. An exception is found in the French
Research Ministry, for which the material consists a few typed
text pages.
In addition to the written documents, some organizations
(STU, ANVAR, industrial funds) offer personal discussion of the
application. STU maintains contact secretariats in the Swedish
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universities. ANVAR is organized in one main office and 22
regional offices. The NSF and STU publish the telephone numbers of
the responsible officials and their games (STU). Interested parties
can obtain advice by telephone.
2.3.1.6. Announcements, M vertisements	 /40
The initiatives of the sponsoring org.ini.zations are dif-
ferent according to whether research and development is promoted
from genercil political con6iderations (research sponsoring in the
proper sense) or whether the results of the research and develop-
ment activity are required directly for government needs (research
contract).
For the research advancement in the proper sense, the
sponsoring organizations establish the frame within which they
are prepared to accept,and possibly to sponsor, applications. The
applicants are allowed to establish the exact topic, the procedure
and the plan of implementation. Existing sponsoring possibilities
are made known by press announcements (NSF: program announcements)
infor.matiun sheets and brochures, letters (IJSA: "Dear Colleague").
If a large group of interested parties is to be addressed, the
announcements are fcrmulatedin an easy and understandable manner
and are widespread.
For research contract projects, the government sponsors
develop extensive data. They establish concretely the procedure,
the implementation of the project and the .results. The announce-
ment of such contract possibilities is directed to all sponsors
according to general rules for awarding public contracts. Public
advertisements hardly occur; limited advertisements or pre-
assignments are the rule. For the latter, the custom in the USA
is notewcxthy and ideal: each planned request for bid (request for
nronosal) is published, first in the "Commerce Business Daily" and
in the corresponding data bank. Thus even parties who are
not approached have the opportunity apply for the announcement
documents and to make a bid, which must be treated on an equal
footing as the other bid;.
2.3.2. Nature and Conditions of the Advancement
	 /41
2.3.2.1.	 Legal Forms
The following sponsoring instruments are commonly used:
- nonrepayable grants (allowances from published plans, for
, Ihicl no return is required): research funds of France, NFR of
Sweden, NSF of the USA;
- repayable grants, partly also organized as loans: ANVAR
+7
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France (interest rate), Sweden (with interest) industrial funds of
Sweden (with interest-);
- research and developrLient contracts, which will be discussed
in this study on the example of the USA.
Grants are provided in al.1 three countries, when the govern-
ment is promoting the research for political reasons and the
results of the research are no ,- made available to the sponsoring
organization, but through the recipient of the fund or the public.
Nonrepayable grants are used, particularly, extensively, to
promote fundamental re:,• earch. The French research funds and the
NSF pr,-mote a partial program, even applied research, with non-
repayable i;rants.
The grant is generally considered as a unilateral administra-
tive act, in which the functions of the sponsor are limited to the
decision regarding the sponsorship, the disbursement of funds
and the control of the use of the funds and no further involvement
of the giver of the grant is provided or permitted. Nevertheless,
some sponsoring organizations (for example, the Swedish NFR and
the STU) sign bilateral contracts on a grant.
Sind in promoting research the inclusion of the
gtantor
	 (by the intr.oc;uction of scientific surfaces, by offering
instruments, material, etc.) is occasionally desired, a special
instrument is available in the USA for such cases. This is the
"cooperative aggreement", a special form of grant.
Wherever a repayment of the assistance is provided (examples:
STU, industrial funds, ANVAR), the assistance is organized from
the beginning as a loan. It has the nature of a grant, if
repayment is waived.
Sponsorship	 through the Swedish STU and the industrial
funds must be paid with interest, and specifically on a non-
subsidized basis (at present, about 3.7 % above discount). Some
Swedish enterprises therefore, do not go for the assigned assis-
tance but consider the sponsorship as the project insurance
against failure.
_Research and development contracts are used when the result 	 /42
of the research contributes directly to solving the problems of
the s , )o^,s-oring organizations. Mostly we are not dealing with
actL I sponsored research, but the supply of research rF_,sult:,,
required by the government for fulfilling its mission. Typic^jl.
examples are research and development contracts in area:i of
missions for which the government is reponsible: traffic, space,
air, energy supply, defense.
The research and development contracts are common in the
three studied countries. They are always bilateral contracts,
providing for quid pro quo services. This instrumen'_ is particularly
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highly developed in the USA. The contracts are there predominantly
of the type "reimbursement of cost plus (fixed) profit".
Research and development contracts of a special form are
possible: in the USA, providing for a participation of the app.lic-
cant in the cost. This type of contract is suitable, if the
benefit which the applicant obtains from a contract is high
above the normal level. For example, this is the case if the
result of the research is used by the contractor to obtain profit.
2.3.2.2. General Conditions of Sponsorship
Sponsorship conditions ate the details of the decisions
regarding grants or contracts. They are partly established by
the individual decisions or contracts, partly "general con-
ditior:s".
Simple and easily understandable sponsoring conditions reduce
the costs of administration for the organization of the sponsorship
and for the receiver. The degree of the detailed description of
conditions depends, however, very much on the nature of the sponsor-
ing instrument. Many stresses and differentiations, as are
needed for large projects, lead automatically to complicated
sponsoring conditions.
Nevertheless, extensive conditions of sponsoring are often
the expression of an exaggerated worry about the diversion of the
object of the sponsorship and the desire to be able to regulate
all eventualities.
Simple sponsorship conditions_ may be observed in the French
Research Ministry and the Swedish SU . The conditions of the
other French and Swedish, as well as the American sponsorship
organizations, are complicated and difficult to understand.
Particularly important conditions (permissible costs, level
of assistance, repayments, rights to inventions, payment pro-
cedures, reports, publications, ending of the assistance, invoicing
and checking) are the object of the following sections. Here we
should indicated .general situations, which are considered necessary
to regulate by the sponsoring organizations. These include:
- Standards for the accounting procedure of the recipient
of assistance (ANVAR, NSF),
- Legal status (ANVAR),
- Indication of nonexisting employer function of the sponor-
ing organization (STT') ,
/43
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- Procedure for dispute (NFR, NSF),
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- Changes in the project implementation (NSF),
- Changes in the personnel employment (NSF),
- Delegation of decisions of the sponsoring organization ;NSF),
- Obligation of advisors (NSF),
- Regulations for procurement (NSF),
- Non-discrimination (NSF),
- Subcontracts,
- Protec,.ion of animals (NSF) ,
- Behavior for genetic research (NSF),
- Use of national airlines (NSF),
- Environmental protection (NSF),
Human rights (NS r ) ,
Behavior abroad (NSF).
The general conditions for the research and development
contracts of the NSF and other American sponsoriny organizations
contain additional decisions, partly as indications of legal
regulations, making these part of the contract. Such indications
refer, among other things, to:
- Qualification of officials for reimbursements,
- Ban on provisions etc. for awarding contracts,
- Government property,
- Preference for American suppliers ("Buy American Act"),
- Establishment of the rate (percentages) for payment of the
indirect costs,
- Quality standards for work,
- Technical direction by the client,
- Procedure for default,
- Assurances for liability towards third parties,
- Remuneration for overtime,
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- Convict. labor,
- Procedure for open places,
- Favoring of the handicapped, women, regions with high
unemployment, sniall enterprises.
2.3.2.3.	 Permissible Costs
The indication of which costs are permissibie for the sponsor-
ship is particularly important, when the assistance is riotj.:aid
back. If a loan is paid back, then t;ie use to which it is put is
less important. For research and development contracts, within
whose framework the costs are reimbursed to the contractor, the
permissibility of the costs is just as important as for nonre-
payablc grants.
The investigation in the this area has shown remarkable
differences between the_s^2nsoring organizations. In France there
are clear and simple rules. The regulations in the USA are
comprehensive and complicated. In Sweden the awareness of the
problem in this area is hardly developed. Regulations on permis-
sible costs are, to a great extent, nonexistent there.
The regulations on the permissibility of costs for sponsorship /44
or reimbursement are aimed at different purposes:
Some sponsoring organizations control the extent of assistance
with regulations on the permissibility of the costs.
Most regulations on the topic "permissible costs" should
assure that (only) those costs are reimbursed or paid which
arise actually in the implementation of projects. The identi-
fication of these costs and the separations from other projects
of the recipients of th` assistance cause problems, which the
sponsoring organizations attempt to solve, often unsuccessfully,
with regulations. The Swedish STU keeps aloof from these prob-
lems. It waives any regulations of its own and requires only the
maintenance of general commercial principles.
The regulations should assure, moreover, that only the costs
which arise in economic and thrifty business management would be
covered or reimbursed.
With some regulations undesired costs (for example, entertain-
ment costs, provisions, personal reimbursements above a certain
amount) should be excluded from the assistance.
The conditions regulate, moreover, the validity of profits.
The latter are generally excluded for grants and loans, permitted
for research and development contracts.
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The following procedures should be mentioned, in particular:
Limitation of the extent of assistance:
The Swedish NFR limits its assistance in the university
sector, mainly to direct costs (personnel costs f(-,r scientific
and technical workers and costs of the e quipment) and does
not allow, at all, indirect costs or only _at a low rate (R).
The same applies for the STU and the French Research Ministry.
The Swedish industrial funds and the French Research Ministry sponsor
(in case of recipients in the public sector) only the limiting
cost, that is, the additional costs occurring for the implementa-
tion of the project. The remaining sponsoring organizations
take as basis of the assistance or reimbursement the production
costs possibly with the addition of a profit.
Actual Costs:
Difficult problems arise in the establishment of the actual
cost of a projects for the indirect cost. Most sponsors allow
the use of a total or differentiated addition to the direct
costs which will possibly be checked later on. An exception is
found in the sponsoring organizations of the USA. Each institu- 	 /45
tion which is awarded their contracts or grants from the govern-
ment must submit preliminaries to a special check procedure by a
government office, in which a compulsory "indirect cost rate"
;.s established for all government offices. The indirect costs
are based on this rate for the assistance.
Further regulations concern the disbursements and costs for
investments (plans, instruments, buildings) whose lifetime is
longer than the project sponsored. The sponsoring organizations
proceed by different means in this area. Special loans (STL), ANVAR),
acknowledgement of only the cost of use (research funds, NSF).
Undesired Costs:
With the exception of costs, the sponsoring organizations
create ethical requirements or special principles for their
sponsoring policies:
- Reimbursement of personnel costs only on the basis of the
tariffs of public service (NFR) ,
- 
Maximum limits (on the basis of tariffs of public service)
for the reimbursers of advisors (NSF),
- Nonpermissible: costs of publicity, depreciation of the
assistance, entertainment costs, provisions, taxes (NSF).
Profits:
Profits can be valid in the three countries only within the
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framewcrk of the reimbursement for resear.cn arid development contracts
(exception: grant: of the NSF, which are formally written ot,t and
were required for the bids, so-called solicited proposals).
The regulations in force in the USA for profits are most
widely developed. A separate agreement must be made and it can
in no case be defined as a percentage of cost. A fixed profit
or an inc(.ntive profit is permissible (the quicker the completion
of production, the lower the costs, the higher the profit). On
the whole, the profit must not exceed 154 of the total cost.
2.3.2.4.	 Level of Assistance
The level of assistance is only identical to the fraction of
the assistance in the total costs, if the total costs of the
project are taken as basis of the assistance. This is, as shown
in the previous section on the examples of the Swedish I4FR and
the French Research Ministry, not always appl;cable. If certain 	 /46
costs are lacking (for example, indirect costs or investments)
from the basis of evaluation, the actual level of assistance
decreases correspondingly.
In France a regular level of about 50% applies to the assis-
tance to innovations (in exceptional cases: 75%). The regular
rate of assistance for the innovation owner is 254 (an increase to
35% is p rovided). In research funds the public recipients receive
all the permissible costs, the private recipient 50%.
In Sweden the NFR provides 100% of the permissible costs, the
STU and industrial funds provide up to 50 1. with exceptions up-
wards (STU) and downwards (industrial funds).
For a grant in the USA by law the participation is to a level of
at least 14 by the applicant is prescribed. This regulation does
not refer to each grant, but to all projects financed by a certain
sponsor to a certain recipient.
For research and development contracts basically the full
costs as well as a profit are reimbursed. Exceptions are represented
by special contracts in the USA, which provide for cost shar-
ing (compare section 2.3.2.1).
Different sponsorship conditions were not established according
to the level of the assistance.
A regular level of assistance contributes, on one hand, to
simplifying the sponsorship procedure. On the other hand, it has
an adverse effect on the flexibity of the sponsorship. Countries
with regular assistance levels (France, Sweden) therefore permit
exceptions.
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r..3.2.5. Repayments, Share in the Results
Repayments which are not clue to claims because of violations
from the sponsorship conditions, are only common for application_
oriented research and development. For this reason repayments
are waived in the NPR and NSF who sponsor, predominantly,
fundamental research.
The reE2yment is waived, moreover, generally, for research
and development contracts, since, in this case, the sponsorship
represents a reimbursement for the services rendered by the con-
tractor. In the USA for projects whose implementation will
provide the recipient of the assistance with a particular profit,
instead of repayment or share in the results, an a g reement is
made on the cost. sharing by the contractor.
ANVAR, industrial funds and STU pledge the recipient of
assistance to repayment. They waive the repayment if the project
is not successful. All three insitution define the re a ment as
"normal case".	 The recipient of assistance must therefore
prove failure if he wants to avoid repayment of the assistance. 	 /47
This procedure leads politically to the same result as an obliga-
tion of repayment in case of success. But it has a positive
effect on the recovery of the funds, if it is not a success (which
mast be proven by the grant giver), but a failure (by the
recipient of the grant). The STU achieves recovery of 30% of
the total assistance. Higher recovery would be evaluated there
as an indication that too many projects were assisted, in which
the support was not justified by the government because of the too
low risk.
The STU defines "failure" for smaller and medium sized
companies differently than for large ones. Whereas, for smaller
ones, the failure of an economic success is sufficient, larger
companies must pay back, if the development was technically su::-
cessful, but no economic exploitation was achieved. The reasons
for the nonutilization do not play any role here. Therefore it
does not matter whether the recipient of the assistance had
wrongly estimated the market chances or whether he had purposely
held back the development. The sponsorship con6itions of
ANVAR follow the same direction, without being as precise as
those of the STU: the ANVAR excludes the waiver of repayment, if
the development was not applied (without legitimate reasons).
In France and Sweden the grant must be paid back if the
recipient stops the project without justified reason. The
industrial funds apply similar regulations, if the sponsored
enterprise is sold.
In the case of the French research funds, a repayment is
provided for only in exceptional cases. The Swedish NFR provides
for repayment of the grant as a prerequisite for its agreement
to the application of a patent by the recipient of the grant.
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The amount of the r ,_^payment corresponds to the grant received
in the case of ANVAR, industrial funds and the STU in Sweden,
with interest.
	 In the research funds, the repayment is limited to
70s of the grant received. The means of payment provide, in both
countries, for a connection with the profits obtained (proceeds
of sal(:,	 license fees) .
Instead of a repayment the American sponsorship organizations
regulate the use of the project proceeds, which are achieved from
the project during and after the end of the assistance. The NSF
provides different regulations for "royalties" (honoraria, revenues)
and for other income. The royalties belong to the recipient up to
a fixed limit; above it they must be handed over to the NSF. Of
the remaining income, the recipient disposes freely of the portion
11 nelonging" to him (this corresponds to his own share in the costs);
the other portion is added to the project funds. In research and
development contracts, all the project income must be handed over
t(- the client. In France and Sweden, the sponsorship conditions
allow the unregulated use of the pruceeds from the project.
The maximum duration of the obligation for repayment is 10
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years in Sweden; but a waiver can be declared even earlier.
For the research funds, the obligation of repayment also ends
after 10 years; the ANVAR agrees with the recipients on an
individual repayment plan. For the NSF the obligation for repay-
ment starts 3 years after the end of the sponsorship.
2.3.2.6.	 Ricrtits to the Invention
The regulation to the rights for using the development itself
is one of the most difficult problems of the sponsoring procedure:
on one hand, the public, which has promoted the development with
tax money, should receive some return: with this argument, a
use of the result by the government and by interested third parties
is justified. On the other hand, the recipient of the grant should
have sufficient margin to use the development. These requirements
are diffi.ult to reconcile.
The cond.'tions of the grant of the sponsoring organization 	 4
concern, in general, the following areas:
- obligation for the recipient of the grant to provide infor-
mation,
- licenses for the heeds of the government or licenses for use
by the recipient of the grant,
- licenses for the interested third parties,
- exclusive rights of the grant recipient to the benefits.
The right to apply for patents is predominantly granted to
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the recipient of the assistance. Only when the protective rights
are not ap p lied for or not extended, can the government become
the owne .
	
The regulations are, however, very different in
details in the three countries.
In France the research fund provides that those grant
recipients who can neither apply for or use patents (for example,
university institutions) should sign a contract with ANVAR for
the use, according to which ANVAR can also become owner of the
patent rights.
In Sweden the government reserves the right to results of
the research protects which were sponsored 100%. The NFR makes
sales agreements for the application of the patent by the grant
recipient depend on whether the giant is paid back.
	
In the USA since 1981, small enterprises, institutions from	 /49
the educational sector and nonprofit organizations can become
owners of patent rights. For medium and large enterprises, the
government reserves the right to decide from case to
case and after considering the mutual interests. These regulations
apply for grants and for research and development contracts. It.
is planned to extend the regulations favoring small companies to
the other enterprises.
In all three countries details and comprehensive obligations
for- providing information apply to all recipients of grants, accord-
inq to which they must provide reports regarding practical develop-
ments, applications for patents and intended nonextensions on
patent rights. Rights could, in part, be obtained without the
approval of the sponsoring organizations. These regulations should
make sure that patent rights
	
are applied for and maintained as
long as is needed in the interests of the public.
In the USA and for the French Research Foundation, the grant
recipients are obligated to grant a free l icense to the government.
In Sweden (apart from totally financed research projects), the
government has no rights to the development results, just as
for ANVAR. In the USA, in cases where the government becomes
owner of the user rights, it is provided that tie grant recipient
should receive a free license.
The purpose of the sponsorship conditions in the USA is to
prevent the danger that the grant recipient should not use fully
the results. Therefore they reinforce the position of interested
third parties who want to receive a license from the grant
recipient, who has become owner of the patent rights. The grant
recipient must award these third parties, these licenses under
common market conditions. If he refuses, the third party can
receive the license from the government (forced license, march-
in-right).
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In the USA it is acknowledged that in special cases the grant
recipients can use a developm,.nt with prospects fc.r economic bene-
fits only when he obtains the _iatits to exclusive use (for a limited
period and a certain market). Th y sponsorship conditions provide
for suitable needs. In France and Sweden, there are no such regu-
lations. Nei.her are they needed, since as owner of the patent
rights, the grant recipient is only limited in the use of the
development results by the obligation to grant licenses to third
parties.
When comparing the _• -egulations in the three countries, it is
striking to note that the: most far reaching regulations aie
imposed in the USA, whereas France and Sweden consider certain
areas (forced licenses, government licenses) as not r2,uiring
regulations.
2.3.3. _ Current Settling By the Gra,,tor/Client	 /50
2.3.3.1. F stabiishment and Derision About the Contract
The decision regarding the amounts of assistance is made only
in the USA in a formalized procedure, with previously established
ind published criteria and evaluation scales for individual or
total awards. The sponsoring organizations in both the other
countries generally make their decisions informally.
All sponsoring organizations protect their decisions
on evaluations of the applications or bids. Some sponsors (the
American organizations, ANVAR) carry out a separate evaluation
of the scientific/technical and economic/organization aspects.
Only in the USA are the general and special evaluation criteria
made known in advertisements or announcements. Only these criteria
must be used in the evaluation. To ju, l ge the criteria, lists are
established with individual aspect.. Even the weighting of the
criteria is established beforehand. General criteria are obtained,
moreover, from the Swedish industrial foundation and ANVAR.
The evaluation of the applications takes place at the NSF on
a 5-stage evaluation scale,scale, which is used for the overall evaluation
and partly also, for the individual criteria.
The evaluations are mostly assigned to external experts; this
is the procedure of the ANVAR, the French Research Ministry for
part of the projects, the NFR and the industrial foundation.- in
Sweden, the NSF. The industrial foundation awards contracts for
feasibility studies for the larger projects. The NSF and NFR use,
in the selection of experts, the principle of "peer reviews", that
is, they have the research applications evaluted by the specialized
colleagues of the applicants. The STU only uses experts when the
expertise of their own technical personnel is not sufficient.
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Instead of individual experts, the evaluation of the project
can be assigned to commissions or panels. This is the procedure,
for example, of the French Ministry for the so-called comi) i ned
action and NASA, in decision making regarding bids for research and
development contracts.
The participation of the applicants in sessions of decision
making commissions is not customary for any of the sponsors
studied. Often however, a dialogue develops between the applicant
arid the case workers of the sponsoring organization.
A:; regards the information on the applicants, considerable
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differences exist between the sponsoring organizations. Tile most
public information is provided by the American, sponsors and the
STU. There all applicants receive, on inquiry, a detailed descrip-
tion of the reasons for refusal as well as (anonymous) copies
of the judgements. This procedure is legally justified in
both countries. All administrativ^ processes are there basically
public, unless they were expressly classified as secret ("freedom
of information act", "sunshine act"). The administration therefore
is obliged to provide extensive information. The rights of the
applicant are regulated just aF openly, by which they can demand
a checking of the (negative) decisions. Thc French Research
Administration limits their refusals to formal communications.
For the decision making inside the organization, the larger
sponsoring organizations (STU, ANVAR, NSF) have pu g regulations
in force, which according to the volume of a project, can make
the involvement of higher levels of the hierarchy of the organiza-
tion necessary, or unnecessary.
Special mention should be made of the exemplary American
procedure in processing offers from a limited advertisement (re-
quest for prcposal). The decision process begins with the
establishment of an evaluatior panel arid the establishment of an
evaluation plan. The panel obtains a first survey and conveys
their definite refusal to the applicantswho, in their opinion, are
not in line f-)r further competition. Negotiations are conducted
subsequently with all other applicants, additional information
requested and given. Finally, these interested parties are asked
fnr afinal offer (best or final offer). In a second round of
evaluations one of these offers is selected for signing the
contract. This somewhat tedious procedure allows the client to
combine the advantages of an advertisement with those of
negotiations. (In a public announcement in the USA, the applicant
with the most economic offer is awarded the bid, provided it
corresponds to the conditions of the advertisement and the
reliability of the applicant has been established).
The method of evaluation for grants is characterized in the
USA by its methodical standard of development. On the other hand,
it involves high costs and extends the processing time for the
application. It has not proven that it leads to better results
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than other methods. A study has been conducted recently, seeking to
prove that the decisions made by the NSF do not differ ;much from
those which area made accidentally, for example, with dice.
The information of the applicants and their right to checks
regarding negative decisions are requlated in an exemplary manner
in Sweden and in the U SA.
2.3.3.2. Payment_ Procedures	 /52
The most important questions which are involved in determining
the payment procedures ire:
- Will preliminary payments be made or will proven costs be
reimbuc scud?
- At what time/on which occasions will payments he made?
- Will security deposits be held back from the payments?
In the case of grants the grantors included in the Etudy
make prior payments. They take into consideration thus, t"e
tact, that the recipient of the grant is often not in a position
to refinance the current project. The procedures of tho sponsor-
ing organizations differ considerably in details. The method
most frequently used is that in which the recipient of the grant
receives, at the beginning of the sponsorship, a preliminary
payment, while the other payments then depend on the presentation
of invoices and possibly other documents. This is the procedure
of ANVAR, the Research Foundation (for private grant recipients),
the STU, the NFR (for private recipients), the industrial `ounda-
tion and the NSF.
Some sponsoring organizations proceed partly according to
ether principles:
After the preliminary payment, the French Research Foundation
establishes for the payment to the private grant recipients, equal
shares and pays them only when it is proves; that the funds from
the previous paymenL have been disbursed. otherwise, the share
is withheld and shifted to the next period. Public grant recipients
receive the shares without proof of disbursements.
Bsides an invoice regarding the expenditures, the ANVAR re-
quires as basis for all payments, after the preliminary payment,
a certificate that the taxes and Social Security have been paid.
The Swedish STU grants funds for university institutions
beforehand and in one spun to the university administration, to
whom the further financial settlement is handed over. The same
procedure is adopted by the NFR with university institutions,
f
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associations and companies.
The most interesting is the 4^ua1 "letter of credit procedure"
in the USA for payments to large arant recipients. This applies
for grant recipients who receive altogether, at least $10C,000
from the sponsoring organization and are obligated to keep the
cash balances low. These institutions receive a "letter of credit"
which enables them to call currently for the required amount from
a balk at the cost of the government. Thus the continuous supply
of finds for the recipient are ensured and very large overpayments
are prevented. At the same time, the administration cost is
	 /53
reduced to the minimum, since the payment requirements of the
re pient and the payment instructions for the sponsoring organi-
zations are omitted. The payment procedure is supplemented by
quarterly invoices regarding the proceeds and disbursements for
the prcject.
The payment conditions for research and development contracts
are haraer in the USA than for grants. Preliminary payments are
not provided; payments take place on application by the grant
recipient for proven costs. The grant recipients must, additionally,
prove that the direct cn,^ts made are not just due, but act"__ ll.ly
paid.
'The payment schedules and periods fluctuate among the spon-
soring organizations studied between two weeks (shortest period
for payment in research and development contracts in the USA) and
one year (ANVAR). In the NSF the grant receivers determine the
payment periods by choosing the "letter of credit" themselves.
For those who do not use this procedure, payments are made every
three months. Three months is also the payment period for the
STU. The industrial. foundation pays twice a year. The French
Research Ministry differs between public recipients, , ho are
paid every six months, and private ones who can roceive payments
every four months. In the case of ANVAR, unlike the annual rate
in the payment plan, it is also possible to agree upon payment
schedules on the completion of certain project phases.
Safety del:osits are only common for the French Research
Ministry (10% of the grant) and for research and development
contracts in the LSA (15% of the profit up to $1001060).
2.3.3.3. Delegation of Functions in the Execution
Two different situations are described i , L the delegations of
function in research sponsoring. On one hand, delegation desig-
nates the independent safeguarding of entire task sectors (for
example, the promotion of fundamental research) by an office
subordinate to the Ministry, which is fully responsible for this
partial sector. In this sense, for example, the French Research
Ministry delegates a partial area of the sponsorship to ANVAR.
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On the other hand, p artial tasks of execution are delegated
to other institutions, for example, the administrative execution
without. this decreasing the responsibility of the delegating
office. This type of delegation is often connected with un-
certainties regarding competencies and double work.
In France and Sweden there is a tendency to delegate entire
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area of tasks to subordinate organizations.
In France_ a small portion of project sponsorship is
executed directly by the Research Ministry. Mostly it is delegated
to special government sponsoring institutions, such as, for example,
ANVAR, or implemented by the large government research center (the
NRS, CEA, etc.) within the framework of the working program.
In sponsoring research, Sweden also follows the principles of
keeping the ministries small and .limited to consensual and political
tasks. The operational portion of research promotion is mostly
del l-,yateO `o subordinate bodies (for example, the STU) research
councils for example, NFR) and for foundations (for example,
industrial foundations). These instit.utionz have partly a private
organizational structure and form of law.
In the USA the research is promoted simultaneously by various
ministries and agencies. The agencies and ministries are to
a great extent top federal authorities with equal pov ers. Within
these very large organizations, the operational tasks )f research
promotion are executed partly by special unit. ,-., for example, by
the National Institutes of Health in the area of competence of
the Department for Health and Human Services, or by individual
operational centers of NASA.
In both countries the delegation operates apparently without
friction, that is, without double competencies and double work.
The reason for this is the fact that z'1 the powers are delegated
to the executive institutions, the top government offices have
therefore only to deal (very rarely) with appeals. In Sweden
they are faced openly with the problem that private institutions
execute sovereign acts. Thus there are no difficulties.
The delegation of some functions of the sponsoring organization
is implemented in Sweden and in the USA.
In Sweden the STU and NFR delegate the entire financial
handlin4 of the s ponsorshi p of oroiect in universities to the
university administration. The latter is given the grant approved
in one amount. They take over the handling of the ,.ayments,
possibly agreements to budget changes and the checking of the use.
The NFR reimburses to the universities the administrative costs
arising in this connection. Good experience has been obLained with
this procedure.
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Another form of identification is used by the Swedish
industrial foundation. It delegates the financial handling to
a batik, which takes over independently the payments, checks the
proofs and follows the repayments.
The NSF uses a system in which individual powers of division
basically reserved for them are delegated to the institution of
the grant recipient. For example, this refers to approvals of
trips, deviations from the budget. This decision can be made
by the competent officers of the sponsoring organization, who
are not involved directly in the implementation of the project.
The experience with the "organization prior approval system/OPAS"
is positive; it is intended to extend it to a wider range.
All sponsoring organizations delegate functions of invoice
checking to institutions competent (partly legally) for this
purpose. The NSF tests, in some	 areas, conditional contracts
to private checkers of the grant recipients.
2.3.3.4. Follow-u p and Control
The extent of the involvement of the government officc-s in
the progress of the sponsored projects is very different in the
individual countries, but all three start from a basic principle:
in research projects, which aie promoted for general and political
pu r poses by grants, and whose results are not directly required
for government tasks, little government involvement should be
maintained.
This basic principle is followed by all sponsoring organiza-
tions, by refraining in the case of grants from direct intervention
in the implementation of the p roject and limiting their functions
to the decision for sponsorship, the current control of the progress,
the checking of the use and partial functions in the checking of
the results and their application.
In cases when cooperation of the grantor is desired in
the case of allocations (for example, by using personnel or the
allocation of spcial funds for a project) in the USA a special
form of "grant" is used, the "cooperative agreement". This
instrument combines the properties of the bilateral agreement
with the unilateral nature of t:ie yrant.
The involvement of the client is greater for research and
development contracts than for grants. Here the client remains
in control of the procedure and retains for himself important
decisions. In this area the government client goes furthest
in the LISA, where they retain the management of the contents of
the project awarded in the contract, and can decide changes in
the procedure at any time.
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In the three countries a concentration and restriction
of the	 grantor to the financial handling of the sponsored
project may be observed. As compared with this, the concern
with contents of the project work is in the background. Most
case workers in the sponsoring organizations have also neither
sufficient qualifications nor sufficient time for this purpose.
Some sponsoring organizations, in particular the NSF, retain	 /56
the right to approve the important decisions, such as, for
example, the change of management personnel, serious changes
in the procedures, foreign trips and publications in special
cases.
The involvement of the grantor in the financial handling
is represented as a control of the invoices and as approval of
the expenditures in special cases. In this case, the current
control of invoices, for which proof need not be given to any
grantor, plays a smaller role.
The catalogue of expenditures requiring approval is categorized
differently in the different organizations. In this connection,
we are dealing with special expenditures, such as, for example,
for equipment, foreign trips, subcontracts, etc., when the
sponsoring organizations consider individual control necessary.
On the other hand, most grantors confine themselves to
approval of expenditures, connected with deviations from the
approved cost plan. Some grantors are relatively generous:
the ANVAR and Swedish industrial foundation require only a "ap-
proval of deviations" and the French Research Ministry is
content with a notification from the grant recipient for deviations
up to 30%. The STU retains a right of approval	 deviations of
more than 10%, and in the case of NSF all deviations from the cost
plan require approval. Naturally, the NSF delegates the power
of approval partly to the administration of the grant recipient.
For research and develo pment contracts in the USA, deviations
from the cost plan are possible without the approval of the client.
The exceeding of the total cost must not be made in cost reimburse-
ment contracts without suitable additional approval by the client,
nor must this excess sum be financed by the client.
The expediency of approval reservations to deviations from the
cost plan is doubted even by members of the sponsoring organiza-
tions which implements it. The fact that the expenditures for a
research and development project with all its uncertainties,
deviates in the execution from the preliminary plan, is the rule.
The need for maintaining the budget items would involve drawbacks
for executing the project. A reservation of approval of the client
should be limited if at all, to serious deviations, which are
related to a deviation of the procedure. In this connection, the
deviation should be d=fined in amounts, not in percentages. In
this way the larger projects would be :subject to greater control
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than the smaller ones.
The grantors in the tl.ree countries naturally reserve
the right to end the assistance for serious reasons
(false data in the application, change of personnel, financial
irregularities, nonobservance of ether conditions). Un the other
hand, different regulations apply to termination without justi-
fication. For the French Research Foundation, such a termination
is possible, but earlier, 6 months after beginning the sponsorship.
For ANVAR and for the Swedish industrial foundation, termination
without indication of reasons is excluded. The same regulations
	 /57
apply to the STU; naturally the latter can refuse without indi-
cating reasons, the assistance which has to IDe reviewed annually.
The same procedure is followed by grantors in tl:e USA. The
Swedish NFR uses a regulation which falls outside the framework:
it can end a project without justification at the end of the
year, but it finances the personnel paid from the project for
another year, if otherwise social hardships cannot be avoided.
Thu ending of research and development contracts is possible
at any time without indicating reasons. Naturally the client
who is giving notice must reimburse the contrator who has been
terminated without reason, for damages and possibly a lost profit.
The nonuniformity of regulations for terminating grants
without giving reasons show the difficulty of the situation. On
one hand, the government should be in the position of ending an
undesired project, which it promotes without any return. If it
had to give the reasons, then this would be subject to legal
checking, possibly with repercussions. on the other hand, the
engagement and possibly also the recipient's own share must
also be taken suitably into consideration, as well as the hard-
ships he suffers in this adjustment. Moreover, the security
and continuity of government research promotion would be adversely
affected by easy possibility of termination. Of the solutions
implemented by the grantors
	 in the three countries, none are
totally satisfactory.
A systematic control of the results of the projects promoted
by grants is riot implemented in any of the three countries. The
grantors are concerned with the results of the projects pri-
marily inly for given reasons (pending decisions on continuation,
participation in economic and/or technical results). Some spon-
soring organization refer, in this .:onnection, to the evaluation
of the project report; but it was impossible to find any systematic
procedure for closer inquiries. Some sponsoring organizations
(ANVAR, STU, NFR, NSF) conduct cross section evaluation of selected
programs for project areas, sometimes at great cost.
To decide the questions as to whether the grantor/client
should or must publisl, the results of the project sponsored by
him, one must take into consi.deration the interest of the recipient
`3J
-f the grant in maintaining secrecy and the interLst or pub-
licity for a widespread use by the public. The sponsoring
organizations in the three countries arrive at different results
in these matters.
The conditions in France forbid publication by the grantor
against a justified Objection of the grant recipient.
Even after 5 years for tLL ANVAR, the objection of the recipient
of the grant can prevent publication.
In Sweden the STU can publish the results, if no repayment
of the assistance is demanded. Naturally the waiver is only
given for failures of the project. The NFR and industrial
foundation do not publish anything.
In the USA the grantors are entitled to publish the re-
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sults, insofar as they are not confidential (for example,
patentable). But they do not generally make use of this right,
but encourage and support the publication by the grant recipient.
For research and development contracts, the publication rights
belong to the sponsoring organization, insofar as no other rights
of the recipients of the grant (copyriyht, patent protection) are
violated in this connection.
All administration processes in the USA and Sweden are basicall
public. Interested parties receive therefore comprehensive infor-
mation also on research and development projects and their results.
To protect confidential information, grant recipients can, in these
countries, declare expressly that certain data are secret. Detailed
special regulations apply in this case.
2.3.3.5. Award of Subcontracts
The award of subcontracts is probematic for several reasons.
A careful check and selection of she recipients of the grant is
hardly reasonable, if it is not the recipient, but an unchecked
third party who implements the project in important areas. Ad-
ministrative difficulties arise when applying conditions which
are valid for the immediate recipient of the grant to the
subcontractors also. On the other hand. subcontractors may have
a favorable effect on the implementation of the project, if, for
example, the economy of the practical interpretation of the
project is improved by subcontractors.
In France subcontrators are viewed under the positive aspect,
and the recipients of the research are, to a great extent, free in
awarding them. This applies in particular for the research founda-
tion, which according to its nature (combined action) promotes
immediately the collaboration of institutions, which partly are
involved in the projects under subcontract conditions. The ANVAF.
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a55tyri5 VA PULLS Lv evaluaLe the question of subcontracts when
judging the applications.
The Swedish STU reserves itself the right to approval of
subcontracts, insofar as they are not listed already in the pro-
ject application. The NFR considers subcontracts to be a
right of the recipient of	 funds, also the industrial foundation,
which imposes an upper limit of 908 of the project volume which
should not bc: exceeded.
In the USA subcontracts require approval, which is only given
when it is certain that the obligations and conditions imposed
on the primary recipient of the assistance also apply to the sub-
contractors. Principles of competition must also be maintained
in selecting subcontractors.
2.3.3.6. Obligations for Reports and Communication
	 /59
Reports and communit A ori by the recipient of the grant are
important bases for the
	
organization to follow up the
course and results of t},( ^. -omoter.^project. The sponsoring
organizations theref )r(_ . 	 , nJ tb -impose comprehensive obligations
for communications and . ' orti ,,n the recipients of grants. At the
same time, there is a danger that the case workers of the sponsor-
ing organizations would b,4, o%erburdened with the evaluation of the
reports, in terms of lacx of working time, qualification and interest.
The regulation of the obligations as regards reports will be
Eidjusted to the nature of the sponsored projects. The more strongly
structured the limitation plans, the higher the risks and the
grater the chances of use in case of positive progress, the more im-
portant are communications and reports, which allow quirk reaction
on the part of the sponsoring organization. Reports of the pro-
jects of fundamental research with uncertain outcome are, therefore,
less important than reports on the application oriented research
and development, in which the results obtained should be worked
out according to an exact plan.
Progress reports are used to control the course of the project
and the justification for the intervention of the sponsoring
organization. On the other hand, the concluding reports represent
the basis for the evaluation of the results and for its dissemina-
tion and application. 11henever, during the time of execution of
a project, no i:zterventions are to be expected, or the sponsoring
organizations have no powers of intervention, progress reports are
less important than in projects which require constantly decisions
on the part of sponsoring organizations.
The regulations for the obligations of providing reports by
the sponsoring organizations show hardly any differentiation:
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Thor ANVAR requires annual progress reports and a final report;
the NSF has the same procedure.
The research foundation establishes individual schedules
for intermediate reports according to the type of pi oject. A
technical documentation must be presented as a document for the
final report, allowing • ',e implementation of the results.
The Swedish STU also establishes individually the schedules
for intermediate reports. Besides the final report, it requires
after the end of the sponsorship, annual reports on the use of the
results, on which the repayment modalities depend.
The NFR has made a radical decision: total waiver of reports.
The Swedish industrial foundation requires semiannual reports,
NASA also.
Mo ,it sponsorinc; organ izations rfquire that the grant recipients /66
should, besidesthe current report, communicate important results --
(difficulties, successes).
2.3.3.7. Handling of the Assistance As Regards _Taxes
For the handling of the assistance under the aspect of taxes,
a distinction is made between application taxes and profit taxes.
Reimbursements from research and development contracts are
totally subject to taxes for all sponsoring organizations.
The treatment of grants under the tax aspect by the Swedish
STU, the Swedish industrial foundation and the French ANVAR raises
problems. The grants are organized as loans. Only when (because
of failure) the repa yment obligation is waived, do the y become
company income. This would be that up to this time neither in-
direct nor direct taxes are involved. the finance authorities
in France and Sweden follow this structure with reference to
direct taxes; the exemption from sales tax is disputed.
For o +-her grants (in Sweden: NFR, in France: research
foundation ^lnd in the USA: NSF) in the opinion of the financial
authorities in Sweden and the USA, there is no exchange of services
as the prerequisite for the obligation of sales tax. In Sweden
and in the USA, these grants are therefore free from sales tax,
but not in France, where an exchange of service is assumed and
the VAI' must be paid out for all grants.
The grants are considered consistently as operating income by
the financial authorities in the three countries and are therefore
considered as subject to profit taxes.
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Insofar as individual grant recipients operate tax free because
of their status (government institutions, nonprofit institutions),
this tax exemption also applies for other income subject to taxes.
2.3.4. Proof of Use, Checkinq of Invoice 	 /61
For proofs required for reimbursements, in the three countries
procedures have been established, seeking to reduce to the minimum
the costs in accounting and to maintain possibilities of control
The recipients of the funds present only summary invoices. The
sponsoring organizations reserve the right to comprehensive checks.
The invoices of the recipients of grants are mostly listed in
the subclassifications of the cost plan. In no case should cost
or expenditure proofs be appended to the invoice. In the USA
the recipients of reimbursement for research and development
contracts must prove that the costs incurred validly were really
paid. Together with the invoice the ANVAR requires the proof
that taxes and Social Security have been paid.
The frequency of accounting varies. It depends closely on the
payment schedules. Most grantors require accounting as a
basis for the next payment. In the USA grants must be accounted
for uniformly every three months. In France, the MIR distinguishes
between private and public grant recipients. 	 Public offices give
ac:cuuntiny every six months, private ones every three months. ANVAR
and the NFR require annual accounting, the industrial foundation
semiannual accounting. Fiom 1984, the NFR is waiving totally
accounting for projects which are managed by public offices. The
recipients of the funds of the NSF and S'PU must give quarterly
accounts.
The checking rights of the sponsoring organizations are very
expensive to compensate for low costs in accounting procedures.
They include the right to demand, inspect or allow the inspection
of all oricyinal documents of the accounting process, including
all proofs.
ANVAR and NSF go .-)ric step further and provide the recipients
of grants with the conditions for establishing the accountin
procedure. This should e!.sure that the costs are indicated
correctly, the p roject is accounted for correctly and should be
controllable at any time.
The sponsoring organizations themselves are not satisfied
with the low frequencyof checks. Systematic checks are common
only for the NSF, which checks or has checked the grant recipients
starting from an annual volume of assistance of $100,000 every
three years. The other grantors conduct checks on certain
occasions or random checks. The number of random checks is
insufficient in the opinion of members of the sponsoring organiza-
tions to cause the intended awareness of checking among the grant
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recipients.
The grantors use pArtiy other public offices or private
inspectors. The STU and NFR delegate for protects whose funds
are managed by universities the 'nspection to the Swedish univer-
sity office.
The NSF is testing a new system, first on universities: the /62
private industri.l inspectors of the institutions rece ;.ve from
the NSF an additional contract to check the use of the funds.
The coml2laints arising from the checks refer, predominantly,
to mistakes in the listing, accounting or documentation of the
cost. Only rarely are deliberate misuses establisheJ.
The consequences of the check consist predominantly, therefore,
in indication or conditions for the future organization of
accounting. Recoveries are rare, and only in individual cases is
there a criminal prosecution. A special statement of the state
of affairs regarding the subsidy has not been established in
these countries.
2.3.5. Time Requirements and Costs of Administration	 /63
For want of exact data for the time required by the sponsor-
ing organizations for processing the application from the time
of receipt of the application until the decision on the acceptance
or refusal, we can only refer to estimates of the organization.
Country	 organization	 Time Required
France	 MIR 6-9 months
ANVAR (aid for in-
ventions) 3-6 months
ANVAR (bonuses for
inventions) 1 monch
Sweden	 STU 3-5 months
NFR 5 months
Industrial founda-
tion 6 months
USA	 NSF 6-9 months
The short processing time in the case of bonuses for inven-
tions is affected adversely by the fact that the approval is
supported only on the application received and the appended
documents, therefore there is no concern with the contents of
the projects nor any need for experts.
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A formalized evaluation and decision procedure, for which
external experts are called, extends the time needed, as may be
observed on the example of the NSF.
The long processing times for the NFR and for the NSF are
influenced, particularly, by the fact that for all (NFR)
or some (NSF), all procram applications can only be submitted
at one time in the year.
Data on the administrative costs for promotion of research
show a relationship between the total budget of the sponsoring
organization and the portions of it referring to the administrative
tasks. Such data are difficult to obtain ano. must be interpreted
carefully.
To obtain administrative costs in institutions which execute
other tasks than promoting research, a functional division must be
carried out of the budget and administration costs. To this end
an exact knowledge of the distribution of tasks and organization
of the work is necessary, which ousiders do not possess. For this
reason the following representation is lacking in data on the
French Ministry for Industry and Research and NASA. Data are only
available for the predecessor organization of the French Ministry,
the Ministry for Research and Technology.
To obtain exact data, even for the institutions concerned 	 %64
exclusively with the promotion of research, an exact analysis
must be carried out of the tasks, organization and budget. In
this way it is possible to exclude from calculations funds
such as contributions to international organizations, which are
not concerned with the actual sponsorship of research. Likewise,
administrative costs which are not related to the sponsorship of
research would not be taken into consideration.
In determining the administrative costs, evey cost must be
included, which arises through a delegation of the functions of
the sponsoring organization and which is reimbursed by the sponsor-
ing organization. This was possible only incompletely in the
organizations included in the study.
The determination of the data for the administrative costs
was not
-
part of the original catalogue of subjects of this study.
The following data are based on analysis of the budget plans.
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Country	 Organization
France	 MRT (Predecessor of
MIR)
ANVAR
Sweden	 STU
NFR
Industrial foundation
USA	 NSF
Share of the Admini-
stration Costs in
the TotaI_Budget
0.68
9 8
10 8
4 8
3-4 8
6 8
In the interpretation of the data for the French MRT it was
not taken into consideration that in this Ministry (just like
the Ministry preceding it) almost 908 of the volume of assistance
concerns insitutional assistance which causes Jess administrative
costs than project sponsorship. Moreover, "he Ministry delegates,
to a greet extent, the administrative tasks to other government
institutions, whose cost was determined only incompletely.
In the Swedish STU, it must be taken into consideration
that 408 of the administrative costs (48 of the budget) apply to
measures to promote technology transfer.
In interpreting the data, moreover, the structural character- /65
istics of the sponsorship must be taken into consideration, which
determine partly the amount of the administrative costs:
- Distribution of assistance to direct project assistance,
indirect assistance, institutional assistance,
- Extent of the concern of sponsoring organizations with the
contents of the sponsored projects,
- Size and number of projects,
- Snares for fundamental research, applied research and
development in the volume of assistance,
- Organization of government promotion of research (centrali-
zation, coordination, delegaticn).
2.4. Development and Extrapolation of the Program	 /66
Government research programs must divert government funds to
wherever there is greatest need and maximum benefit from government
assistance. Government programs conceal, at the same time, the
danger that the the wrong research areas will be sponsored and
the government will determine the direction and content of research,
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even where this can be left to the predetermination by science
and industry.
In the three countries different principles apply to the
extent_ of prest.ructurization of government research and develop-
ment assistance through programs.
In France and the USA all sponsorship regions are covered
by research programs whose contents are described. Applications
for assistance which do not coincide with government priorities
have no prospects of success.
In Sweden the government sponsorship is likewise based on
programs described as regard contents. In a large area of
technological research and development, however, the preassignment
of programs is waived, to offer possibilities of a-Distance to
interested enterprises in all areas.
Only France implements a national research planning, in which
the planning from the top (National Plan) which existed until
1981 is supplemented by planninj from below (nroAosals of
research centers, regional commissions and com;nittees). In
Sweden and in the USA the sponsoring organizations develop the
programs themselves, without any coordination taking place.
The Procedure for the development and extrapolation of
research programs is net formalized in the countries studied.
The research programs are decided by ad hoc groups, working
staff, partly with the participation of outsiders and by the
management of the organizations. In France the general program
areas and goals are the result of the democratic procedure
(for example, law on the national research framework plan of
July 1982). Modern planning procedures, which include an
establishment of the programs from higher goals and an evaluation
of the costs and benefits, are not applied. A systematic
determination of the level of research and science as well as the
available research capacities are not taken as basis of the
planning.
The development and extrapolation of sponsoring criteria	 /67
are just as informal in the three countries. In France and
Sweden there are no official sponsoring critera; in the USA,
for example, in the NSF there are general sponsoring critera
as well as special criteria for individual programs. The general
criteria are decided by the management of the NSF; the program
criteria are developed for the program and decided by the same
procedure as for the programs themselves.
An important basis for the continuation (or termination) of
the programs is represented by evaluations. The French authorities
would like to pay more attention to this aspect in the future.
In Sweden cross evaluations are cDmmon, both in the technological
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}research and development and in fundamental research. Considerable
funds are Assi gned for this purpose. Foreign scientists are often
taken for evaluation in Sweden. The American NSF also attributes
great importance to evaluation.
Special attention is dtioted by the sponsoring organizations
of the three countries to the transfer of the research _and deyelo -
ment results.
In France the transfer of the research and development results
is one of the four goals of the new research polic y decided in
1982. Many measures have already been taken to intensify the
connections betwet.-n research centers and industry (sec chapter
2.2.8). Important transfer functions are adopted by ANVAR, who
findswith the research centers and other grant recipients, contracts
on the use of the results of research and development.. Further
activities concern the support and advice for companies in
receiving and using results of research and development.
In Sweden particularly the STU sponsors the transfer of r(2-
search and development results. About 4 % of the STU budget is
provided for this purpose. It assists in product development, pro-
motes contact between manufacturers and users regarding know-how,
assists in opening markets, advises on patent questions, makes
information available in pamphlets and other publications about new
developments, etc.
The large sponsoring organizations in the USA maintain staffs
at research centers whose functions include the implementation of
transfer processes. Data on available tcch)ologies are widely
disseminated, among other places, in public data banks. Lately,
organizations such as NASA also promotE^ the improvement of
procedures and projects until they are ready to be marketed.
The regulations of the rights of use and benefits in the USA is
aimed at a vast and widespread transfer of the results of research
and development.
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43. Comparative Description cf Procedures for Assistance 	 /68
The following synopsis gives a comparative desc r ipticn of
the most important procedural details for the government
sponsorship of research and development in the three countries:
Franc ,_:, Sweden, USA.
A description follow, the subdivision of the guidelines foi
enquiries (compare chapter 5):
1. Institutional Assistance
2. Project Assistance
3. Development and Continuation of Program
The different sponsoring instruments in each country are
established each time, jointly; if required, the text contains
differentiations.
The comparative description gives only a survey of the pro-
cedures. Details and sources of data may be found in the detailed
descriptions concerning the countries (chapter 4); chapter 2
also contains a cress analysis according to areas of topics.
The abbreviations used are explained in the list of abbrevia-
tions (chapter 7).
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4. Description of Countries	 /83
This chapter describes the study instruments of advance-
merits in the countries France, Sweden and the USA.
The description includes the results of the study in a
classification and sequence of tine guidelines of inquiry, whic'
is given in chapter 5. For ea.:h country, thus, there are des-
criptions of one or several instruments in the areas:
1. Institutional advancemen..
2. Project advancement
3. Development and continuation program
For each country only selected sponsoring instruments are
described. The purpose of the study is not to provide the com-
prehensive survey of the research sponsorship of the countries,
but to decri.be the administrative procedures of the countries
on the basis of some exu^^^les.
The description does not include instruments of so-called
indirect promotion. They are not the object of the study.
Thc various .Aementsand the details of the procedure should
be considered and evaluated against the background of the corres-
ponding national promotion system. This should be facilitated by
the pages preceding the individual descriptions, in which the
most important structural features of the promotion system are
described for each country.
Considerable importance was laid on detailed indications of
sources. They are used not only as a proof. Evan in the detailed
description many questions on the guidelines for inquiries could
not be answered exhaustively. The indications of sources make it
possible to obtain additional information at no great cost. More-
over they make it easier in later studies to refer to the indi-
cated source and obtain the latest position. In the individual
descriptions, the indications of sources appear with an abbrevia-
tion for the institution from which the document comes, an
identification number (for example, NSF 51.810). The meaning of
the abbreviations may be taken from the heading in the descriptions
and the list of abbreviations (chapter 7). The identification of
the document is possible from the list of material (charter 6).
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Structural Characteristics of the Government
Source
Sponsorship of Research and Development
Countr.:	 FRANCE
(CEA - Commissariat a 1 1 encrgie atomique	 (Atomic
Energy Commission);	 FuE - Research and Develop-
ment;	 JO - Journal officiel 	 pie	 la Republique
Francaisc; MIR - Ministere de Pindustrie et de
la	 Recherche	 (Ministry of Industry and Re-
search); OECD - Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development;
	 RF -- French govern-
ment) .
1.	 Government Levels Included
The gov	 inment research and developmen t_ sponsor-
ship is financed almost exclusively by the
central government.
2.	 Extent-of Government Advancement of Research
and Development
The government advancement of research and de- RF	 51.401	 p.	 33
.lveopment	 (1982):	 49,292 million French	 francs
I
I	 (credits for payment and
operation)
Sources of	 financing:
MIR	 19,190 million	 39%
Education Ministry	 6,008 million	 12%
(especially uni-
versity re-
search)
Military sector	 17,700 million	 36%
Post and commui.i-	 2,565 million	 5%
cations
Other ministries	 3,329 million	 7%
Others	 400 million	 1%
49,292 million	 100%
3.	 Receivers of Government Advancement of Re-
search and Development
(19"17)	 Industry	 29% OECD	 51.434	 p.	 24
Government research centers	 41%
(excluding universities)
Universities	 29%
Private nonprofit institutions	 1%
/84
9-1
Country: France	 source
4. Sectors/goals of Sponsorship of Research and
Development
In the research skeleton law of 1982 4 cate- 	 IJO 51.420
gories of activities and 4 goals are indicated
for government- advancement of research and
development.
The categories of activities are:
Mobilization program (programmes mobilisita-
teurs). At present there are 7 large pro-
gram lines, which again are subdivided in
main programs and subprograms. The program
lines:
- efficient use of energy
- biotechnology
- electronics
— scientific research and technological in-
ventions in the service of the third
world
- employment and improvement of labor con-
ditions
- advancement of French as a scientific
language and dissemination of scientific
and technical culture
	 I
- technological development of industry
Fundamental research. This includes, on
one hand, the long term uniform financing
of all sectors of fundamental research with-
out program preassignments and, on the other
hand, the advancement of very large (in-
ternational) research establishments (for
example, GERM, EMBO).
Applied and purpose oriented research. This
category is divided into two:
- social and cultural objectives with 6
main programs
- economic goals with main programs for 16
industrial centers.
4. Technological development programs. They
i-,cluae 4 large programs, which have been
: ntensel y
 promoted for many years:
- nuclear energy
- space
- civil aeronautics
- world oceans
2.
3.
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Country:	 France Source
For the budget year 1983,
	 the following distri-
bution of public
	
(civil)	 research and develop-
ment funds has been established for these cate-
gories:
1.	 Mobilization program	 8.5 bil.	 25%
2.	 Fundamental	 research	 7.8 bil.	 23%
3.	 Applied and purpose	 4.5 bil	 13%
oriented research
4.	 TechnolojLcal	 develop-	 8.1
	 bil.	 23%
anent programs
5.	 Indirect	 funds	 5.5 bil	 16%
34.5	 bil.	 100%	 (in-
cluding 2 bil	 in proceeds
from the CEA)
The indirect funds include those which cannot
be divided into categories and programs such as
grants for general services,
	 electronic data
processing,	 immovable property.
(CEA - Commissariat a P energie 3tomique 	 (Atomic
Energy Commission); EG - European community;
FuE - Research and development; JO - Journal
Officiel de la Republique Francaise;
	
MIR -
Ministry of Industry and Research; 	 DECO -Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation and Dev(;.lopment;
RF - French government)
Theog als indicated in the research skeleton JO	 51.429
law for public research are:
- development and progress of research in all
areas of knowledge
- transfer of research results
- dissemination of scientific knowledge
- training for research and by research
5.	 Most Important Government_Institutions for
Promoting Research and Development
Ministries:	 The MIR is the largest giver of
grants;	 it is followed by the De-
fense Ministry, whose assistance
reaches also research categories
"mobilization programs" and "tech-
nological development programs"
(but is not included in the above
indicated point 4)	 and the Ministr
of National Education	 (university
research).	 The contribution of
other Ministries to the promotion
/85
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ICountry: France
of research and development is
negligibly small.
Planned: Topmost council for research and tech-
nology in MIR to adjust and continue
the research planning, which can form
work and study groups.
Planned: Regional advisory committees for re-
search and high technological develop-
ment in the regional council for each
region, which will be called up for
all research and development questions
of the region.
ANVAR (Agence nationale de valorisation de la
recherche) (National Agency for applica-
tion of research). It is subordinate to
MIR and promotes research in industry.
The CNRS is one of the establishments conducting
research, but it also has the missions of
coordinating research in unive:-siti-es.
6. Structure of the Advancement of Research and
Development (institutional advancement,
project advancement, sponsorship programs).
- Indirect advancement of research arid develop-
ment by tax breaks takes place only to a
small extent (50% of the construction costs
for research buildings can be depreciated the
first year, current research expenditures
can be written off every year, dogressive,
depreciation for research reimbursement).
- The institutional support is very important.
Government research and development is mostly
promoted, which concerns partly research
offices, partly government industrial enter-
prises. There are also a number of inter-
mediate forms. As a result of the research
skeleton law of 1982, new forms of organiza-
tion are being established.
- .The project sponsorship is laid out, on one
hand, as an additional promotion for new
projects of government research and develop-
ment, on the other hand, as a promotion for
inventions in industry.
- Research programs cover, like a network, all
research and development activities (except
the pure fundamental research). Research
Soul cc
IJO 51.429
RF 51.401 p. 24
EG 51.410
JO 51.429
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Country:	 France Source
projects can only receive grants if they can
be incorporated in a program and one of the
4 categories of research activities.
7.	 Main Characteristics of Insitutional Pro-
motion
The organization of establistunents is rugulated
in specific statutes,
	 which have the form of
laws,	 ordinances and decrees.
	 The public law
research establishments are closely related with
the budget law.	 This affected adversely the
efficiency of research in wide regions and led
to the fact that special
	 forms of law were de-
veloped for individual research establishments.
The result of this was then that the collabora-
tion between different research establishments
became difficult.
	 In the research skeleton
law it is provided that research insitutions
should be provided more independence and the
collaboration between them and industry should
be promoted by project oriented
	 forms of
organization on a temporary basis 	 (GIP - grnup-
d'interdt public
	 (public interest group).
I
ment
Scme research establishments pursue economic
activities in a wide range.
8.	 Main Characteristics of Project Promotion
The most important instruments of project pro-
motion are:
- the research foundations of the MIR
- the aid to inventions of ANVAR
the CNRS implements project promotion in the
university sector.
An important point of project promotion is based
on the fact that the collaboration between
government research establishments and industry
is promoted.	 In research establishments the
limiting costs	 (without personnel)	 can be
covered by a grant,	 in industry,	 the total costs
of the project.
The research and development projects of industry
receive generally a grant of 50% of the planned
total costs, whose repayment is waived 	 if the
project is unsuccessful.
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Country: France	 sour(
9. _Main Characteristics of Development of the
Program
The total research and development in France is
aimed, basically, at programs which are develope
within the framework of 5 year plans. Many com-
missions and committees provide for the partici-
pation of all areas and establishments of re-
search in the implementation of national re-
search planning.
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1.	 Institutional Advancement	
---[Country:	 France	 Institution/Instrument: Source
Government Research Centers
(CEA - Commissariat 6
	 1'energie atomique
	 (Atomic
Energy Commission);	 CNES(ES)	 National Space
Research Center;
	 CNRS	 (CNR)	 - National Scientifi
Research Center;	 FE - Research establishments;
FuE - Research and development; 	 JO - Journal
officiel de la Republique Francaise;	 MIR -
Ministry of Industry and Research;	 zG - grantor)
1.01.	 Organization of the Research Establishmen
Institutional assistance is	 received only by
government research establishments.
	 There were
previously two forms of organization for the
:'E	 (with modifications	 for individual FE):
1.	 Independent	 imposition of public law with
their own budget in the range of competence
of	 the Ministry	 (EPA = Public administrative
establishment,	 Agency).	 The most	 important
is the CNRS.
2.	 Government industrial enterprise	 (EPIC = i
industrial and commercial public establish-
ment).	 This most important are the CEA and
CNES.
Since neither of the two forms satisfies the re- JO	 51.429	 p.	 2280
quirements of the CNRS	 (on one hand,	 the of-
ficial structure prevents the use of research
results and programmed research,	 on the other
hand,	 the industrial activity is not a mission
of the CNRS)
	
in the skeleton law on research
No.	 82-610 of July 15,	 1982,	 two new forms of
organization were established: 	 the EPST as a
permanent establishment and GIP as temporary
establishment.
EPST	 (Public establishment of scientific and
technological	 nature)
	
is a body subject to
public law,	 with	 independent administration
and financial autonomy.	 The following would be
achieved primarily:
- the FE's own responsibility will be increased,
by extending the powers of the advisory
board and loosening the financial control
(the previous approval for expenditure of
funds must only be obtained for particularly
important projects and in a much lower number
of	 cases);
186
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Count ry Francu Instit ution/ Instrurticrnt :
Government Research Centers
- the rules for the budget will be modified, by
the FE receiving overal^ grants (average
equipment, current operation, travel expenses);
but this was not applied to personal grants.
GIP (Public interest groups) are associations
of several government or government and private
FE with financial independence to implement
joinL12.
	ects for a limited period. A GIP
should not receive any profit, it can be formed
without capital by contract, which must be
approved by the MIR; the government FE mast have
a majority of votes; it is managed by a director
which is appointed by the administrative coun-
cil; a plenipotentiary of the government is also
appointed; the control is implemented by the
auditor's office. With this form of organiza-
ticn, the close collaboration between different
FE will be ensured, which is necessary for
implementing new research programs.
There is as yet no experience available for
these new forms of organization. Hereafter the
CNRS will be taken as an example of an FE of
the agency type, and CEA as an example for an
FE with industrial activities.
The CNRS-(Centre national de la recherche
scientifique (National Scientific Research
Center)) is an independent agency under public
law with its own budget in the region of
compentence with the MIR. It conducts, mainly,
fundamental research and consists of the CNRS
itself and two institutions (INAG = National
Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics; IN2P3 =
National Institute of Nuclear Physics and
Particle Physics)
The CEA (Atomic Energy Commission) is a group
consisting of a government establishment
(scientific, technical and industrial) and
companies under private law, whose capital is
owned, totally or partly, by the FE. The tasks
of the group range from fundamental and applied
research to the industrial activities and
military application. The subsidiaries of the
group are predominantly stock corporations.
The group is independent under the financial
and administrative aspect.
Soiree
JO 51.429 p. 2272
MIR 51.402a p. B
CNR 51.527
CEA 51.444 p. 99
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Country: Francs ,
	Institution/Instrument:	 Source
Government Research Centers
1.02 Accounting Procedures
The accounting procedure of the CNRS is camer-
alistic. But the CNRS has some laboratories and
establishments which are specifically not
juridical bodies, and for which, nevertheless,
,, commercial accounting procedure is applied.
The commercial bookkeeping i applied, if the
actual income from the rights of operation or
services can be obtained. The CEA uses a
cameralistic accounting system for the portion
of the FE subject to public law and a commercial
one for its subsidiaries; the CNES (National 	 ES 52.441
Space Research Center) uses a commercial account
ing procedure and is developing new models in
accounting procedures, starting front parameters
for cost calculation and project evaluation.
1.03 Awarding of Funds
For government FE there is only one grantor,
the government. The MIR disposes of most re-
search funds. The funds are awarded according
to the public budget law. Each budget is rep-
represented in two different forms:
1. Subdivision according to sectors, objective:
division according to contents of the funds
2. Division according to the type of funds
(juridical budget).
(CEA - Atomic Energy Commission; CNES (ES) -
National Space Research Center; CNRS (CNR) -
National Scientific Research Center; FE - re-
search establishments; FuE - Research and
development; GO - Journal officiel de la
Republique Francaise; MIR - Ministry of Industry
and Research; ZG - grantor).
Val-
/87
MIR 51.439The budget of the MIR has 4 headings, heading
III for administration budget, heading IV to
VI for investment budgets. The grants for the
FE appear under headings III (personnel and
current operation with sales taxes) and VI
(investments without sales tax). There is no
possibility of interchange basically between
these headings.
To give the FE somewhat more freedom of move-
ment, there is the exceptional regulation
that items for current operation and for
CNR 51.510
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Country: France	 Institution/Instrument
Government Research Centers
smaller and medium sized equipment, which are
normally under heading III, can be placed under
heading VI for FE. This also includes the item
for the unforeseen. In the implementation, the
estimates may be corrected. Exchanges must be
presented and recording for the administration
council of the FE.
Up to 5% deviation can be applied for the
budget estimates within heading III, for the
items under heading VI, up to 10%.
For all greater expenditures, a list of the
items formally in this category is given,
the prior agreement by endorsement of the
Finance Ministry must be obtained.
Additional financing for special projects, for
example, to begin new projects, is given by the
MIR within the framework of the "research
foundation" (detailed description under
Project Promotion: Research Foundation).
1.04 Personnel Economic.
The employment plans of Lne FE are ry iven in
the budget of the MIR in total number and level.
No deviation from the permanent plans is
allowed.
The personnel of the CNRS consists of officials
and employees. The appointment, adjustments,
classification, salary payments/reimbursement
with stages, promotion, etc., are regulated by
many ordinances and decrees. In connection wit
the reorganization of the CNRS into an EPST,
the different types of personal law provisions
are also harmonized, to facilitate the exchange
between laboratories, between FE, functions
(research, training, administration, evaluation
research) and personnel categories.
Bonuses: for researchers of the CNRS there are
research bonuses to promote motivation. They
are paid from a fund which is reestablished
every year; moreover, there are profits from
the use of the rights of utilization and in-
ventions as well as contracts with other FE.
The bonus should not exceed 20% of the basic
salary. Technicians in foreign service of the
CNRS, who obtain direct results
or took part directly in inventions and new
Source
JO 51.530
JO 51.429b p. 2272
JO 51.530 p. 53
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Countu:	 Franca	 Institution_/lnstrumucnt	 Sou Ic.•e
Government Research Centers
developments, can personally obtain bonuses,
	 JO 51.530 p. 95
which are established by the director.
Compensations: f, s employed researchers of the
group "officials in charge of research" (charge:;
de recherches), leaving the public FE, the
Director General of the CNRS can approve a
compensation of one years salary, if the re-
	 10 51.530 p. 72
searcher had been at least 10 years in the
service of the CNRS.
Code determination: in the CNRS there are
several selective boards with different func-
tions,	 however, do not participate in the
narrow sense, but only state their positiops
and give proposals. In all parity commissions,
half of the members are appointed, always ljy
the administration.
1. An advisory personnel committee, who ad-
	 JO 51.530 p. 24
vises the Director General in all general
questions regarding personnel.
2. Parity administration commissions, of which .10 51.530 1). 29
each time half the members are appointed
by the administration:
- on^ commission with employed research
directors
- a commission with employees, who take
part in the sc,entific management of
the laboratories.
?. A central parity technical commission.
,rho commissions mentioned under 2 and 3 are to
be found in all public est,oilishments. Their
functions are regulated in the decree (decret)
No. 59-307 of Feb ruary 4, 1959.
4. A parity commissions of the research person JO 51.530 p. 67
neI.
5. A parity commission of employed engineers, 	 JO 51.530 1;. 129
technicians and administration employees.
The powers of the commission are limited to
promotions, disciplinary measures and trans-
fers.
102
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i.05 Actual Incomc
The CNRS may receive its own income beyond the
institutional assistance from:
i,to6ucts of FE: :g ale of publications, docu-
mcntation, test animals, laboratory projects
use of patent rights
Services (mostly on the basis of long-term
contracts with enterprises)
renting
(CEA - Atomic Energy Commission; CNES(ES) -
Plational Space Research Center; CNRS(CNR) -
National Scientific Research Center; FE,- Re-
search establishments; FuE - Research and de-
velopment; JO - Journal of f iciel de la 116plib-
liyue Francaise; MIR - Ministry of Industry
,ind Research; ZG - grantor).
The CNRS income is relatively low (1.52 of the
total income of 7 billion French francs), it is
listed in the budget. Additional income does
not reduce the amount of the grant,
but additional personnel cannot be
appointed with it.
Tne purpose of the CEA is also to operate
ec ,	icajly. The economic activity is carried
0 1	subsidiarie s (companies), large sub-
:diuries such as COGEMA (1981 business tut n-
uver 7 billion French francs) and CIS: (busi-
ness turnover For 1981 0.5 billion French francs
have again a number of other companies. Con-
solidated balances are not presented. The
actual income of the CEA is estimated at 16% of
the total research funds of 12 billion francs.
In the area of civil research, the funds are
1% in proportion to the earned income. It is
considered difficult to correctly estimate
the proportion of the establishment's own income
for the budget. The grants are not increased,
if the plan proceeds are not obtained. But if
the proceeds are higher than planned, the grant
are not reduced. Thus the CEA receives funds
with which to start new projects, new positions
can also be created with them.
Source
Chit 51.501 p. 120
1/88
CNR 51.500
CNR 51.510
CEA 51.544a
CEA 51.544a
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Country:	 France	 Institution/Instrument: Source
Government Rcsear;;h Centers
1.06	 Donations
The grants are not decreased because of dona- CN R	 51.510
tions and	 legacies.	 The administrative ,,_)un_1i
decides about the use of the latter.
	 Ir, the
CNRS,
	 they are mostly made available to labora- CNR	 51.514
turies.	 Donations and	 legacies do not play a
quantitative role.
1.07	 Transfer of Funds
Residual	 furls under
	 item III
	 (personnel and
current operation)	 must not be transferred to
the next budget year.
	 Since most of the items
rtquired	 for the current operation for the
laboratories of FE are no longer giv^n under
heading III,
	 but in heading VI
	 (investment -
budget),	 the nontransferability is not con-
sidered	 problematic.	 From the balaricc,	 cac:!.	 re-
serves are formed to establish an operating capi-
tal,	 which should cover two months of current CN R	 51.510
Operatrun,	 and which	 is available as extra-
ordinary reserve for compensating damages.
The balance from heading VI
	 (investment budget)
is	 automatically transferred to the following
year.
1.08	 Rights of Use and Benefits
Th. patent and user rights belong to the FE and C:'-	 51.514	 p.	 5
t,erefore to the government.
1.09	 Technology Transfer
The technology transfer is considered an impor-
tant purpo:,	 of public research. 	 The tech-
nology transfer is promoted by various measures:
1.	 By scientific activities of	 the FE them-
selves	 (for example,	 CEA,	 CNES),
2.	 By establishing research utilization ser- 70	 51.429	 p.	 2280
vices for each public FE in the coming year,
3.	 By close collaboration of the FE and indus-
try within the framework of GIP's,
4.	 Throuqh the ANVAR	 (National agencv for auol -
cation of research),	 which siqns contracts Of
application with FE,	 which cannot use their
results themselves.
104
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	 ISou:
^,uvernment Research Centers
In the CNRS a committee was established a long
time ago for industrial relations (GRIN - Comitc
Iles relations industrielles), subdivided into
special areas. Thus, the contacts between in-
dustry and FE can be multiplied. The goals of
the CRIN are primarily the following:
- Support of researchers to overcome the diffi- CNR
culties of the inventi-n processes
-- Exchange of ideas and personnel between CNRS
and other centers
- Monitoring of "horizontal actions"
- Promotion of the supplies of scientific in-
struments.
The CNRS sends researchers to industry (for z.c
most, 3 years) as advisors and can also grant
leave for 2 years to employees who wish to set
up their own enterprises.
1.10 Insurance
Risks are not insured by the FE, since they are
the property of the government. In the CNRS
reserves are formed from the budget balance
under heading III, with which payments can be
made in case of damages.
Country: France
1.11 Construction Projects 	 /89
Construction projects are implemented by the FE
themselves.
1.12 (-aligations for Reports and Complications
The FE must provide regular reports on plans,	 CNR 51.523
programs and results. The results appear every CEA 51.444
year or every 2 years and are published.	 CNS 51.441
1.13 Intervention of the Giver of the Grant
Basically there is "overall control" in the FE
by the corresponding administration councils, in
which the ZG are always represented, with dif-
ferent weights according to the form of organi-
zation. As a rule, the FE must satisfy all the
requests for information by the ZG. In some FE,
the ZG has great influence on the appointment
of the directive and can intervene through
their personnel policy. Through the narrow
budget regulations and many reservations for
approval, the ZG would have further poss.ibilitie
of intervention. this will be reduced
CNR 51.510
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	 France	 Insti tut ion/ Iris trumcnt: Source
Government Res-arch Centers
with the establishment of a new form of organiza
t ion, the	 EPIST.
1.14	 Checks
For each FE,	 the statutes regulate what checks
should be carried out when,	 anti by whom.
The CNRS
	
is checked every 4 to 5 years by the CNR	 51.510
auditor's office.	 The	 financial	 inspection
carries out,	 every 3
	
to 4 years,	 studies on
certain topics such as 	 iev(.•.lopmcnt of	 programs,
the direction of the laboratories,	 status of
the personnel.	 The financial control	 is	 the
responsibility of the finance ministry, 	 which
assigns about 10 persons for the MIR. 	 This grow
also provides the endorsement,	 which must be
obtained before the award of budget 	 func'S by
the FE.
106
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2. Promotion of the Project 	 /90
Country: FRANCE	 Instrument: Aid to Invention Source
(Aide a l'Innovation)
1
(ANVAR(ANV) - Agence nationale de las valorisa-
tion de la recherche (National Agency for Ap-
iplication of Research); FE - Recipient of grant;
FuE - Research and development.; 7.G - grantor ► .
The aid to invention (established in 1979)
should promote inventions and tuchnolog:.c:al
progress. All stages of the prucess of innova-
tions, which before the industrial and economic
application, can be assisted (for example,
patenting, marketing studies, experiments,
development of new projects and new or better
procedures, concept and manufacture of proto-
types, models, pilot a.id demonstration, plans) .
Great importance is assigned to the fact that
the results of the government research estab-
lishments must be rendered economically useful.
Number of projects promoted (situation July 1,
1982):
	 3500
Sums granted: 1979 161.7 million French franc
1980 548.2 million French franc
1981 665.7 million French franc
1982 640	 million French franc
1983 820	 million French franc
2.15 Application Documents
ANVAR requires uresentation of a file in 5
copies of the following items:
1. Description of the applicant with historic
development, legal forms, descriptions of
the assets, activities, products, market-
ing positions, competition, distribution,
turnovers.
2. Description of the situation of the pro-
duct or procedure to be advanced: tech-
nical state, expenditures already incur-
red, patent rights applied for and granted.
Objectives of the project under the quali-
tative and quantitative aspects: tech-
nical, economical, financial.
3. Description of the invention program to be
promoted:
- technical program and design, industrial
patent rights, marketing research
ANV 51.572 p. 11
ANV 51.575 p. 3
ANV 51.401 p. 148
ANV 51.569 p. 13
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- cost plan according to types of casts and
project phases; plan for disbursements
- prospects for industrial application (manu-
facture, marketinq, administration).
4. Indications of financing:
- description of the property conditions of
the company applying for grant,
- presentation of balance sheets for the last
3 years as well as operating accounting
procedures, profit and loss accounting,
reports on the main collections, turnover
figures according to main products and
activities, public funds received, opera-
tinq invoices for the current year and
plans for the next two years,
- planned financing of the project and
finance plan of the en*erprise.
5. Obtaining the required operating capital.
2.16 Application Documents
Sets of forms are available (12 pages) whose	 ANV 51.569 p. 33
use is recommended. These forms are shown in
Appendix F-1.
2.17 Prbperty Conditions
All natural and juridical persons can put in
applications.
2_18 Deliberation on the Applications
Potential applicants are first informed and
advised by written documents. ANVAR publishes
brochures. Moreover, an important task of the
22 regional establishments of ANVAR is to
advise the applicants and help them in estab-
lishing the file.
2.19 Awarding of Funds
The aid }o inventions is an interest-free, in-
definite loan. If a project fails, it becomes
a subsidy. In exceptional cases, single
written off subsidies can be assigned to
newly established companies. ANVAF. is attemp-
ting further variants, to satisfy the different
requirements of inventors.
Between the ZG and FL a contract is signed
ANW 51.569 p. 2
ANV 51.569
ANV 51.569 p. 5
ANV 51.575 p. 3
ANV 51.581
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Source
("convention",	 5 pages,	 shown in the Appendix
under F-2).	 The "general conditions for grantin
aid" of
	 the contract regulates, 	 on	 just	 2 pages,
the rights and obligations of the ZG and FE:
A.	 Payment of the aid to invention after the
signature of the Aaence Comptable 	 (Account-
ing Agency)	 of ANVAR.	 Conditions in which
ZG is not obligated to pay.
B.	 Various obligations of the FE:
- the FE should be up to date with the payment
of	 its taxes and social security,
- the project to be implemented as plans,
the assistance must be used according to the
cost plan,
- without prior notification of	 the ZG,	 the
project must not be terminated or given up
- annual' establishment of	 report,
- the FE allows the ZG to check the technical
and financial	 implementation,
- the ZG is informed about the application for
patents,	 if	 they are granted, 	 the first
rights must be granted to the ZG,
- without the approval of the ZG,	 no funds
can be diverted which are nc(d ed to imple-
ment.the economic application of the pro-
ject,
- the ZG must be immediately informed of any
changes in the company capital and the
majority conditions,	 also changed in status,
- the FE must indicate for all the publica-
tions concerning the sponsored projects,
the support from ANVAR.
C.	 Behavior in case the project fails or is
given up.
D.	 Accounting procedure.
E.	 Conditions under which the aid to inven-
tion can be recalled.
F.	 Place of	 jurisdiction:	 Paris
The legal basis	 Decree No.	 7)-616 of July 13,
1979.
2.20	 Decision of Appl i cations F or Grants
Two certificates are appended with each appli- ANV 51.409 p.	 52
cation	 (the forms to used are shown in Appendix
F-3	 and F-4):
/91
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- one technical and economic certificate, which
is processed by ANVAR, the technically compe-
tent Ministry or outside expert (predominantly
from public research establi::Jhments) .
- A financial certificate is provided by thr,
Credit National or another institution ap-
proved for this purpose by the Ministry of
Economics and Finance (CEPME - Credit
d'Equipement des Petites et Moyennes Enter-
prises (Credit for equipment of small and
medium enterprises), SDR - Societes de
development regional (Agencies for regional
development).
Evaluation criteria include:
- the technical quality of the project (degree
of innovation, increase in compentency,
importance of the technology transfer between
the research establi::hments and brances of
the economy),
- the economic interest and the marketing pos-
sibilities (national and international
situation of the sector concerned; priorities
of the economic policy and public interest),
- the technical, economic and financial per-
formance of_ the applicant.
Projects with a volume of up to 2 million French
francs are decided according to a report of
the regional award commission, by the regional
ANVAR establishment, which is competent for
dealing with the applicant. Larger projects
are decided by the central office of ANVAR
after a report from the National award
commission.
In the regional awards comniissions representa-
tives of regional administration and regional
representatives of the Ministry for Inc:ustry
and Research, as well. as the Ministry for
Econu,,iics and Finance are aupointed, the chair-
man is the director of the ANVAR establishment
who can appoint other suitable persons to the
commission.
I.T.
Source
ANV 51.572 p. 13
ANV 51.569 p. 5
ANV 51.575 p. 5
ANV 51.580 p. 15
In the international awards commission there are
also representatives of these Ministries and
of the Credit National. The chairman is the
Director General of ANVAR, who can appoint fur-
ther persons to form part of the commission.
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2.21 Dele gation of the Award of Funds
'There is no delegation for awarding funds. The ANV 51.569 p. 3
sponsored projects arc handled by the ANVAR
'central office or its 22 regional establish-
ments.
2.22 Checking Solvent
Since the solvency of the applicant is a deci-
	
ANV 51.569 p. 3
sive criterion for assuring help for inventions, ANV 51.559 p. 23
it is checked carefully. on one hand, this is
carried out in the technical, economic and
financial certificate within the framework of
decision making, on the other hand, the solvency
is monitored on the basis of the annual reports
of the FE.
2.23 Calculation of the Grant
The basis for calculating the aid to invention
is the cost plan to be presented by the appli-
cant for th,^ project, which contains the
"overall costs" of the project, needed from the
time of the application for- implementing the
project. In this connection, divisions are
made into expenditures for:
- personnel (cost per man hour: direct cost,
social allowances, overhead operating cost),
- purchase of equipment and goods (on the basis
of the repurchase value),
- subcontracts (honoraria, costs of manufacture
or external investigations on market costs
or supported by precise preliminary calcula-
tions) ,
- other costs (for example, travel, renting),
- investments (complete, insofar as only
applicable to the project, otherwise in pro-
portion to use for other purposes),
- for prototypes and pilot productions: re-
purchase value deducting the process oc-
casionally received.
2.24 Financial Handling
Deviations from the preliminary calculations
must b•2 discussed with the officials of ANVAR.
A suitable appendix can be signed by agreement.
In case of cost overruns, 	 a competent award
commission may be notified and they may be
approved by them. In case of nonapproval,
ANV 51.569 p. 20
ANV 51.576 p. 25
/92
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ANVAR determines that there is failure and stops
the project.
	
An increase of assistance is
riot
	 provided.
2.25
	
Level of	 Assistance
The level of assistance is 50% of 	 the total cost ANV	 51.408	 p.	 53
of the preliminary calculation. 	 Special	 regu-
lations apply for independent inventors 	 (maxi-
mum 750).	 The administrative council of ANVAR ANV	 51.580 p.	 6
can,	 in exceptional cases, 	 permit deviations,
if	 they are	 justified by the special	 interest
of the project,	 or because of
	
the latter's
specific nature.
2.26	 Award of Contracts
Subcontracts to implement part or all of the re- ANV	 51.572	 p	 12
search and development projects sponsored by
ANVAR are frequent and approved mainly when it
is a question of	 cooperation of government
research establishments with private enter-
prises.	 A formal approval	 is not necessary.
2.27	 Payment Procedures
As usual,	 the aid to invention is paid in ANV	 51.572	 p.	 6
several installments.	 The amount of the in-
stallment is established in the contract.	 The
first	 installment	 is usually paid within 3
months after signing the agreements to a bank
account of ti.e FE.	 The other installments are
to be applied	 for by the FE.
	
In this connec-
tion,	 the FE must prove that it has spent at
least twice as much for the sponsored project
than received in the assistance,	 and that it
has paid its taxes and social security.	 The
installments are paid every year or after the
end of certain } project phases.
2.28	 Obligations Regarding Reports and Communi
cations
The FE establishes, 	 every year on February 28, ANV	 51.559	 p.	 16
a report by filling in a 4 page standardized
questionnaire	 (shown in the Appendix under
F5)	 and supplementary details to the answers.
Page A contains all the general information re-
garding the patent rights connected
with the sponsored project, 	 the scien-
tific application and the standards of
112
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the FE.
Page B provides information on the development
of the project and the intermediate re-
sult achieved, on the difficulties which
arose in implementing the project, on
the level of expenditures made during
the past year as compared with the early
expenditures.
An additional page need only be filled out if
the sponsored project is completed. It pro-
vides information on the industrial and economic-
use of the invention, on the delays and diffi-
culties occurring and on the income received in
the course of the project.
Page C contains information on the financial
position of the FE (the turnover
achieved, the expected turnover) and
the prospects for the repayment of tht
aid to invention.
Source
After ending the project, the FE establishes i
final report with final accounting, description
of the results achieved as compared with the
goal sought, prospects for the economic appli-
cation, further procedures in the use, des-
cription of the planned financing for the use
in the next 3 years.
ANVAR must be informed immediately about all.
changes in the standards and in the division of
the company capital. In press campaigns on
the project and its results, the FE must always
mention the aid received from ANVAR.
2.29. Publications
5 years after the end of the contract, ANVAR
can publish information regarding the sponsored
project, even if the FE puts up a written ob-
jection.
2.30 Partici pation in the Technical Success
Any application for patent rights connected
with the project must be notified to the ZG.
she FE should not give up such rights without
previous approval of the ZG. Without the con-
sent of the ZG, such patent rights, technical
results or materials and documents required
for the project must not be diverted. There
I count ry • ['ranee Instrument: Aid to Invention
(Aide a l'Innovation)
is no provision for the government obtaining
free licensing rights.
2.31 Particivation in the Financial Success
In case of economic success of the project, tht_,
aid to the invention must be repaid in full.
Since ANVAR considers success as the normal
case, it is not defined, but only failure (tech-
nical or economic failure, nonapplication). In
the contract signed between 'ZG and FE, it is
decided how the repayment is to take place: as
percentage of turnover, of the product sold,
the proceeds from licensing.
2.32 Control of the Result
On the basis of the annual reports of the FE,
the actual-progress of the project is compared
with the planning which was the object of the
contract. Thus ANVAR is notified early regard-
ing	 results	 which could have an adverse
effect on the technical or economic success.
An attempt is made to solve the problem in close
contact between the ZG and the c,fficials of
the ZG calling upon experts. This may result in
a modification of the project or its termination
1.33 Termination of the Proiect b y the ZG
r
ANVAR can terminate the sponsoring of the pro-
ject in case of technical or economic failure
and in case of nonapplication of the results.
The technical or economic failure occurs when
the ZG establishes itself (or on the application
of the FE) a failure of the project. Then
the FE does not repay the grants used, and
there is no further repayment. The diversion
of the patent rights, intermediate results, etc.
still depend on the approval of the ZG.
Through the extensive obligations for notifi-
cation by the FE, the ZG obse !-'es, almost con-
tinuously, the development of the project and
can implement termination relatively quickly
in case of deterioration of the prospects of
success.
The nonapplication of results can have several.
reasons:
- inadequate economic or financial capacity of
the FE: the official from ANVAR checks
ANV 51.559 p. 40
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(appointing outside experts) whether the pro-
ject can be transferred to another enter-
prise; this must be approved by the award
commission. Thor rights and obligations of
old and new FE must be negotiated.
- The inadequate ability or readiness of the
market to receive the product. ANVAR checks
whether a modification of the project can
improve the marketing chances. Otherwise an
economic (total or partial) failure is de-
clared.
- Lack of readiness of the FE. This case is
handled like a termination by the FE.
In case of termination by the FE within 3 years
after the end of the contract, the FE must re-
pay the aid to invention totally, or partly,
(with interest), according to the decision of
the ZJ. If the FE is not able to pay back,
he must return the patent rights acquired with
the aid to invention, the results achieved,
models, etc., to ANVAR and cannot object to
their further use by other enterprises.
ANVAR can recall the assistance:
- in case of liquidation, dissolution, com-
position proceedings of the FE,
- on the initiative of the ZG, when the FE
fails in its obligations, in case it owes
taxes and social security payments, in
case of incorrect declarations by the FE.
2.34 Handling of Taxes
In case of an advance against repayment, the
aid to invention is not subject to taxes. If
the project f ails, the advance becomes a
subsidy, and represents operational proceeds
or a guaranteed discount, and must be taxed
accordingly. The sales tax is omitted because
the ZG has not rendered any services to ANVAR
(legally disputed, position in October 1982).
2.35 Proof of Use
ANV 51.576 p. 36
The FE engages to provide accounting of all im- ANV 51.569 p. 9
portant elements of proceeds and expenditures 	 ANV 51.576 p. 25
involved in connection with the sponsored pro-
ject and must allow operational and accounting
checks. Within 2 weeks after application by
ANVAR, the accountin g documents must be
115
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administration budget in the	 IANV 51.401 p. 14
to funds available to AN^AR
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presented together with the general accounting
procedure. The control is carried out by out-
side experts appointed by the ZG. The account
is accord my to the re(ju lat ions of the
"Conseil National de la Comptabili te" (National
Accounting Council) and the recommendations of
the "Conseil Superieur de l'Ordre des experts-
comptables et des comptables agrees" (Higher
Council of the Order of accounting experts and
registered accountants). The proof of
use can be requested at any time by the ZG, to
be able to follow the development of the project
closely, in time, and to be able to react early
to any difficulties.
The final accounting contains, established
annually, the comparison of the expenditures of
the FE and the preliminary calculation of the-
invention program. One should indicate how the
cost overruns were financed.
2.36 Improper Use
In case of improper use of funds, the ZG can
immediately demand the return of the grant. The
FE must pay back, with interest, the amount
received.
/942.37 Time Requirements for Processing the
Application	
___
The regional establishments decide within 2	 ANV 51.569 p. 3
months after the presentation of the applica-
tion, thr_ central office within 3 months.
2.38 Administration Costs
UY
Instrume-nt: Aid to Invention Source
(Aide a P lnnavation)
___•_ - 
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2.	 Product Sponsorship
Country:	 FRANCE	 Instrument:	 Invention Bonus Source:
(Prime	 ^k	 1'Innovation)
(I.NVAR (ANV)	 - Agence nation-Ale de	 la valorisa-
tion de la recherche	 (National Agency for Ap-
plication of Research);	 FE - Recipient of
grant;	 FuE - Research and development;	 RF - French
governmt-nt; 	 Zc -	 grantor) .
The bonus	 (established	 in	 1979)	 should encou ,'age ANV	 51.560
small and medium enterprises to award research ANV	 51.562
work to public research establishments or recd--
nize private establishments or experts. 	 The
following are sponsored:	 research problems,
expertise studies,	 product concepts, 	 analyses of
values,	 design,	 patentand scientific documente-
-tion,	 material and	 standard testing,	 as well as
those items connected with planned research.
19801756 bonuses were awarded amounting to ANIV	 31.572	 p.	 6
12.F	 million	 FF.
1981	 2857 bonuses were awarded amounting to
28.4	 million FF.
1982:	 the amount	 was	 21.5 million FF RP	 51.401	 p.	 149	 i
1983:	 the planned amount is	 80 million FF.
2.15	 Application Documents
ANVAR requires the presentation of a form	 (2 ANV 51.560
(-opies)	 with the reroipted invoice for 	 the
!external application research and with a des-
crip'-ion of the work carried out. 	 The appli-
cat- i rn, rst be made within 12 months after the
t with the recipient	 of payment.
lication Documents
`orms are available 	 (1	 page)	 and are ANV 51.560
in the Appendix under F-6.
2.17	 Property Conditions
The bonus is meat exclusively for small. and ANV 51.560
medium :,ized French companies,	 with less than
2000 employees who do not have majority posi-
tions of quota companies.
/95
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Source
2.18
	
Advice for the Application
The potential applicants are given information ANV	 51.577	 p.	 12
in written documents.	 Because of	 the simplicity
of the procedure,	 advice is not considered
necessary.	 The regional ANVAR establishment in
the area	 in which the company is	 located is
competent for awarding the bonus.
2.19	 Award of Funds
The bonus is awarded as a government
	 subsidy. ANV	 51.560
The legal basis	 is Decree No.	 79-617 of
July	 13,	 1979.
ANV	 51.577	 p.	 12
2.20	 Decision of Sponsoring Application
The bonus is given automatically if the legal
provisions are satisfied.	 No certificates are
prepared.
2.21	 Delegation of Award of Funds
The regional ANVAR establishment in the area of ANV	 51.577	 p.	 13
the location of the applicant company 	 awards
the bonus.
2.22 Checking of Solvency
Solvency is not checked, 	 but the FE must prove ANV	 51.560
that it has paid	 its taxes and social security.
2.23	 Calculation of the Grant
The basis of	 the grant is the calculated net ANV	 51.560
ainount for the external contract research.
The grant is limited to expenditures for
scientific and technological research work.
The following activites are excluded:
- work for office management and organization,
- work for current production,
- costs of advance training,
- purchase of consumer	 and user goods, which
are not used exclusively for the research
project,
- expenditures for the protection of patent
rights,
- bibliographic and documentary studies,
- market studies and technical and economic
studies.
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2.24	 Financial Handling
Not relevant.
2.25	 Sponsorship Level
The sponsorship level amounts to 25% of the ex- ANV	 51.560
penditurus	 (without business tax)	 of the company
for external contract research,	 at most	 1 millio
French francs per year and company. 	 The bonus RF	 51.424	 p.	 70
should not be accumulated together with other
government	 funds.	 An amount of the assistance
rate of	 35%	 is planned.
2.26
	
Awarding Contra.-,,ts
The award of contracts	 (external contract re- A1+V	 51.560
search)	 is a condition	 for the bonus.	 The re-
search establishment or the expert can award
(.p art of the work as subcontracts. 	 The name and
amount of the services of a subcontractor must
be indicated.	 ANVAR provides that the negotia-
tions with subcontracts do not contradict the
nature of	 the external contract research	 (no
subcontracts to FE).
2.27	 Payment Procedures
Payment is made within 1-2 months after receiv- ANV	 51.577	 p.	 12
ing the application and after the real payment
of the invoice for the external contract re-
search by the company.
2.28	 Obli^Lations for Resorts and Communications
None
2.29	 Publication
None
2.30	 Participation in Technical 	 Results
None
2.31	 Partici ation in the Financial Success
None
2.32	 Control of Success
None
/96
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2.33	 Termina*ion of Project
Not relevant
2.34	 Tax Handling
The bonus is free from business tax,	 but	 is ANV	 'A.576	 p.	 38
subject as operation income: to profit
	
tax.
2.35	 Proof of Use
Presentation of	 invoice for the external ANV	 51.560
contract
	 research	 is
used as proof of use.
	 The ZG is entitled to
check the valid expenditures in the FE and the
external research establishment.
2.36	 Improper Use
In case of	 improper use,
	
thc ZG can recall the ANV	 51.560
bonus.	 The FE has to reimburse the ZG.
2.37	 Time Required for Processing the Applica-
tion
A decision will be made about the application ANV
	
:51.560
with 45 days,	 after presenting all the documents
2.38	 Administrative Costs
Cannot be established
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Country: FRANCE Instrument: Foundation of 	 Sources
Scientific and Technical
Research
(Fond de la Recherche scien-
tifique et technique)
(AC - combined actions; CCI - Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry of Paris; CP - Program con-
tracts; F.G - European community; FE - Grant
recipient; FuL - Research and development;
MIR - Ministry of Industry and Research; 7,G -
grantor).
The foundation is set up basically as an instru
ment for additional financing for institutionall
promoted research establishments and for the
promotion of collaboration between various re-
search establishments.
With this foundation (established in 1975) which
the MIR has at its disposal, new research areas
will be covered, which are in the national in-
terest (fundamental research and applied research)o
There, are 3 sponsorship procedures:	 I
1. Combined action (actions concertees - AC).
This promotes, basically, the collaboration
between different research groups, different
disciplines and between public and private
sector (1980:	 31 operations).
2. Program contract (contrats de programme -
CP). This procedure often follows the AC.
By this means exactly established projects
are assisted in individual research estab-
lishments and companies, whose competency
is recognized.
3. Specilic_ activities (actions specifiques).
This is used to promote projects:
- which are timely and extraordinary, and l
do not fit in the framework of other i
activities;
- which are too specific to be the ohject
of AC or CP;
- which are of overlapping type, st,ch as
scientific and technical information
services (data banks) , regional activitie
international exchange of research,
CCI 51.409 p. 34
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activities
62 mil FF
82
AEG 51.410 p. 55
Country: Franc:	 Instrument: Foundation of	 Source
Scientific and Technical
Research
(Fond de la Recherche scien-
tifique et technique)
Sums involved in the assista..c:e:
Combined	 Program
actions	 contract
1979	 189 mil FF	 136 mil FF
1 980	 180	 186
.1981
	
194	 180
1982	 165	 221
2.15 Application Documents
The MIR requires the presentation of a file
it
	 for aid to research" with the
following components:
- description of the project with justificatior.
- name of the researcher responsible for the
project
- executive research establishment (F)
- description of the most important scientific
and technical funds available to the FE
- period for which the government sponsorship
is applied
- preliminary calculation and division into
expenditures for current work (fonctionement)
(operation) and for equipment (eyuipement).
2.16 Application Forms
Sets of forms	 are available (10 pages), which
are reproduced in Appendix F-7.
MIR 51.418 p. 1
MIR 51.419
M
2.17 Property Conditions
Government research estaLlishments, universitieE EG 51.410 p. 56
and companies can be sponsored. Research es-	 MIR 51.419
tablishments under private law must disclose
their property conditions.
2.18 Advice on the Application
Advice to the applicant is not provided. But 	 EG 51.410 p. 55
between the users of the result (managem.?nt
and industry), researchers and those responsibl
for the scientific policy, an agreement is to b e
made as to which areas should be sponsored,
oriented as national research planning. For
each AC an advisory commute is established. 	 I
Subsequently, a limited group of participants
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Scientific and Technical
Research
(Fond de la Recherche scien-
tifique et technique)
are asked to give their bids (appel d'offres)
(call for tender). The application is notified
through the tendered documents.
2.19 Award of the Funds
The government promotion is a subsidy.	 EG 51..410 p. 55
The legal basis: Decree of October 29, 1975,
modified by Decrees of November 19, 1976,
February 23, 1978 (as concerns CP) and June 23,
1978 (concerns AC).
2.20 Decision on the Applications for Assis-
tance
Regarding AC, the decision is made by the ad-
viscry committee, regarding CP, the MIR decit2es
only on the basis of certificates in non-
formalized procedure. The decision for the
award determines:
the FE and content of the project
the amount of the expenditures from which the
calculation of the government grant is made
the percentage of the share of the ZG in the.
project
the amount of the grant and the presumable
time schedule for individ , ial payments
the_positiori of the FE with regard to the
patent rights
special provisions of the implementation.
The division of awards becomes valid only after
expressed or silent approval of the FE.
2.21 Delegation of the Award of Funds
The funds are awarded by the MIR
2.22 Checking of Solvency
Solvency is assumed to exist. In research
establishments under private law, we are
dealing practically only with large enter-
prises.
2.23 Calculation of the Grant
/98
EG 51.410 p. 57
MIR 51.418 p. 3
Tile basis for calculation of the qrant is th •a I MIR 51.420
cost plan to be presented by the applicant.	 MIR 51.418 p. 2
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Source
Scientific and Technical
Research
(Fund de la Recherche scien-
tifique et Technique)
In this connection a distinction is made between
the public and private law organized applicants.
- in enterprises under public law the cost plan
should contain only additionally the means
required for the project (not the salaries of
the permanent personnel):
- special equipment
- additional costs for current work
- travel costs
- for establishments under private law_, the cost
plan should contain the total costs for the
project.	 I -
If several . companies apply for the joint project
(AC), each company must lay out its cost plan
and compare it with the general plan.
The cost plan is divided into two groups: costs
for current work and for equipment.
1. The costs for current work (fonctionnement)
(operation) include:
1.1 Salaries and social security (only in
exceptional cases for foreign research
workers)
1.2 Reimbursement of assistance with social
contributions (only for a limited time
and for part-time employees) at most
14,300 French francs (net) per person
per year
1.+ Overhead operating costs (frais generaux
do laboratoire) (general laboratory
costs) :
energy and assumed materials
documentation
moving and travel costs
maintenance and repair of the
equipment used for the project
depreciation
services
specific raw materials
low cost equipment with a unitary
value under 10,000 French franc
(before taxes)
computer hours
miscellaneous (only after special proof)
•	 A,
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Country: France	 Instrument: Foundation of 	 Sou rce
Scientific and Technical
Research
(Fond de la Recherche scien-
tifique et te::hnique)
1.4 Administration overhead costs (frais
generaux de sibge): they are taken into
consideration as percentage extra costs
to total cost (without overhead cos s).
They may include the following expendi-
tures:
insurance premiums
financing costs
office requirements
general maintenance
administration costs including
salaries of office manaqement
mail and telephone fees
rents and subsidiary costs
For-universities and comparable institu-
tions, a lump sum addition for overhead
is allowed of at most:
4t for equipment with unitary value
of 10,000 French francs
8% for all remaining expenditures.
For other public law institutions, the
maximum amount is 4% for all expendi-
tures.
For private law institutions low maximum
level is fixed.
2. The costs for the equipment (items with
unitary value of more than 10,000 Franch
francs) are taken into consideration for
institutions subject- to private law accordir
to the purchase cost (without taxes). For
institutions subject to private law, in-
stead of the purchase cost, the depreciatior
during the time of the project is applied.
Only expenditures which are disbursed under the
approval of the application can be covered by
the grant.
2.24 Financial Handling
In the handling of the project, the items with-
in the two groups of expenditures are always
interchangeal-le. The two groups can be inter-
changed up to 30% of their original amounts.
The FE must notify ZG about the deviation.
Further deviations must be applied for by the
FE, and the Minister makes the decision.
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Scientific and Technical
Posea rch
(Fond de la Recherche scicn-
tifique et technique)
Any change in the research program and grant re-
quires administrial decisions. The decision
about the extension of the project must be renewed
only when it exceeds 6 months.
2.25 Rate of Assistance
In case of public law FE, the assignment covers MIP 51.420
all the additional funds needed for the project
(except for the salaries of the permanent em-
ployees). For private law FE, the grant covers EG 51.410 p. 55
part of the total costs of the project. The ZG
establishes the share (about 50%).
2.26 Awarding of Contracts
The FE may award contracts to third parties
within the framework of the project.
2.27 Procedure for Payinant
The procedure for payment is regulated in a dif- f1IR 51.418 p. 2
ferent way for FE subject to public and private
law:
FE under public law:
a) after approval the following are paid
- the share of the grant provided for
material purchases
- the current oxpenditur--s for half a
year. This r,,rant can, if necessary,
be increased by the item "miscel-
laneous" (indicated under 1.3 of the
preliminary classification).
b) 90% of the amount of the grant sub-
tracting the payments indicated under
a, is divided into equal semi-annual
installments and paid at this rate.
The first installment is paid 6 months
after approval.
c) after presenting the final report and
documents, the last 10% of the grant
is paid.
FE under private law:
	
a) 3 months after approval the part of 	 MIR 51.418 p. 3
the grant is paid which is provided
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f,)r material	 purchases at
	 the beginnin g
of the project.
	 This share should not
exceed 20% of the grant.
b)	 90% of the amount of the grant,	 sub-
tracting the payments indicated under
a,	 is	 divided	 into equal quarterly
installments	 (4 months)	 and paid out
according to that schedule. 	 The pre-
requisite for payment	 is the presen-
tation of intermediate accounting
documents of the actual expenditures
of	 the previous quarter.	 If	 the	 in-
stallment was not used up completely,
.the next	 installment
	 :.s shifted by a
quarter.	 The first quarter is paid
together with part a.
c)	 after presenting the final report and
documents,	 the last 10% of	 the grant
is
	 paid.
2.28 lGbligatien Regarding :reports and Communi-
catlOnii
The obligations of the FE to ^ ovide reports an ..IR	 51.418	 p.	 4
communications are established in the conditions
of approval.	 However,	 always within 2 months
after ending the project,	 a	 final report must
be presented describing the results achieved.
Moreover,	 the FE as required by Z6 must provide
a complete technical documentation, which allow
the reproduction of the prototype or construc-
tion.
2.29
	
Publications
The ZG cannot nand over to	 third parties with- J R	 51.418	 p.	 4
out the approval	 u,	 the FE any study and manu-
facturing documents, 	 test reports and all
documents which the FE has declared confiden-
tial.	 But	 the refusal	 by the FE must be justi -
fied.
2.30	 Participation in the Technical Results
The position of the FE is r--tablislhed in the MIR	 51.418	 P.	 5
decision of approval and regulates the procedur
for inventions and patent rii7hts. 	 In general,
/100
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Scientific and Technical
Research
(Fond de la Recherche scien-
tifique et technique)
the following applies:
for FE which usually use patent rights:
1) Patents are taken in the name of the FE an(
as its costs ( in France the support of thy.
ZG must be included). Within 2 months af-
ter application. the ZG must be informed.
3 months before a nonextension, the 'ZG
is not ificed, so that it can have it ex-
tended and used by ANVAR (within the frame•
work of special agreements between ANVAR
and FE) .
2) In case of' collaboration with one or
several FE's, which do not apply
their patent rights, the patents
are taken in the name and costs of the
user FE, where the name of the inventor
must be included. Before use, an agree-
merit is signed between the FE's on the
conditions of use.
3) If the ZG establishes that the FL has not
applied for patents for the results (dur-
ing the project and for a period of 1
year after its completion), then the ZG
has the right to apply (after notifying the
FE and after 2 months) in the name of the
government or a government institution.
The FE can, within 2 years after the obli-
gation, receive a nonexclusive liconse.
Within this period the government cannot
transfer the patents obtained by this mean
4) If the FE transfers patents or assigns
licenses, it must inform the ZG within 2
months. The ZG can establish in the de-
cision for approval that transfers a-
broad or to foreigners must have approval.
The approval is considered to be given i
the ZG does not raise within a month any
objections, furnishing the reasons.
5) The patents cannot be withheld from the
government and from the gcverment institu
tions mentioned specifically in the deci-
sion on the approval, if they are used
for their own means. The government
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receives nonexclusive,	 free patent rights.
In their use outside the government 	 in-
stitutions,	 the property	 right of	 the FE:
is acknowledged.
For FE who do not usually apply their i
patent.	 rights:
Such FE sign with ANVAR 	 an agreement on
the use.	 If	 there	 is no special agree-
ment,	 the regulations on the agreement
between ANVAR and CNRS apply.
2.31	 Participation in the Financial Benefits
MIR	 51.418	 p.	 6The Minister can decide that the FE should allow
the ZG to share in the financial proceeds 	 (on
the basis of a special agreement). 	 This share
is	 limited to a period of at maximum 	 10 years
after completion of the project and .r maximum
amount of 70% of the grant. 	 Moreover,	 the
annual repayment should not exceed 22 of the
sales proceeds	 (without business tax,	 from
the factory)	 or 30% of	 the	 license fees obtained.
2.32	 Control of Results
Persons assigned by the Minister can, 	 at any MIR	 51.418	 p.	 4
time after prior ir4 ormation from the FE check
the results of	 tllr2 project under the 	 technical.
and financial	 aspects.
2.33	 Termination of Projects by the ZG
MIR	 51.418	 P.
	
7The Minister can terminate the grants for a cur
rent project without indicating reasons, 	 but
earliest,	 6 months	 ifter beginning the project.
Thy Minister announces this decision and es-
tablishes until what time expenditures for im-
plementing the project can still be covered by
the grant.	 This time must be later than the
announcement.
The grants can also be terminated if
- the project is not implemented
- the FE does not fulfill its obligations
- the director of the project is no longer in
the service of the FE and a successor is not
appointed within a month and approved by the
130
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Scientific and Technical
Research
(Fond de la Recherche scien-
tifique et teci ►nigoa)
minister.
In the first two cases the Minister announces to
the FE and the director of the project his de-
cisiun on the termination of the grant and es-
tablishes, at the same time, the time at which
the expenditures for the project can be covered
by the grant. If the director has left, the
expenditures can still be covered by the grant
for 28 days.
occasionally, the Minister can require the total
or partial repayme.t from the FE.
2.34 Tax dandling
The grants are subject to business tax.
dustrial enterprises, they are subject
profit tax as operating proceeds.
2.35 Proof of Use
Sour(
In in- I i'.tR
also to
The invoices must be presented in 2 copies on	 MIR 51.418 p . 3
sheets with the letterhead of the FE. Bookkeep-
ing must be maintained for all expenditures
concerning the projects.
FE under public law are required 6 weeks after
the end of a period to provide an invoice of
the uses of the funds allocated. The first peric
includes 12 months, the following one 6 months.
If the last period of the project is shorter
than 6 months, the invoice must be presented
later, 6 weeks after its end. The invoice con-
sists in listing the expenditures, which are
confirmed by an accountant (agent comptable).
FE under private law are required each time to
provide an invoice of the expenditures disburses
before receiving the next installment of the
grant. These invoices must contain:
- the sum of the salaries, the amount of the
social security and the overhead costs, as
well as the sum of the other expenditures,
insofar as they were listed in the cost plan;
- listing an amount of the investments which
can be depreciated for the project with append(
certificates or invoices;
Country:	 France	 Instrument:	 Foundation of Source
Scientific and Technical
Research
(Fond de la Recherche sc:ien-
tifique et	 technique)
- lousiness tax,	 rate and amount.
2.36	 improper Use
In case of improper use the Minister can impose ,MIR	 51. 418	 p.	 7
recovery of the grant,	 totally or	 in part,	 or
end the sponsorship of the project.
2.37	 Time Needed for Processing the Application
The period is from 6 to 8 months.
2.38	 Administration Costs
Since the MiR conducts cameralistic invoicing,
the administrative costs corresponding to it
cannot be paid for in the foundation,	 the
moreso,	 as the foundation is only one instru-
ment among several	 used for the sponsorship
of research.
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3. Program Development and Continuation
Country: FRANCE
(FE - Research establishment; FuE - Research
arid developme: t_; RF - French government) .
3.39 Seminars, Meetings on Clu Program Status
Seminars and meetings take place at different
stages (within the FE, in sectors, regional and
national committees and commissions) to prepare
the budget plans, which are oriented it cate-
gories and programs of the national researcl,
plan and its extensions.
3.40 Program Screening
A systematic program screening does not take
place. As a result of the research skeleton law
a new procedure for program planning was tested
for the 1983 budget, in which the start for the
indivi(ival programs was on the basis of the re-
searcher: the applications for assistance of
all institutionally sponsorjd FE's were collec-
ted, arranged along broad program lines and
compared with the research plan. In session of
negotiations between the givers of the grants
and the inuividual FE, an overall equilibrium was
achievea, which ended, finally, once again, in
an ordinary budget.
In f l.:ture, greater emphasis than heretofore will
be laid on program evaluation.
3.41. Further Development of Sponsoring_ Cri-
terion
Explicit sponsoring criteria are riot preassigned
The further development of program goals and
content is a result of national program plan-
ning.
3.42 Measures to Transmit the FuE Results
The insufficient transfer of research and de-
velopment results has been, for years, an im-
portant point of criticism in the research avid
development policy. As a reaction to this in
the skeleton law on research, the transfer of
research and development results has been
called one of the 4 goals of government re-
search. In the organization program, the
seventh program line "technological development
of the economy" is specially set for transfer
'OD
RF 51.401 p. 84
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Continuation
of research and development results, and con-
tains the widely cl;sssified catal%gue of topics,
on which suitable measures should be developed:
a. Training: contracts between industry and
universities for theses of en-
gineers and technicians; various
measures in training to increase
the level of the technical educa-
tion.
b. Regional actions:
- technical support for small and
medium companies by government
research centers
- regional technological pools
- development of regional networks
of technological advisors
- agencies for scientific and tech-
nical information (establishment
of ARIST - regional agencies for
scientific and technical infor-
mation).
C. 'Technology transfer between large companies
and small and medium companies.
d. Use of the research results in the public FF
and disclosure for all small and medium size
companies:
- transfer policy (for example,
contracts with industry, sharing,
establishment of subsidiaries)
- structural measures (for example,
marketing studies, search for
industrial partners)
e. Dissemination of technology in the economy.
f. Financial incentives:
- direct government grants
- supplementary tax breaks
- preferred credit
- facilitation of the company's
own capital.
ounce
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9Structural Characteristic of	 the Government
Source
Advancement of Research and De vL lonment
Country	SWEDEN
(FuE - Research and development; OECD - Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation and Development;
REG - government documents; SCL - government
central office;	 SIND - government industrial.
authorities;	 STU - Royal office for technical
'3evelopment)
1.	 Promotion Activites at Different Cultural
Levels
FUE advancement predominantly by the central
government.
2.	 Extent of Government FuE Advancement
SCB	 51.606	 p.	 3Government. FuE advancement 	 (1982/1983):
7.725 million Swedish crowns,	 corresponding to
1.2% of	 the GNP
Ministries:	 Education	 2.458 mil	 32% SCB	 51.606	 6
Industry	 1.628 mil	 21%
Defense	 1.462 mil	 19%
Social	 535 mil	 7%
Agriculture	 583 mil	 8%
Laoor	 248 mil	 3^
Housing	 230 mil	 3%
Communications	 230 mil	 3%
Special Occa-
sions	 211 mil	 3%
Others	 140 mil	 2%
7.725 mil	 100%
3.	 Recipients of Government FuE Advancement
(Government advancement of FuE in sciences and
technology,	 1977):
Economy	 28% OECD	 51.609	 p.	 24
Government (without
universities)
	
21%
Universities	 51%
100%
4.	 erectors/Goals of FuE Advancement
The most important foals for government
advancement 1982/83 are: SCB	 51.606	 p.	 7
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General scientific
development	 _)9%
Defense
	 19%
Enere-y and water supply
	 10%
Health and medicine	 7%
Industrial development 	 5%
Miscellaneous	 20%
100%
6.	 ?lost Impc,rt-ant government Establishments
for FuE Advancement
Ministries:	 Education,	 Industry,	 Defense
Coordination:	 State Secretariat	 (for the Prime
Minister)	 for research
Research councils and sponsoring establishments: SIND	 51.661	 p.	 48
Research council for classical and social
sciences	 (HSFR)
Government research council	 for medicine
(MFR)
Government research council for sciences
(NFR)
Research council. commission 	 (FRN)
National council of universities and
technical universities	 (U11A)
Council for forestry and agricultural
research	 (SJFR)
Council for construction research	 (BFR)
Commission for energy research and
development
	
(DFE)
National Swedish council for developing
sources of energy	 (NE)
Royal office for technical development
(STU)
Commission for development research	 (SARE )
Industrial foundations
Northland foundation
Foundation for the protection of labor
Northern industrial foundation
Foundation for regional development
6.	 Structure of Research and Development
Sponsoring	 (Institutional Sponsoring,	 Pro-
ject Sponsoring,	 Sponsoring programs)
- Indirect FuE promotion with tax break takes STU	 51.679
place only to a small extent	 (about 130 mil
Swedish crowns S.8 per year).
- the insitutional promotion is concentrated
/104
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in university institutions and point researe
institutions. Besides them there are only a
few government promoted institutions.
The principle: "sectoralized r o..-search and
development advancement". The government
authorities are not grouped in a central off
Each Ministry promotes research independentl
in his own area of competency. The coord.ina
tion of government research sponsorship is
still at its beginning.
Delegation of the sponsorship to Fnbordiriate
institutions: as common in the Swedish in-
stitutions, the Ministries concentrate on
conceptual and monitoring missions. The
sponsorship is delegated to subordinate of-
fices, councils, foundations, etc.
Must important procedures in project sponsor
ship:
direct-(large) development contracts award
to the Swedish industry (defense research,
communication projects)
- grants and loans by different sponsoring
institutions (STU, industrial foundations,
research councils, etc.)
- "Project insurance" (providing the assistanc
only in the case of failure).
- Advancement of joint research through the STU.
7. Main Characteristics of Insitutional Assis-
tance
For the organization of establishments and use
of grants, the basic principles and regulations
of the sector to which the establishment belong
apply (industry, government, combined). There
are no special conditions of the grantor
in the regions of organization, accounting,
personnel, activity for other areas, financial
economics, rights of use and benefits.
Besides institutional assistance, the estab-
lishments also receive, as a rule, pr.ojert fund
8. Main Characteristics of Project Assistance
The conditions for FuE contracts ire similar to
those common in the USA.
The other advancement of FuE takes place as
grant, loan or "project insurance" (provision
of funds only in case of failure). Projects of
fundamental research are generally financed up
t
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to 1008 of the individual costs. FuE projects
in the industry generally receive an assistance
of up to 508, which is to be returned with in-
terest and repaid in case of success.
Application procedures and conditions of ap-
proval are mostly arranged simply. The pro-
cedure for decision making is hardly formalized.
There are no exact provisions for costs which
can be covered by grants. Limitations of the
grant recipient by government rights to patents
or use do not exist.
The STU emphasizes and supports the practical
transfer of the FuE result by a broad catalogue
of measures.
9. Main Characteristics of Program Development
Extrasectorial program development does not take
place. Extrainstitutional programs are develops
and continue in the sectors of construction and
energy. Special institutions (research councils
are competent in this area. Part of the assis-
tance by the STU takes place in programs ("actio
area", "technical knowledge areas" and "selected
program areas").
The programs are established by the workers of
the institution and the appointment of outsiders
and decided by the management. There are no
formalized procedures.
In other areas of assistance, the overwhelming
portion of the government FUE assistance, a
prestructurization by programs is purposely
omitted.
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1.	 Institutional	 Advancement 4125
Country:	 SWEDEN	 institution/Instrument:
	 Re- Source
search Institute for Nuclear
Physics,	 Stockholm
(AF - Nuclear Physics Institute;
	 FE - Research
establishments;	 (FuE - research and development;
REG - government;	 ZG - grantor).
1. O1.	 Organ.izat: -)n	 of	 the FE
The government establishment in the area of AF	 51.722
competency of the Education Ministry,
	 of the
same status as universities.	 The topmost body:
"board" with 9 members:	 6 representatives from
institutions,	 institute director, 	 2 personnel
representatives,	 no government representative.
1.02	 Accounting -
Cameralistic accounting procedures as described AF	 51.722
in the government area.	 No cost calculation.
Objects worth more than 3000 Swedish crowns
are inventoried.
1.03	 Award of Funds
Institutional assistance from only one giver of REG	 51.626	 p.	 548
grant/allocation:
	 the 'loyal Swedish Parliament
decides the institute budget in the overall
budget of the Education Ministry 	 (1983/84:
14.7 million Swedish crowns).
	 Budget headings:
administrative costs	 (8.1 million Swedish crowns
site	 costs	 (4.4 million Swedish crowns);
material	 P.2 million Swedish crowns).	 The
responsibility exists of interchange within these
readings,	 but not between them.
There are no special provisions for the FUE AF	 51.722
activity.	 Additional financing is only secured
for larger investments,	 not for projects or
special plans.	 There is no intervention for
execution,	 fund seduction,	 regrouping.
Besides basic financing,	 the institute receives
project funds from other sponsoring establish-
ments	 (especially the scientific research
council).
1.04	 Personnel Economics
The workers in the institute are officials	 AF 51.723
in public service.
The budget shows:	 52 personnel
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SWede il 	institution/Instrument:
Research Institute for Nuclear
Physics,	 Stockholm
Source
(researchers:	 19,	 remaining personnel	 33).	 Jobe F	 51.722
are only given in number, there is the possibility
of determining the levels, 	 not with regard to
the number.
	
The public salary law and public AF	 51.723
tariff are used directly.	 Government and Royal
Parliament must approve the appointment of
professors.
	 Further personnel cost is financed
from material budget and the project funds.
The institute management can appoint workers AF	 51.723
for shorter per i od	 (1 year or less).	 These
workers receive compensation	 (fixed uniformly
between the government and the unions),	 corres-
ponding to	 that	 of permanent employees.	 These
compensations are pensionable.
Special regulations	 (increments,	 bonuses)	 for AF	 51.723
the workers because of their research activity
or that of	 the institute do not exist.
There are 3 categories for establishing the AF	 51.723
working contracts:	 "permanent,
	
permanent extra
and extra".	 Indefinitely appointed personnel.
(professors)	 cannot lose their job,	 even if the
institute is dissolved.	 The government must,
in such a case,	 offer them a comparable position
Employees of the other two categories may, 	 in
such a case,	 be discharged,	 but they receive
an official aid in the search for a new job in
government service.
The dismissal of permanent employees is rendered AF	 51.723
extraordinarily difficult because of a number of
Swedish laws on the protection of the employee
against	 loss of	 job,	 even if objective cri-
teria exist	 (absence from work,	 i.nadeq,late
abilities,	 improper behavior.).
The dismissal of workers 	 who are financed from AF	 51.723
project funds is possible after ending the
project financing,	 after negotiations with the
unions.	 As a transition regulation it was
agreed upon individually in such cases	 that the
worker concerned could receive for another 12
months the salary from the institute,	 if he
cannot find any new job with the help of the
Swedish personnel authorities.
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Country:	 Sweden	 Institution/Instrument: Source:
Research In^titute for
Nuclear Physics,	 Stockholm
1.05	 Institution's Own 	 Income
There is no activity for the industry.
	
The
institute applies	 for and receives project
assistance,
	
especially	 from the NFR
	
(1982183:
1.1 ntilliun Swedish crowns).	 This income does
not reduce the grant.
	 Competition exists only
with the other research and development institu-
tions.
There are no limitations imposed on the activity AF	 51.723
for other offices because of the	 i_nstituional
assistance.	 The income received is not counted
in the sense of the reduction of the grant; 	 the
institute can freely use these means;
additional personnel can be appointed. 	 Special
agreements which are based on public salary
law apply for their compensation.
1.06	 Donations
The institution receives no donations. AF	 51.722
1.07	 'Transfer of	 Funds
The transfer of	 funds is possible in the material AF	 51.723
budget.	 The other balances are forfeited and
must be	 repayed.	 However,	 this case has not
occurred so far.
1.08	 Rights of Use and Benefits
All rights belong to the government with cer- AF	 51.722
tain limitations with regard to the individual
rights of the in-,entor.	 The subject is not
important practically,	 since the institute is
confined to fundamental research; 	 patent rights
are not applied for.
1.09	 Technology Transfer
Technology transfer takes place with the parti- AF	 5.1.722
cipation in an organization of meeting and
congresses,
	
as well as by publications and
annual reports.
1.10	 Insurance
The government institution does not have any ir. AF	 51.722
surance,	 the "self insurance principle" of
government applies.
I
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Research Institute for
?nuclear Physics,
	 Stockholm
1.11	 Construction Projects
Construction projects are implemented by a AF	 51.722
central government office.
1.12	 Obligations Regarding Reports and Communi-
cations
The institute gives a report within the frame- AF	 51.722
work of the general provisions for accounting.
The institute is not obligated to give further
communications or reports to the ministry or
other offices.
1.13	 Intervention of the Grantor
Interventions of the ZG practically do not occur. AF	 51.722
The ZG is not even represented on the "Board". AF	 51.723
Reservations of approval by the government or
the Royal Swedish Parliament exists for the
appointment of professors.	 The institute
desires an extension of communication vit;, the
ministry.
1.14	 Cheeks
Annual checking by the Swedish university AF	 51.722
council	 (UHA).	 Moreover,	 checks by the Royal
Swedish inspection office are possible, 	 but do
not take place.
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1.	 Institutional Assistance
Country:	 SWEDEN	 Institution/Instrument: Source
Joint Research Institutions
WE - Research establishment; FuE - Research and
development;	 STU - Royal Swedish Office for Tech-
nical Development; TF - Institute for Wood
Research;
	 ZG - Grantor).
1.01	 Organization of	 FE
The institutions are organized as foundations or STU	 51.711	 p.	 10
associations with their own legal personality.
	
The
carriers are the STU and industry 	 (foundation,
associations/or ad hoc groups of companies).
	
The
highest body of institutions is a "Board" whose
members are chosen in equal numbers from the STU
and industry.	 The STU itesef is not represented TF	 51.712
At the lower levels there are other management STTJ	 51.711
boards:	 research board,	 industrial advisory
committe.	 Special groups of interested companie
are formed for individual	 research prograr..s.
1.02	 Accounting Procedures
Thu institutions are not bound by the govern- TF	 51.712
ment system in the organization of their ac-
counting procedures.	 As a rule,	 they apply
commercial accounting procedures. 	 The desig-
nation and division of the working times for the
different projects is the ordinary one.
1.03	 Award of Funds
The government contribution to basic financing STU	 51.711	 p.	 14
from the institutions is provided by the STU as
a lump sum on the basis of an agreement with
industry on the research and development pro-
gram and the cost sharing as a grant. 	 The
agreement covers mostly 3 and at maximum 5 years
The STU component is between 40 and 608.	 The
rest is given by industry; 	 the institutions
have therefore 2 grantors.	 (Besides this,
they obtain partly from the same sources 	 pro-
ject assistance / compare 1.05).	 The assistance STU	 51.676
of the STU is given every year in advance
as a lump sum, without subdivision of the in-
dividual items.	 Intervention in the budget
implementation is not carried out by the STU;
once the sponsorship funds are approved,	 they
are not reduced.	 Investments are financed from
loans, which are repaid from the current income.
The institutions received from the STU grants of STU	 51.679
1107
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Country: Sweden	 Institution/Instrument:	 Source
fount Research Institutions
189 million Swedish crowns in 1979/1980.
overhead costs (rents, etc.) are divided in	 TF 51.71
shares between the different sources of incumc.
The equipment is often financed by the corres-
pondiag project.
11.04 Personnel Economics
The employees of the institutes are private em- TF 51.71
ployees; the contract status is the same for all
workers, independently of the origin of the
funds from which they are financed.
The compensation for the employees 	 is	 fixed on TF	 51.716
the basis of	 the tariffs in public service.
The number of institute workers is established TFr 51.712
by the "Board".	 Deviations of	 10 to 208 are STU	 51.676
allowed.	 Above this,	 prior approval is required
The control of the workers 	 is institutionalized 51.716
by the following measures:	 (1)	 formal board at
ITF
institutional	 level,	 in which Lhe institution
management,	 research directors and per^,)nnel
organizations are represented and whicn has
members;	 (2)	 information discussions betweer
institute directors and directors of personnel
organizations;	 (3)	 joint approval at	 the	 level
of the research department.
An ending of the employment contract is possibl:- TF	 51.716
if the absence of work is proven. 	 But many con-
ditions must be fulfilled beforehand. 	 Negotia-
tions with the personnel organization are
prescribed.	 Compensation	 is possible.
1.05	 Institute's own Income
The institutes have basically 5 different source
of income:	 basic financing from the STU,	 basic STU	 51.676
financing from industry,	 project assistance by
the STU,	 contract research for industry, 	 other
means of advancement 	 (for example,	 from NFR).
In the agreement between industry and STU 	 (con-
tent among others:	 establishment of the contri-
butions of basic financing), 	 a total budget is
established with all proceeds and costs.
The contract research must be calculated at full TF	 51.716
cost	 (market price).
The institutional assistance does not impose any TF	 51.716
limitation on the institutes in the aquisition
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or availablity of their
	 own	 income.	 The in-
come is not calculated in the sense of
	 re-
ducing the grants.
	 Theappointment of additions
personnel
	
is customary;	 !or these workers the
same tariffs apply as for the others.
1.06	 Donations
Institutions receive no donations. STU	 51.676
1.07	 Transfer of Funds
Funds can be	 transferred without	 limitation:.,	 if TF	 51.712
they have reached the FE.
	
The payments made STU	 51.676
are provided at most
	 12 inonths	 in advance.
1.08	 Rights to Use and Benefits
The rights	 for basically financed research and STU	 51.711
development belong to the institute,
	 the com-
panies concerned receive licenses.
	 Prior gov- STU	 51.676
ernment rights exists for development of
military significance.	 The rights deriving
from contract research belong to the client. i
1.09	 Technology Transfer
Research reports with different distributed TF	 51.712
keys:	 international offices,	 limited	 for the
northern countries,	 exclusive for Swedish it
dustry.	 Further instruments:
	 newsletters,
report announcements,	 conferences and seminars.
1.10	 insurance
For most buildings which are the property of the , TF	 51.712
government,	 the government	 self insurance prin-
ciple applies.	 The institution,	 equipment and
liability are insured by the FE.
1.11	 Construction Projects
Construction projects,	 as far as concerns TF	 51.712
government buildings,are implemented directly
by the central government authorities.
1.12	 Obligations Regardingrding Reports and Communi
cation
There are no direct formal obligations regarding TF	 51.712
reports.	 The "Board"	 receives reports 3 to 4
times a year.	 The STU receives the annual final
report.
%108
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1.13 Interventions of the Grantor
Constant control of the institute management by
the inspection council, in which the STU natural
is represented only indirectly. Further influ-
ence by the STU oc:cu"s in decisions regarding
new program agreements with industry. The in-
tervent.Lon of the 7.G in office management does
riot take place.
1.14 Checks
The STU appoints, every year, an inspector who
gives his report to the inspection council.
Vne 6TU receives the inspection reports from the
i
urce
F 51.717.
STU 51.675
STU 51.676
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2.	 Project Assistance.
Count:	 SWEDEN	 Instrument:	 Project. assis- Sources
tance by STU
(FE - Recipient of assistance;	 FuE - Research
and development;
	 STU - Royal Swedish Office for
Technical Development;	 2G - Granter).
2.15	 Documents for Application
A description of the project are well as summary STU	 51.727
of the application in prescribed STU form.
	 The
instructions regarding the contents of the pro-
ject are different for research and for develop-
ment projects.
Research projects:
(1)	 Statement of the problem and expected re-
Su] is —(2)	 t.lser	 of	 the	 results
(3)	 Transmission of	 the results to the user
(4)
	
Value of the	 innovation for technical re-
search,	 industry or other social 	 sectors
in Sweden
(5)	 Importance of technical	 research,	 irdlistry
,)r ether social sectors in Sweden
(6)	 Current or completed projects in the re-
search area in and outside Sweden
(7)	 Use cf their own developments, 	 results
(8)	 Project plan
	 (work stages,	 procedure,
technical risks and uncertainties, 	 pro-
^act director and coworkers,	 partners in
corporations),	 time schedules,	 milestones
and costs.
Development projects:
(1)	 Project idea and statement of the problem
(2)	 Technical	 risks
(3)	 Value as regards novelty; 	 completing of
other solutions
(4)	 Earlier development stuides of the same
project
(5) Marketing chances,	 prospects of repayment
(6)	 Prospects of production and sale
(7)	 Work plan with stages,	 direction of
development, work hours.
The application must be presented in 3 copies.
2.16	 Forms of Application STU	 51.735
2 page printed form (shown in the Appendix
under S-2)	 with the following categories:
(1)	 Identification of the applicant
1109
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lance by STU
(2)
	
Project director
(3)	 Title of	 the project
(4)	 Time and cost schedule
(5)	 Cost estimate
(6)	 Other sources of	 financing
(7)	 Patent questions
(8)	 International cooperation
(9)	 Project descri ption	 (100-150 words)
(10)	 Signatures
2.17	 Property Conditions
The ownership of the company must be indicated,
also the total number of employees in the enter-
prise	 (less than	 500/more than	 500).For FE with
more than 500 empl yees,	 special payment rules —
apply.
The STU assistance is not limited to certain STU	 51.679	 p.	 18
groups of applicants.
	 The average amount of
assistance for industrial enterprises 	 with
150,000 Swedish crowns in	 1979/80 was awarded
more to small and medium than to larger enter- i{
prises.
2.18	 Advice on Application
Potential applicants are advised directly by the
STU.	 In information brochures, 	 the names of the
competent employee,	 the times of possible con-
versation,	 etc.	 are indicated.	 Moreover the
STU maintains contact secretariats in the 9
universities and technical colleges in Sweden.
2.11	 Award of Funds
Sponsorship funds are given,	 as a rule,	 as STU	 51.72/
-4rants which must ae repaid witt ► interest in
the case of success.	 In special cases loans
are made.	 In exceptional cases,	 the assistance
is in the form of financing guarantees which only
apply in the case of failure. 	 There are no
provisions for the use of the funds besides
the	 (summarized)	 conditions of grants.	 In
particular,	 there is no public budget law.
2.20	 Decision Regarding the Applications for
Assistance
The powers for making decisions are partly
delegated through the employees. For example
,they may decide about projects with a volume
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of up to 0.3 million Swedish crowns,	 after STU	 51.728	 Index	 19
notifying the colleagues in
	
their working group.
Formalized procedures are not applied for exami-
nation and decisions. 	 Outside experts are used
according to the estimated need without
fixed rules existing in this connection.
	 Par-
ticipation of the applicants in the sessions is
not provided.	 Applicants who have been refused
are informed upon request, 	 about reasons for
the refusal.
2.21	 Delegation of the Award of Funds
The administrative implementation is delegated STU	 51.740	 p.	 1
to the university sector.	 The STU transfers
funds for FE in the university sector to the
central university office
	
(UHA).	 The latter
takes over the transfer of the funds to the FE
according to the prescriptions in force.	 It
also checks,	 on behalf of the STU,
	
the use of
the funds.
2.22	 Checking of Solvency
Checks of	 solvency	 take place only in certain STU	 51.672	 p.	 4
cases in case of doubts.	 The STU requires in
such case the presentation of balance sheets,
calculations of proceeds,
	
etc.	 Checks of
solvency	 can be repeated on certain occasions.
2.23
	
Calculations of	 the Grant
There are no published rules and internal ad- STU	 51.672	 p.	 4
ministration prescriptions on permissible costs.
In summarizing the project application 	 (pre-
scribed form,	 compare appendix S2)	 a division STU	 51.735
of the estimated costs is required according
to the following categories:	 total costs/assis-
tance requested,	 distribution of	 the grant by
budget years,	 types of cost.	 The following
types of cost are listed:	 personnel costs,
secondary personnel costs	 (social security,	 etc.
for government institutions 39% of the person-
nel costs),	 consultation costs,	 equipment,
material,	 travel costs,	 patent costs,	 administra-
tion costs	 (only in universities,	 technical
colleges and suchlike) 	 as well as "other" costs
to be specified.	 Further details regarding pre-
liminary calculation are not required. 	 There
are no types of costs which are explicitly
110
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tance by STU
excluded;	 the guidelines for the approval of the
cost are the principles and rules of the account-
ing procedure applied to the applicant
	 (com-
mercial,	 government,
	 tax principles).
	
The inclu- STU	 51.739
	 -	 41
sion of profits in the cost is not permitted.
Increases of salaries during the period of the
assistance must be anticipated; 	 they do not
apply as reason for increasing the assistance.
Overhead administrative costs are approved,	 in STU	 51.672
universities and similar institutions to a STU	 51.739	 4	 1
smaller extent
	 (3%)	 than for applicants from
industry.
Funds for investments	 (instruments,	 etc.)	 with STU	 51.727	 p.	 3
a purchase cost of more than 50,000 Swedish
crowns gust be applied for as special equipment
loans.
The cost estimate is checked by the STU and in STU	 51.672
case of doubt
	 discussed with the applicant and
subsequently occasionally modified.
2.24	 Financial Handling
Deviations from the preliminary estimate up to STU	 51.738
10% are possible without previous consultation. STU	 51.741	 T	 4
Above this,	 they require approval by STU;
	
this
is awarded in a routine manner.	 Equipment
-items,	 if not otherwise dc,7ided by the STU,
are the property of the FE,
	
if the latter is a
government institution.	 For the other FE,	 the
STU decides the question of ownership.	 The FE
is entitled to become the owner by paying its
value,	 established by
	
the STU.	 The overhead
costs are paid in a lump sum.
2.25	 Rate of Assistance
For researchers and technicians in technical SIND	 51.661	 p 49
colleges and universities,	 for individual STU	 51.679	 p.	 17
persons or groups of persons and for inventors,
STU may approve grants covering the entire
development costs.	 For applicants from industry
STU rarely approves more than 50% of the total
costs.	 In exceptional cases development pro-
jects of industry may receive grants up to 100%,
if the results can be used for social, medical
or other public purposes.
Obligations to repay,	 patent rights,	 etc.,	 do
not depend on the level of assistance but on the
type of project	 (research versus development)
150
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tance by STV
land the FE (government institution versus industry).
	 —
2.26 Award of Contract
F:
Insofar as the award of contract was mentioned
in the description of the project, and the cost
for it listed, there is freedom in awarding the
contracts. A change of the contractor is also
possible without prior approval of the STU. Con
ditions of the ZG need not be considered in
awarding the contracts; special regulations of
the STU do not exist for awarding the contact.
2.27 Pavment Procedures
Basically the grants are paid subsequent to
application on prescribed forms. On the forms
the previously incurred costs must be listed in
the same way as in the preliminary estimate. If
required by the STU, the costs indicated must
be proven. On the request of the FE, the STU
makes direct payments for the project to third
parties (for example, patent costs). On thu
application of the FE, the STU carries out
preliminary payments of funds up to the amount
of 25% of one year's needs. For each further
prior payment, the previously used funds must
be accounted for.
Funds for FE, which are administered by the
Swedish university office (UHA) are transferred
by the STU to the UHA for handing over to the
FE.
Some companies do not call for funds, which must
be presumably paid back, among other things to
save the interest. They consider the STU assis-
tance as a '_ype of insurace against failure in
development.
Non-used grant funds must be returned. There
are no regulations for repayment schedules.
2.28 Obligations Regarding Reports and Compli-
cations
We distinguished between: status report, final
report, annual report. The times for the pre-
sentation of status reports and final reports
are established in the decision of the grant.
Moreover, the STU can request reports at any
time and ask for information regarding the
STU 51.627 p. 4
STU 51.739-41 5 1
STU 51.740	 1	 111
STU 52.672 p. 4
STU 51.740 s 5
c_^,, U 51.738
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progress and situation of the studies.
	 The FE
must notify the STU about unusual events	 (ter-
mination,	 delay of work,	 etc.).
In the final	 report the following must be in- STU
	 51.741	 f	 5
cluded among others:	 possibilities of the com-
mercial use and technical improvement of the
results.	 Invoicing must be presented separately
regarding the use of the funds according to the
categories of the preliminary estimates, 	 and a
list of the equipment with purchase
costs of at least 5000 Swedish crowns.	 More-
over a summary must be given,
	
at maximum 150
words.	 After presenting the final report,	 the
FE must- also :r. ovide accounting in research pro-
jects	 o,i	 Ci,,_;	 ,! ,.•	 o'	 the	 result	 (FE
	
for	 develop-
ment prof , -'.s .
	
a-	 ial	 reports) .	 The STU pro-
vides	 on the establishment of reports
Annual	 rt_ k , r*s ar(, to be presented by FE in STU	 51.741	 5
development	 projects after presenting thU final
report,
	
ea,::; time before the end of February, 	 as
10119 as there remains the obligation of 	 r-,_-pay-
ment fcr the funds received. 	 In the report the j
use of the development results, 	 the proceeds
obtained or the savings of cost achieved, must
be described.
2.29	 Publications
Normally the results are not published by the STU	 51.740	 a	 12
ZG.	 The FE can object to publication by the
ZG.	 It loses this ri g ht	 if the ZG gives up
the right to the funds in spite of the existing
repayment obligations.
Basically all administrative councils and STU	 51.727	 p.	 5
documents in Sweden are accessible to the public
The STU can classify project documents as con-
fidential if desired by the applicant.	 In any
case the following are public: 	 name and address
of the applicant,	 project title,	 sum applied
for,	 amount of grant.
2.30	 Participation in the Technical Results
The participation of the STU in the results of
the project by user rights is not provided.
The results of the research project covered up
to 100`h are "public property".	 In development
projects with the obligation for repayment,	 the
ZG has no rights to the technical results.
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2.31 Participation in the financial Oroceeds
Basica111v
 the grunts must be r<_payed and with 	 STU 51.727 p. 5
interest (with, at present, 3.759 above the
bank rate).
Research projects: if within 10 years after 	 ISTU 51.741 a 9
presentation of the final report, the proceeds
or savings of cost result from the project, the
STU decides after a hearing with the FE, whether
and to what extent the grant funds must be repaic
The obligation of repayment can be limited to
the portion of the profit exceeding 20,000 Swe-
dish crowns per calen0er year. The FE must dis-
close the profits and savings achieved.
Development Projects (general and companies wit-  STU 51.740 S 9
less than 500 employees): if profits or savings
are achieved with the results, repayment of
509 of the license fees received, single pay-
ments, option payments, etc. at 79 of the
amounts calculated for their own production or
sale under their own management. Repayments
can also Cake place in one sum. The STU can
decide about changes in the repayment pro-
cedure after consultin g with the FE. The obli-
gation for repayment extends also to cost
savings,-know-how, spin-off and equipment.
Development projects:	 (companies with more	 ,STU 51.739 5 9
than 500 employees):
(A) If the technological goal was achieved and
if the prerequisites for use exist: repay-
ment and annual rates within 5 years, unless
otherwise decided by the STU.
(B) If the technical result was riot achieved,
but profits were obtained with the result,
repayment just as for companies with less
than 500 employees.
Waiver of repayment: 10 years after presentation
of the final repurt the obligation for repay-
ment ends (waiver of repayment), if by then the
repayment has not started, or a decision ^staken
regarding the repayment. Under special assump-
tion the ZG can issue a waiver of repayment be-
fore then.
/1122.32 Control of the Results
The control and evaluation of the results takes ISTU 51.672 p. 6
place within the framework of checking
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and decision regarding	 repayment of the grant_.
They are carried out by STU members or outs^de
experts.	 After 10 years the process
	 is,	 as a
rule,	 finally completed.
2.33	 Termination of Project by the Grantor
The stopping of the grant by the ZG is not pro- I STU	 51.739 Condition
vided for without	 indicating the reasons. 5
Natural],, ,	 approval covering several years is
issued un the condition	 that the grant funds
are available to the STU.
2.34	 Tax liandling
The grant is not subject to value added taxes STU	 51.676	 1).	 3
for the recipient due to lack of an exchange of -
services.	 However,	 it is included in the opera-
ting income or profits of the FE and thus sub-
ject to tax.	 The inclusion with the operating
profit is disputed because of the obligations fo r
repayment and this will	 possibly be changed.
2.35	 Proof of Use
But the FE has at the time of the second requ-:^st STU	 51.739-741
for funds ai,d at the end of project to present §S	 1,5
an accounting of the costs or expenditures in
the classification of the preliminary estimates.
Proofs are only to be presented if requireci by
the ZG.
	
The proof of use must list separately
purchases worth more than 5000 Swedish crowns.
The accounting documents of the FE are checked STU	 51.675	 F , .	 4
randomly on specialG,casions by an auditor sent
; or .appointed by the STU.
The checking of the FE in university sectors is STU	 51.739•-740	 S	 1
delegated to the Swedish university office
(UHA).
2..^.,	 Improper Use
Improper use leads,	 according to the importance STU	 51.739-740	 §	 11
of the incident,
	
to partial repayment of the
grant received,	 the stopping of the grant or
return of thc: grant already received.	 There
are no fixed rules for the type of repayment
(partial. amounts, 	 times);	 it	 is established	 in
the proceedings.	 Criminal prosecution is pos- STU	 51.675	 p.	 4
sible in principle,	 but has only occurred in
one case up to now.
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2.37 Time Required for Processing 11.pplications
Normally the processing of the application takes STU 51.673
3 to 6 months.
M
ft
2.18 Administrative Costs
Data on administrative costs can only be made
for the STU as a whole and can only be es'_imatec'.
The total budget for 1981/1982 amounts to
547.4 million Swedish crowns. That yeaz the STU
had 296 employees. If the same costs and com-
pensation structure were taken as fo r the NFR
(which is justified to some extent), then the
administrative costs would amount to about 70
million Swedish crowns. According to the data
of the STU, the administrative cost is just
below 10%, of which 2/3 are salaries.
In the evaluat.iou of these costs it should be
taken into _insideration that the STU fulfills
a series of services for the government, which
are only indirectly related to the advancement
of research.
REG 51.621	 p.	 195
REG 51.611	 p.	 194
NFR 51	 741	 p.	 25
STU 51.685
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2.	 "rdect Advancement
Country:	 SWEDEN	 Instrument:	 Project advancc- Source
ment by the NFR
WE - Grant recipient;	 FuE - Research and develo -
ent;	 NFR - Research Council
	 for Sciences;	 ZG
Grantor).
The NFR promoted in	 1981/1982	 1030 research pro- NFR	 52.747	 p.	 25-25
jects.	 Total budget 240 million Swedish crowns,
of which about
	 35%
	 for institutional advancement.
2.15	 Application Documents
Application for projects
	 (on NFR form)
	 as wellasNFR 51.753	 p.	 8
documents:	 detailed description of project,	 cos
plan	 (possible other documents which appear
important to the applicant
	 (special printed
material,	 curricula vitae)).	 For new employees, -
,qualification profiles must be added.
	
The
research application and particularly important
documents, for example,
	 description of	 the pro-
ject)	 must be provided in 20 copies, 	 other
documents in 10 copies.
Data on the content of project description: NFR	 51.753	 p.	 2
statement of the problem, 	 procedure,	 plan
schedule,	 budget,	 previous	 results,	 long terry
project planning.
The applications for the budget year beginning NFR	 51.753	 p.	 1
on July 1 must be presented in January.
2.16	 Printed Forms	 for Applications
The 4 page printed form (shown in the Appendix NFR	 51.751
under S-1)	 has the following categories:
applicant	 (person,	 address,	 institution of
implementation,	 administrative agency),	 project
description
	
(Swedish heading,	 English headings,
category,	 program constitution),
	 program re-
quired	 (personnel	 costs,	 material costs,	 travel
costs,	 division over 3 budget years), 	 personnel
(names,	 group of compensation,	 scope of work,
training,	 required funds,	 indication of years
when NFR assistance was already .'eceived),
material	 (above 0.2 million Swedish crowns,
auxiliary personnel, 	 operating materials,	 elec-
tronic data processing costs,	 etc.),	 travel
(conference aid symposia as well as other coGt.s
related to the research project), 	 budget plan
(survey of the financing of the total cost of
all projects of the FE by UHA, 	 NFR,	 FRN)	 as
well as indication of all individual costs of
/113
Country:	 Sweden	 Iristr^,me^	 Prcj(!c.t	 advance- Goiilce
—	 ment by the NFR -
more
	 than	 10,000 ;;wedish crowns).
Projects to be promoted jointly by NFR and NSF NFR	 51.753	 p.	 4
(National Science Foundation of tf.e USA)
	
must
be applied for in English.
-
2.1- 7	 Conditions of Ownersh
Conditions of ownership axe unimportant. NFR	 51.754	 p.	 2
1.18	 Consultation	 or, the Application
The applicant and interested parties receive NFR	 51.753
information sheets.
	 The latter	 lists the names
of all the competent case workers of the NFR.
2.19	 Awardinq of
	 the Funds
The assistance is given as a grant.
	 A contract NFR
	 51.754	 p.	 2
is signed about it between the NFR,
	 the applican
and the institutions in which the work takes
place and which are in charge of administering
the funds.
p rojects can be applied for 3 years.
	 The assis- NFR	 t)1.753
	 p.	 4
tance is only approved for 1 year;
	 for the next
year a "recommended budget"	 is decided.	 In this
case no further application for the following
year is required.	 The personnel funds of a
"recommended judget"are ensured for the followin
year.
'Phe cost must be estimated at the time of appli NFR
	 51.753
	 p.	 1
cation.
	 NFR calculates the additional needs
required on the basis of general salary increase
and other price increases and provides these
additional amounts automatically.
2.20 Decision on the Applications for Advance-
ment
Decisions are prepared in the program commis- NFR	 51.753	 p.	 3
sions of the NFR	 (March to April)	 and made in NFR	 51.754	 p.	 2
the council.	 Outside experts are appointed
to the session according to requirements. 	 Each
application is presented for certification as
a rule,	 to two outside experts.	 There are no
established criteria or procedures for certifi-
cation by experts or in the commissions.	 Noti-
fication to the applicants is different from
commission to commission.	 Invitations for the
applicant to attend committee meetings occur
only rarely.	 The applicants are then entitled
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to briny their advisors.
2.21
	 Delegation of
	 tile Award of Funds
The NFR assisted projects to universities are NFR	 51.756	 w	 1
administered by the	 latter.	 Projects to other NFR	 51.747	 >>.	 24
institutions must be administered by the
	 institu-
tions.	 The NFR provides the administrative
agencies with the costs incurred.
2.22 Checking of Solvency
There are no solvency checks. NFR	 51.754	 p.	 3
2.23
	 Calculation of	 the Grant
The assistance includes personnel costs,	 travel NFR	 51.753
	 p.	 1
costs,	 equipment - (less tnan 0.2 million Swedish
crowns)	 and material costs.	 Greater investments
must be applied for from the NFR.
Personnel costs are applied for and approved on NFR	 51.753	 p.	 7
the basis of a table established according to
the compensation bylines in public service.
Since	 July	 1,	 1983,	 an additional	 lump sum of .'R	 51.753	 p.	 3
3% of personnel costs is awarded to the uni-
versities for overhead costs.
Patent costs '(see 2.30)
	
are not provided. NFR
	
51.756
	 5	 11.
2.24	 Financial Handling
The assistance is approved as a skeleton amount. NFR	 51.753	 p.	 1
The FE can deviate from budget classifications. NFR	 51.756	 2
The implementation is basically consistent with
the project plan.	 Changes require prior approva
of NFR.
	
After the end of the implementation of
the project the non-use funds must be repaid to
the NFR,	 if not otherwise decided.
The purchase of equipment of more than 30,000 NFR	 51.756	 5	 10
Swedish crowns must be implemented in cooperatioi
with the office for equipment for universities
and colleges.	 This office assures support, 	 also,
for small purchases.	 In case of imports an
application can also be made for duty free im-
p-rts.	 Equipment is to be inventorie<<. 	 The
owner is the council,	 the FE has user's rights.
After the final accounting, 	 the council decides
the further use of the equipment.
/114
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1.25 Rates of Assistance
Basically direct individual costs are covered 	 FR 51.754 p. 4
(personnel, material, equipment). The institu-
tion in which the project is implemented takes
part in t1- _ost by bearing the total overhead
cor e_, or mast of it.	 (since 1983, 3% of per-
sonnel costs are awarded to the universities
as overhead costs).
2.26 Award of Contract
Subcontracts are not provided and regulated. 	 NFR 51.754 p. 4
2.27 Payment Procedures
Approved funds for projects are paid out in one 14U -)1.756 ; 5
sum in the administration of government agencies
combines or a:.sociations, as soon as the con-
tract	 is Enforced and funds are available.
In other cases, partial amounts are paid out
as requested for proven costs. On the request
of the FE, the NFR makes the payments of large
amounts directly to third parties. If requested
	 I
an advance may be paid to the FE.
2.28 Obligations Regarding Reports and Communi-
cations
Reports must be presented at the times decided NFR 51.756 s 8
in the contract and presented as requested. At NFR 51.756 S 9
present annual reports are waived. Reports are
only requested in special cases (for example,
evaluations, compare 1.32).
If during the course of the project, funds are
	
NFR 51.756 9 13
provided or approved from elsewhere, the council
must be notified.
2.29 Publications
The T.G does not provide for publication. 	 N,'^ 51.754 p. 4
2.30 Participation in the Technical Results
Results from sponsored projects must be avail-
able free to the public. Resul t s which require
patent applications must immediately be noti--
fied to the council. The council can agree to
gi.ing patent rights to the FE, if the latter
engages to rupay totally, or partly, the spon-
sorship funds. Repayment can be waived, if the
FE shows that an economic result Yas not obtaine
NFR 51.756 ^ 11
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and is not to be c°xpected.
NFR	 51.754
	 p.	 5
2.31	 Participation in	 the Financial Profits
A participation by the ZG
	 (for example,	 repay-
ment)	 is only provided in connection with patent
applicatio:is	 (compare
	
2.30) .
3.32	 Control o.	 the Results
The NFR is entitled to follow up by suitable NFR	 51.756	 5	 6
means the progress of
	 the project study.	 In
cose of unsatisfactory progress the assistance
can be revoked.
The p rojects in the oro4ram range have been NFR	 51.748-9
evaluated on behalf of the NFR since 1978 by inter- NEP	 51.754	 p.	 4
nationally appointed study groups
	 (5 to 10
evaluations per year).
2.33 Termination of Project by the Grantor
NFR	 51.754	 p.	 5The ZG can terminate any project, 	 even without
giving reasons,	 at the end of a budqet year
(but:	 restriction for the automatic further
approval of personnel costs for 1 more year).
Moroover,
	 termination is possible in case cf
dissatisfaction of	 the ZG and violations of
the contract t	 the FE.
NFR	 51.754	 p.	 5
2.34	 Tax Handling
The sponsorship funds are basically considered
operating income.
,.36	 Proof of Use
For projects which are administered by government NFR	 51.756	 5
agencies,	 indications of use are to be presented
without supporting documents after the en3 of
the implementation time. 	 Combines and associa-
tions provide accounting by sending certified
invoices.	 Other FE must present, 	 on re-
quest, original documents for the council or
appointed offices.	 In this case the council
has a right to check the invoice and original
documents	 also trrough delegates.
From 1984 invoices and proofs will be waived NFR 51.754	 pp.	 4-5
in projects administered by universities.
l
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2.36 Improper Use
In case of improper use the problem is discussed vFR 51.754 p. 5
and, as a rule, an agreement is arrived at (dif-
ferent use, repayment). Criminal consequences
are only theoretical: fraud, embezzlement,
no special situation regarding subsidies.
1
2.37 Time Needed for Processing Applications
The applications must be forwarded in January;
the final decision takes place in :Say; sic;ninc;
of the contract In June with effect from July
(beginning of new budget year). Thus the time
of processing is about 5 months.
2.38 Administrative Costs
In the total bud get of 241 million Swedish
crowns in 1981/1982, the administrative costs
of the NFR were 7.3 million Swedish crowns. Of
this the share of the personnel costs of the
NFR: 4.4 million, cost reimbursement for
members and consultants 0.3 million, travel
cost :cimbursements: 0.6 million, site,
inven _ty and telephone costs 1.3 million, other
costs (publications and duplications, represen-
tation, etc.): 0.8 million.
Another 2.5 million Swedish crowns were pro-
vided to the agencies administering the projects
for their activities.
:lie administrative costs thus amounted to 4% of
the total budget. Important elements to
evaluate this amount: share of the institu..iona
advancement (primarily international estab-
lishments): 35%, number of research projects
approved:	 1030 (1981/82).
FR 51.753 p. 1
NFR 51.747 p. 31
NFR 51.747 p. 25
NFR 51.747 p. 24
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2.	 Project Advancement
Country:	 SWEDEN	 Project assis-_Instrument: Source
tance throug h the industrial
foundation
WE - Grant recipient;	 FuE - Research and	 ' ,^vel-
opment;	 IF -	 Industrial
	 foundation;	 SIND
Statens	 industriverk;
	 ZG - Grantor).
The industrial	 foundation established as a found IF	 51.762
	 p.	 1
tion sponsors development projects from very
large industrial companies with conditionally
repayable loans requiring interest between 2 and
50 million Swedish crowns.	 Up to	 1983,	 about IF	 51.761	 p.	 8
600 million Swedish crowns were provided in loan
to about 60 projects.
	 The annual budget of the
industrial	 foundations is about
	 250 million Swe-
dish crowns;
	 15 to 20 pro ects are sponsored per I_t7D	 51.661	 p.	 53
year.	 The basic capital is 300 million Swedish
crowns,	 another
	 450 million Swedish crowns are
available to the industrial
	 foundation from tax
funds between
	 1961	 and	 1984.
2.15	 Application Documents
Short enq uiry	 (1--3 pages),	 in which a pro- .-F	 51.761
	 p.	 8
sect is described.	 The last annual report must
be appended.
If the project falls in the area of activity of IF	 51.761
	 p.	 8
the industrial foundation,
	 the content of the
detailed project application
	 (application for
loan)	 to be presented is discussed.	 The latter
should dial primarily with considerations re-
garding techn,-)logy,	 marketing and economy,
	 which
might be taken into consideration by the com-
pany,	 in preparation of the project.	 the appli-
cation should also show why a partial financing_
from the industr i al foundation is necessary.
Special data do not exist for the subdivision IF	 51.762	 p.	 4
of the cost plan.
2.16	 Printed Forms for Application
No printed forms are used for application. IF	 51.762	 p.	 2
2.17 Conditions of Ownership
Only Swedish companies are entitled to apply; IF	 51.762	 p.	 2
but the ownership conditions in the capital of
this company do not play any role.	 Corporations
with foreign companies are	 sponsored. The con-
tract establishes the implementation of the
roject in Sweden.
162I^
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2.18 Consultation on the Application
Interested parties are advised individually by
the individual foundation. The annual report is
sent to all large enterprises and to the press.
The industrial foundation carri_s out a large
number of individual talks, to notify companies
regarding the possibilities of sponsorship and
to interest them in claiming them.
2.19 Award of the Funds
'Phe assistance is provided as a loan with in-
terest. The repayment must be done from the
economic proceeds of the project. The repayment
can be waived if a technical and/or economic
success is not achieved.
In special cases the assistance may )e given as a
grant, with the condition that the FE will give
the industrial foundation a Share in the project
profits with "royalties".
The FE can claim the assistance as "insurance"
that is, they do not call for the amount of
loan approved, nor do they have to deal with the
obligation of repayment. Only when a project
is certain to fail, the funds are asked for. An
interest of 2% per year must be paid for this
"insurance".
No securities are required for the assistance.
2.20 Decision Regarding the Application for
T rr. -4- ­
)ecisions on applications are proposed by the
nanagement of the industrial foundation to the
inspection council of the industrial foundation
(Industriefondens styrelse/9 members). Often
Dutside experts are called to evaluate the
,Droposed projects (rarely more than 3, often
Dnly 1 expert). Foreign consultant!; are also
:oncerned in project testing.
)f the 250-300 applications received (uF LO 1983
about 60 were approved.
'riteria for the decision are: technical pros-
.Dects, economic prospects, an evaluation of the
requirements. There are no formalized procedure
Eor making decisions.
F 51.762 p. 2
F 51.762 p. 4
JIF 51.761 p. 8
IF 51.761 p. 8
IF 51.761 p. 8
IF 51.762 p. 2
IF 51.762 p. 3
IF 51.762 p. 2
IF 51.762 p. 2
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tance through the industrial
foundation
2.21	 Delegation of	 the Award of Funds
The implementation of the payment procedures IF	 51.762	 p.	 3
(payments,	 repayment)	 is entrusted to a bank.
2.22	 Checking of Solvency
For smaller companies,	 solvency checks are con- IF	 51.762	 p.
ducted.	 The sponsorship of development associa-
tions,	 which are established	 (only)	 for the
development projects,	 can be made dependent on
the security of the companies participating for
paying back interest and loans	 (in case of
success).
2.23	 Calculation of Grants
The calculation of the cost should be made on 51.762	 p.	 3
general commercial principles. 	 The marginal
IIF
costs should be applied for the project. 	 The
industrial foundation has no prescriptions or
regulations of its own for calculating costs.
The exact check is waived.	 This questions is
,not considered important because of	 the FE's
obligation to repay the allocation.
2.24	 Financial Handling
Deviations from the cost plan established must he IF	 51.762	 p.	 3
discussed with the industrial	 foundation.
2.25	 Rate of Assistance
The assistance rate amounts basically to 50% of IF	 51.762	 p.	 1
the project cost.	 In individual cases lower IF	 51.762	 p.	 3
rates	 (for example,	 30%)	 may be implemented
also.	 Higher assistance levels are not imple-
mented.
2.26	 Award of Contract
Subcontracts are approved, as long as they do IF	 51.762	 p,	 3
not exceed 90% of the project cost.
2.27	 Payment Procedure
Payments are made twice a year, mostly in ad- IF	 51.762	 p.	 3
vance, but also subsequently. 	 The basis of the
payments is the financial and technical report
of the FE.
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foundation
2.28	 Obligations Regarding Reports and Compli-
cations
The FE must present, 	 as basis for each payment IF	 51.762	 p.	 3
(maximum twice a year),a financial and technical
report.
2.29	 Publication
The ZG does not publish anything. IF	 51.762	 p.	 4
As a foundation it can assure the companies a SIND	 51.661	 p.	 53
higher degree of secrecy for confidential infor-
mation than government offices,
	 which on request
must release all information which has not been
explicitly classified as secret.
2.30	 Participation
	
in 'Technical	 Profits
IF	 51.762	 p.	 2+4No participation of the ZG is provided.	 Patents
are the unlimited property of the FE.
2.31	 Participation in Financial Profits
The industrial foundation shares in the economic IF	 51.762	 p.	 1
profits by the interest payment for the loan IF	 51.761	 p.	 8
and its repayment in case of success.	 The in- IF	 51.762	 p.	 2
terest amounts for paid loans to 4% above batik IF	 51.761	 p.	 8
rate.	 The procedures for repayment are agreed
upon and adjusted individually for each case.
The repayment should be carried out starting fro
the commercial use of the result or when the
risk is reduced to a normal	 level.
The obligation for repayment remains if the IF	 51.762	 p.	 4
FE terminates a project without valid reasons
or ends or alters a project because of the
transfer of the ownership of the company to
someone else.	 Negotiations regarding the sale
of the company must be notified for this reason
among others,	 to the industrial foundation.
2.32	 Control of Results
Up until the obligation of repayment ends,	 the IF	 51.762	 p.	 4
FE must report at least once a year 	 (in May)
regarding the situation of the project.
2.33 Termination of the Project by the ZG
IF	 51.762	 p.	 4Approved sponsorships cannot be withdrawn or
recovered without reasons.
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2.34	 Tax Handling
The sponsorship is implemented formally as a loan;
only  in exceptional cases is it a grant.	 The IF	 51.762	 p.	 4
loan is not included	 in the operating income;
the grant is included in it.	 The interest and
shares of the industrial foundation ^n the profi t
are operating expenditures.
2.35	 Proof of Use
he FE provides a brief	 listinq of costs	 (a few IF	 51.762	 p.	 4
pages).	 The FE must :maintain separate book- IF	 51.762	 p.	 3
keeping for the project.	 The industrial founda-
tion checks the invoices in the companies by
sending auditors.
2.36	 Improper Use
In case of	 improper use,	 the industrial founda- IF	 51.762	 p.	 4
tion can terminate the contract and claim back
the assistance.	 Criminal prosecution	 is
theoretically possible. 	 In the industrial
foundation such cases have not occurred so far.
2.37	 Time Needed for Processing the Application
IF	 51.762	 p.	 3The average processing time for a project until
the approval	 is 6 months.
2.38	 Administrative Costs
The staff consists of 7 employees. 	 The adminis- IF	 51.762	 p.	 2
trative costs according tc the data of the IF
are about 2% of the volume of assistance.
The administrative costs amounted in 1981/1982 IF	 51.761	 p.	 5
to 4.255 million Swedish crowns	 (personnel costs
2.0/consultation costs 	 1.4/other costs	 0.8).	 Fo
a volume of assistance of nearly 100 million
Swedish crowns	 (loansi	 71.7/grants:	 28.9),	 the
administrative costs were 4.3%. 	 Here account
must be taken of the fact that the industrial
foundation is still being b,iilt up. 	 If the
16 new projects	 (138.3 milli.)n Swedish crowns)
of 1981/1982 are taken as basis, 	 the administra-
tive costs arc 3.1%.
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Country: SWEDEN Program: F.esearch and develop Source
ment procrams of the STU
(FuE - Research and development; REG - Governmen
SIND - Statens Industriverk; STU - Swedish Royal
Office for Technical Development)
The STU promotes research and development pre-
	 STU 51.679 p. 24 ff.
dominantly (about 60% of the volume of assistanc )
without prestructurization by programs. Thus
everybody in every sector should be given the
opportunity to apply for assistance. In the are
of the economically and socially oriented tech-
nical development research, only 12% (46.9
million Swedish crowns out of the 383.8 Swedish
crowns in 1983/1984) were covered by research
	 REG 51.621 p. 195
programs, the so-called "action areas" (at
	 -
present, about 15). On the other hand, the
other large sponsorship area, the development of
technical knowledge (Kunskaputvekling) is pre-
structurized completely by programs and specificlly
for "technical knowledge areas" and for "selecte
program areas".
3.39 Seminars, Conferences on the Program Statu
STU 51.672 p. 6Seminars and conferences take place at. irregular
intervals for individual programs. They are use
to discuss the results obtained so far and
further planning. They are attended by members
of the STU, the members of the control groups
formed by outsiders for t ic: program and workers
on the project.
3.40 Program Screenir,
There is no systematc program screening. But
special members of the STU are assigned to im-
plement control eva' ,:F,tions of the program. At
present, two STU merna)•!rs are working on evalua-
tions.
3.41 _Further Deve_ ._%dment of the Sponsorship
Criteria
Explicit sponsor: .'Lp criteria are not commonly
used in the STU. Each application which comes
for program ass stance is checked for its
consistency wi ii the program goals. The further
development c the program goals and contents
is the resul' of seminars and evaluation.
STU 51.672 p. 6
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ment programs of the STU
-	 Source
3.42
	
Measure_; fci	 the Transfer of	 Research and
Deve:opment	 Resull.s
The STU takes r , :m._,rehen._	 ve measures to trans- REG	 51 . 621	 p.	 195
fer
	 • --	 to-_• aracf . g al	 sector	 the	 research of	 re-
searc.
	
anc.	 3evel,-_pment.	 In	 1983/1964	 24.4	 mi l - STU	 51.679	 p.	 28	 ff
.ion Swed.5h crowns were provided for this pur-
se,
	 t".a,	 is,	 1%	 (,,	 th-	 total	 STU	 budget.
^A	 ng o--	 r thina:,	 the following measures were
1."	 emen	 3:
ces	 )	 in-lustry.
Supp xt (.f	 the	 :evelc)pment of products and
'_inar.-in(;	 cf	 reglonAl	 services	 for	 industr
^gett^r with regional	 foundations
-	 onso.ship of	 )ntacts between know how
produc(_	 s,	 small m4 dium enterprises,
a-	 iers.,
	
ies	 ,nd.	 research centers.
11,	 e±i:	 leasi, res:
tt	 nical and economic preliminary studies
f^_
	 ibilit r	 studies
t	 rch	 for partners
tiation
ing of contracts
r _.	 sultdti0f).
-	 consultation	 re^,arOing	 t".e arplicatior,	 Fo
patents
Publications:
- periodicals and pamphlets offering tech-
nology and products
Contact secretariatC:
- the STU maintains contact secretariats in SIND	 51.661	 p.	 52
9 Swedish universities and colleges, whit
are also concerned in the transfer of the
results of research and development.
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Structural Characteristics of the Government
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Sponsorship of Research and Development
Country: USA	 Source
(FuE - Research and development; UNESCO - United
Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organ i
-zation; NSF - National Science Foundation; USG -
United States Government; AAAS - American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science; NASA -
National Aeronautics and Space Administration)
I1. Sponsoring Activities of the Different
Government Levels
The government sponsorshF of research and de- UNESCO 51.003 p. 135
velopment takes place al,.u!:, exclusively through
the federal government. V sponsorship by
states and communities is
	
ignificant as com-
pared with that of the fedt;.Lal government. It
is limited to public services such ­ s, health,
education, environmental pr.otecti	 is well as
scientific policy consultation. i	 he general NSF
representation only the federal government is
indicated as source of government financing.
The share of states and communities in the finanNSF
cing of research and development in universities
and colleges was 10% in 1979 (federal. government
66`d) .
2. Extent of the Government Research and Develof-
ment Sponsorship
In the budget year 1984, the government research
and development sponsorship amounts to 47.8
billion dollars, corresponding to about 47% of
the national expenditure for research and devel-
opment, which, for its part, amounted to 2.4%
of the gross social product. The share of the
government research and development sponsorship
in the total budget is 17.9%.
3. Recipient of Government Research and Develop
meat Assistance
In 1981 the government assistance for research
and development was awarded to the following
areas: Government (federal government)	 25%
Industry	 51%
Universities and colleges	 1816
Nonprofit institutions 	 4%
States and communities	 1%
Abroad	 1%
	
100%	 1
AAAS 51.820 pp. 13-1
NSF 51.800 p. 2
NSF 51.800 p. 3D
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4. Sectors/Goals of Research and Develojiment
Assistance
In 1981, the functional distribution of the
government research and development assistance
was as follows:
Defense	 51%
Space research	 lays
Health	 11%
Energy	 108
General science	 4%
Natural resources and
environment	 3%
Agriculture	 2%
Other	 3%
100`t
5. Most Important Government Establishments for
Assistance to Research and Development
At the congressional level:
Congressional Research Service
Various commissions of the House of Rep-
resentatives and Senate
Office of Technology Assessment
	
USG 51.834 p. 53
Presidential level:
National Research Council (NRC)
Office of Science and Technology Policy 	 USG 51.837 p. 88
(OSTP)
Scientific advisors to the President
(director of OSTP)
Office of Management and Budget (issue- USG 51.832 p. 81
ing general compulsory rules for assis-
tance to research and development)
Advisory boards:
National Research Council (NRC)
American Association for the Advancement
of Science (AAAS)
National Academy of Science (NAS)
National Academy of Engineering (NAE)
NSF 51.800 p. 34
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C ountry; USA
Departments and independent agencies:
Share in the governmen
'	 assistance to research
fand development
Department of Defense 478
NASA 158
Department of Energy 148
Department of Health and
Human Services 11L
NSF 3%
Department of Agriculture 28
Others 88
1008
6.	 Structure of Advancement of Research and
Development (Institutional advancement, Pro
ject advancement, Advancement programs)
The recipients of insitutional advancement aze
predominantly the "Federal Laboratories", re-
ceiving about 1/3 of the government advancement
funds.
'The project advancement takes place apart from
'exceptions, as departmental research: results
the projects should contribute directly to the
accompaniment of the mission of the client:
health care, space, transportation, energy
supply, etc. The s ponsorship of technological
performance anO competitiveness in industry ar(.
not explicit goals of the advancement of re-
search and development. An exception lifts in
the sponsorship of fundamental research b y the
NSF and the program for promoting innovation
and research with small companies (Smell
business innovation research program).
NSF 51.889 p. 15The indirect measures are not very important.
In 1981 a tax credit of 258 for research and
development costs above the level of previous
years was introduced as well as an increase of
the deductions and limits for donations and a
shortening of the depreciation period for in-
vestments and research and development. An im-
portant role is played by the so-called "in-
dependent research and development/IR&D" com-
panies who implement production for research
and development contracts for government offices
they can within the framework of their total cost
include costs for independent research and 1
development. The total amount and use of these I
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funds must be negotiated between the companies
and the government offices.
7. Main Characteristics of Institutional Ad-
vancement
The federal research censers are operated as
government establishments (GOGO) or by private
contractors (GOCO). The centers are criticized USG 51.826
with regard to the problem statement, productivity,
personnel economics, approval method: for financ s
and intervention of the government; reforms
have been introduced.
B. Main Characteristics of Project Sponsorship
I 1 rojects are sponsored by grants and contracts.
A special form of grant is the "cooperative
agreement". Grants are used if the government
does not receive any service in return; contract
provide for a service, which should contribute
directly to fulfilling the government mission.
The award procedure for grants and contracts is
partly regulated by central frame regulations.
The procedures are developed in .articular for:
evaluation and decision, permissible costs,
financial handling, subcontract, payment pro-
cedures,*patents and user rights.
19. Main Characteristics of Program .Assistance
The program development and continuation takes
place differently in individual departments and
agencies, without central regulations. The
procedures used in this sector are hardly
formalized.
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Instituti ons®trumentsCountr USA	 Source
- -- Y	 Federal Re sea rch Centers ((.00C )
(AG-Client; AN=Contractor; Caltec h=California
Institute of Technology; DOE=Department of
Energy; FE=Research Establishment; Fermilab=
=Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory; Fu F.=
=Research and Development; GOCO=Government
+Owned, Contractor Operated Laboratories;
GOGO -Government Owned, Government Operated
I Laboratories; -T °L=Jet Propulsion Laboratory;
NASA (NSA)=National Aeronautics and Space
Administration; NCAh=National Center for
Atmospheric Research; 14SF-National Science
Foundation; URA=Uni.versiiies Research Associ-
ation, Inc.; USG=U.S_ Government; ZG=Grantor)
(More than 700 iedcral research centers (federal
, laboratories) receive about one-third of the
government research disLursements. The cen'--rs
are the property of the government. They arc-
operated as government establishments (LOGO) or
their current operation is taken over by pri-
vate contractors ((',OCO).
The description refers to the LOCO, especially
t-he centers JPL, Fermilab and NCAR. In 1983
the report under recommendations of a study
,commission of the Federal Research Centers was
published. President Reagan should decide
whether to implement the recommendations.
1.01 Organization c• f the FE
I -
The centers are legally ind•:_j_,endent non-profit
organizations (corporations) under private law.
The carriers are also universities or groups of
universities, rarely industrial enterpriscs. The
goverr.,nent, owner of the centers, ►hakes avail-
able to the operator the land, buildings and
establishment free of charge.
1.02 Accounting Procedures
The FE are committed by contract to maintain an
accounting procedure, which secures the listing,
assignment and establishment of costs according
to the legal regulations (4 CFR Parts 401-402).
These regulations provide for establishing the
costs according to commercial principles. The
financial reports to the AG give the expendi-
tures and the commitments made. JPL, which
USC_; 51.826, P.1
USG 51.826
NSF 51.894 PPL 7
NSF 51.894 GP 109
NSF 51.894 REP 185
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Country:USA Institution/In.itrument:
Fcdr-ralRcst-ai-ch-Cent
receives only project assistance, must list
separately the costs for each individual
contract and each program.
The cost calculation system of Fermilab and JPL
must be approved by the client.
In the Fermilab the accounting procedure must
allow a simple conversion into the categories
,o: the DOE. The computers of Fermilab and DOE
fare connected with each other, thus the DOE can
request at any time directly the information
required. According to the contract between
DOE and URA, the DOE is the owner of all
laccounting documents.
I
1.03 Awardinq Fv .ds
.source
NSA 51.1007 P.9
NSA 51.1007 P. ''_
URA 51.971 P. 3
DOE 51.978 P. 18
The basis of the award of funds is a private
contract	 between the carrier of	 the FE and
(NSF
federal government, represented by the department
or agency.	 The basis for the award of funds
"Federal Procurement Rcgulat.-ons," USG
i
includes
in particular the regulations on the ad-
missibility of the costs.
	
It includes special
regulations for research establishements.
Further modification and specification are to be
found	 in the contract.	 The contract is of the
type "cost reimbursement plus fixed profit." NSF
The latter amounts
	 or NCAR to about 2.3% of the NSA
(total cost,for NASA about 2.0%.
	
The time of the DOE
(contract is 5 years for NCR and Fermilab and one
year for JPL.	 For NCAR and Fermilab a skeleton
budget can be agreed t-)on for this period.
51.894 V
51.864 651 f.
51.894 V
51.1007 1). 14
51.978 P. 6
NSF 51.893 P. 3For each budget year the assistance must be
applied for and negotiated again. This involve
Ithe AN, the AG, the Office of Management and
Budget as well as Congress. The long duration
of the procedure and the uncertainty connected
with it recently caused the Study Commission to
( suggest awarding the funds on a predictable
multiyear basis.
At the NCAR the budcL is approved and managed
jointly for operation an y' investments. In
Fermilab there are 3 different budgets: oper-
ating costs, equipment, construction projects.
Investments (equipment) are held in trust for
USG 51.826 P. 8
USF 51.894 GP 43
11RA 51.971 P. 2
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the government, who becomes immediately the
owner. The remaining budget of NCAR is
divided into rough categories (personnel,
material, services, travel) each with 2 to 5
subdivisions.
The basis for the budget implementation in NCAR
is the annual program plan established  by the
contractor and approved by the client. Changes
to this plan require approval by the client, if
under one budget heading more than $250,000 are
diverted within one year. There is t.o possi-
bility of exchange in formula between the bud-
gets for L—Le operating current costs and for
equipment.
NSF 51.894 PPI. 186
NSF 51.894 P. 13
URA 51.971 P. 2
The contracts provide in agreement with"Federal
Procurement Regulations" that the client can
require at any time Cha^^nges in the activities,
insofar as remaining within the general frame-
work of the contract. With this instrument it
is possible to implement curtailing and re-
grouping of the funds.
Between NASA ai,u Caltech a one year skeleton
contract_ is signed without overall budget
which is used as the basis for individual
orders (task orders). A transfer of funds be-
tween individual orders is possible under
certain conditions. If in an order the fact
arises of exceeding cost, n agreement must be
made on the further procedure. Without this
the contractor cannot disburse higher costs,
the client is not committedto reimbursing the
higher costs. The contract regulates the per-
missible costs and the profit (about 2% of
the total volume) in agreement with the federal
procurement regulations (FPR). The overhead
,_os;=s are reimbursed according to a uniformly
i established (and tested) rate (indirect cost
rate).
Inver'ments (equipment, building) are made by
the contractor in trust for the client, which
becom s immmediately the owner.
The study commission for the Federal Research
Center emphasizes the importance of independent
research and development for the productivity
L _ of research and requires for this Pu rpose
NSF 51.894 GP 18
NSF 51.1007 P. 5
NSA 51.1007 P. 14
USG 51.864
NSA 51.1005 P. 1
USG 51.826 P. 8
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Country: USA Institution/Instrument:
Federal Research Centers (GOCO),_
the application of at leasi -* (up to 10?) of
the assistance. (In the procurement guide-
lines, the costs of independent research and
development are acknowledged basically as re-
imbursement, but not the amount.) The JPL can
spend for independent research at present about
1.35 million dollars per year, that is about
0.3?. of the annual volume of funds.
1.04 Personnel Economics
!The appointment of the NCAR director must be
'approved, likewise the amount of his salary.
,The NCAR personnel financed totally from the
ifunds of the NSF must receive no further re-
imbursement (for example, from project funds
from other departments. Special rules apply
for overtime reimbursements. The approval of
NASA must be obtained for appointing the senior
employees of the JPL.
The NCAR contract and the secondary provisions
contain moreover no expl'.cit rules on the per-
sonnel economics. Indirectly however the
client has a decisive influence on the approval
of the annual program pr-an. The jobs are de-
termined in number, the reimbursement structure
should correspond to that of universities.
Source
	 -
usG 51.854 P. 671
NSA 51.1006 P. 8
NSF 51.894 V 19
NSF 51.894 GP 19,58
NSA 51.1006 P. 1
NSF 51.893 P. 3
Moreover NC.".R must establish its procedure for iNSF 51.894 V 25
{personnel matters (of suspension, occupation,
,appointments, salaries, allowances) in hand-
1
 books. Any changes require the approval of the
AG; the latter may himself require changes.
JPL must name the "key personnel" for important
NASA projects. Changes in appointment require
NASA approval. JPL miist make known its pe;--
sonnel policy including the reimbursement
regulations of NASA, and make sure th-t these
reimbursement procedures are applied in general.
The appointment of the deputy institute directo
(assistant laboratory director) and higher
ranking personnel must have NASA's approval.
The personnel capacity of JPL (in work years)
must not exceed a level established by NASA.
NSA 51.1007 P. 66
NSA 51.1007 P. 67
ii
NSA 51.1007 P. %-jP +
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URA must apply for the approval of DOE in dis-
.nissals anc' agreements on reimbursements of more
than $45,000. The amount of personnel re-
imbursement is not required by the government.
Because of the proximity to the university, the
salaries correspond approximately to those
currently paid there.
iPaymenrts of severance pay to personnel may under
1
certain assumptions be considered as permissible
costs.
The problem in the area of personnel resources
has been raised by the study commission for the
(Federal Research Center in their report of May
11983: similarly though less seriously *ha- the
) government operated centers, the LOCO are lack-
ing in incentives and motivation for the workers.
Although GOCOs do not fall under public service
law, some agencies have introduced upper limits
for the repayment of personnel emoluments.
The commission is in favor of total freedom
in GOCOs in personn^1 policy.
1.05 Institution's Own Income
The institutional assistance by the NSF includes
about 80% of the budget of the NCAR. The other
20% comes from the project advancement of other
departments and agencies.es. The NSF must approve
any research application. The share of these
funds in the total budget should not exceed
25%. These projects are included in the cost
reimbursements in which the permissible direct
costs, the uniformly determined rate for in-
direct costs, as well as (possibly) a fixed
profit or an incentive represent the principles.
The income obtained from the sponsorship of the
project by other departments and agencies is
estimated beforehand for the contract and in
the annual program plan. If the contractor
receives high profits, this does not represent
any reduction in the assistance by the client.
Lower proceeds are not compensated by addi-
tional funds from the client.
DOE 51.978 P. 8
U r A 51.971 P. 3
USG 51864 P. 672
USG 51.826 P. 6
NSF 51.894 V 19
NSF 51.894 PPL 191
NSF 51.893 P. 3
NSF 51.894 V 27
NSF 51.893 P. 3
The JPL works only for government offices, not	 NSA 51.1005 P. 2
for industry.
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In 1975 NASA and JPL agreed upon ajideli_nes for
research under contract for other clients, even
industry. In the case of act.iviLies for other
clients, a distinction ismade between two types
of activities: activities within the framework
for other programs of other agencies, supported
explicitly by NASA, and activities in areas
without programmed NASA support. These last
activities, counted in man ;ears, should not
(constitute over 254 of the total volume of the
'
JPL activity. Normally JPL will only work for
other clients in areas where it can use the
!technologies or abilities which come from the
l activity for NASA or for other clients. But
basically NASA must approve any work of JPL for
,other clients. The approval is not applied for
if JPL is in competition with industrial enter-
prises, that means that the work would con-
tr4_bute to the solution of an important public
problem. Normally activities for other clients
are carried out within the framework of the
NASA-JPL contract. Only in special cases should
JPL or the carrier Caltech sign contracts.
The study commission for the Federal Research
Center favors in its report the research under
contract of centers for industry, insofar as
a control instrument is introduced, which
prvents interference with competition.
NSA 51.1006 P. 2
NSA 51.1006 P. 5
NSA S1.1006 P. 7
4
USG 51.826 P. 12
1.06 Donations	 124
NCAR and JPL receive no donations. Fer.milab	 URA 51.971 P. 1
can use freely donations for cancer research. 	 NSF 51.893 P. 3
Donations in favor of the carrier organizations
can be used by the latter without any re-
strictions.
1.07 Transfer of Funds
NSF 51.894 PPL
Tab. 2
Approved funds of the NCAR can be transferred
to the following year. This increases the
funds available altogether in the following
year.
For NASA the funds provided for JPL are trans-
fer ab le, if they were available by contract.
NSA 51.1005 P.3
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The study commission for the Federal Research
Centers in its report of Mai	 1983 favored the
al, proval of the transfer of remaining funds to
the next budgeting year, to avoid the waste of
funds by hasty expenditure at the end of the
budget year. This assistance could re—der only
to the GOGOs operated only bathe government
1.08 Rights of Use and Benefits
The rights of use and benefits aro regulated
differently for data and inventions.
The -'at- are subdivided into "subject data"
and `"o- ,_­-2r data." The subject data are those
which arise for the first time from the work
for the client. The client can require the
transfer of the "subject data." "Other data"
are data given to the client which do not come
for the first time from the work. For both
types the government has an unlimited right of
use; for copyright protected data it should be
given in free, nonexclusive irrevocable license
for its own requirement. Third parties should
be given access to the data banks established
in the course of the work against the repay-
ment of the cost or other benefits, insofar
as the client has rot been given an exclusive
commercial use by the a,:)plicant.
The NSF decides about the rights to inventions,
taking into consideration the public interest
and those of the contractor. The contractor
must ensure this position of the NSF in sub-
contracts. The contractor can award 15% of
the net proceeds from patents to the inventor/
inventors; the rest must be credited to the
contract.
According to the NASA-Caltech contract Caltech
can become the owner of patent rights. The
government receives a nonexclusive, non-
transferable, irrevocable free license. The
contractor must grant a license to third
parties under normal marketing considerations.
If he refuses, the government can give the
license (march-in right). If the government
acquires the rights, the contractor receives a
nonexclusive, free license. The contractor
Source	 — —
USG 51.826 P. 8
4SF 51.894 GP 91
NSF 51.894 GP 94
NSA 51.1007 P. 49
NSA 51.1007 P. 53
NSA 51.1007 P. 51
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must inform the client about all inventions.
The obligation of the client must when necessary
The notified to the subcontractors. Net
 proceeds
lof the contractor from inventions must be used
for promoting research or educational projects.
The DOE.-URA contract at Fermilab provides
1 przctically for the government to be the owner
iof the patent rights. The contractor receives
an irrevocable nonexclusive free licerse. The
contractor can apply for patents in foreign
countries if the government dces not do so.
Fermilab must notify a subcontractor of obli-
,gations to the government.
1
1 1.09 Technology Transfer
Through the contract with the NSF, the NCAR
is committed to disseminate and publish the
research results obtained. The technology
transfer also applies to collaboration with
foreign scientists and insLiLutions, for example
(Brazil.
The contract with the client commits the WAR
to a public information policy, through which
it is ensured that interested people can
receive information and documents just as they
are entitled to in government offices ("Freedom
of Information," "Sunshine Act").
I
The contract agreement between NASA and Caltech
provides for technology transfer activities for
all three establishments. JPL maintains its own
organization unit for technology transfer. NASA
allows Caltech, the carrier of JPL,to use
establishments and plans from case tc case
free of charge on the basis of special agree-
ments.
The DOE-URA contract at Fermilab dot^3 not men-
tion technology transfer. Fermilab has estab-
lished its own organization for technology
transfer.	 It publishes research results,
organizes es seminars and conferences, makes
available library information services. Em-
ployees of enterprises which provided a contri-
bution of $1,000 per year can take part in
these seminars.
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NSF 51.893 P. 3
NSF 51.894 V 25
NSA 51.1006 P. 3
NSA 51.1.006 P. 9
4
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The stud commission on Federal Research Centers
regrets 1n--Tts report the isolation of the
I
centers and the lack of cooperation with uni-
versities and industry. Moreover the compli-
cated public procurement law which makes the
award of a contract to private parties much
more difficult than the assignment of work to
la federal center and thu^ leads to the un-
I justified detriment of universities and
jindustries, is criticized.
The commission favors the opening of the centers
and their establishment to the universities and
industry, the reinforcement of the cooperation
w i t h
	 industry by exchange of information,
joint projects and research under contract for
i n d u s t r y (insofar as interference in com-
petition can be avoided). Moreover the com-
mission recommends the simplification of the
public procurement rules and thus the facili-
tation of the award of contracts to universities
and industry.
source
USG 51.826 P. 11
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US(; 51.826 P. 12
11.10 Insurance
The land, building, establishment and equipment
are the property of the government. They are
not insured (self-insurance principle). The
contractor has only a qualified liability for
damages. The cost of insurance for this pur-
1 pose would not be considered a permissible cost.
The contractor is entitled and obligated to
obtain third party insurance. Costs for this
purpose can be reimbursed.
1.11 Construction Protects
Construction projects require approval by the
client. They are occasionally handled by the
central General Services Administration (GSA)
competent in the matter of government buildings
The regulations valid for offices are also
decisive for these buildings.
URA/Fermilab carries out constructioa projects
on trusts for the government, which immediately
acquires ownership.
NSF 51.894 GP 44
NSF 51.894 GP 50
NSF 51.1005 P. 3
NSF 51.894 CP 57
NSF 51.894 GP 22	 A I
DOF 51.978 App. A
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1.12 obligations with Regard to Report
Communicationn
NCAR has to establish reports accord-.nq to the
content and time provisions of the client. The
latter include withou` limitation: quarterly
management reports (including fin-.ncial reports)
I- program evaluation
j- annual scien t ific -eports.
Source
NSF 51.894 V 15
JPL must present monthly reports of expenditure NSA 51.1007 P. 9
as well as quarterly "technical reviews" ancT-
 NSA 51.1005 P. 4
semiannual detailed techn cal reports.
The DOE-URA contract provides for monthly
	 URA 51.971 P. 5
financial re ports. The computer link between
DOE andFermmilab assures the DOE information
at any time even beyond accounting by access to
the management information system. Moreover
the DOE has an office with 10 employees
(resident office) in Fermilab. 	 i
1.13 Interventions in the Award Given
I
The five year contract- and the annual program
Elan are the most important control instru-
ments of the NSF. The contract through NCAR
provides in accordance with the "Federal
Procurement Regulations" that the client can
require at any time chancres in the activities.
Additioral possibilities of overall control
arise from the obligation of the contractor to
establish its procedures in handbooks (policy
manuals) in certain areas (for example per-
sonnel matters, visitors, use of the establish-
ment and plant, information) and which can only
be changed by approval of the client.
The :director of the JLP is supported by an
advisory board in the areas of science,
technology, programs. The members of this board
are appointed by agreement with NASA.
The DOE reserves the right of approval of
the organization and management system of Fermi-
lab. Just as for the JPL the Fermilae has an
advisory board.
NSF 51.894
NQF 51.984 GP 18
NSF 51.894 V 25
NSA 51.1006 P. 8
DOE 51.978 P. 26f
URA 51.971 P. 5
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The instruments of overload con t rol are sup-
plemented by a catalogue_ of resc•rvat ions_ of
approval of the client for the current opera-
tio in areas such as: appointment and emol-
uments of the director, agreements with foreign
offices, applications for research to third
parties, signing of subcontracts, procedures
for patents, deviations in budqet imple-
imentation, reimbursement of consultar;s,
matters regarding land.
NASA maintains an office with 20 employees
at the contractor (NASA resident office).
The DOG office in Fermilab has 10 people.
INASA uses a system of issuances ("NASA issuance
( system") by which questions of basic importance
can be related uniformly.
The study commission for Federal
Research Centers criticizes particularly the
excessively detailed control of research work
in the centers, calling it micromanagement.
1.14 Checks
The government is entitled to carry out or have
carried out at any time inspections or evalu-
ations of the contractor. In particularly
limportant -,ses moreovt:r there are inspection
rights by the "Comptroller General of the Unite(:
States." So far the government has carried out
these checks itself; in the future it will have
the annual inspections of the centers made by
private industrial inspectors, that is award
Ithe latter additional contracts.
Besides the financial inspections the NSF con-
ducts mana e^mentt reviews and cross-evaluations
(for example regarding the competition )eveh
in the centers).
NSF 51.894
NSA 51.1005 P. 4
	
126
URA 51.971 P. 5
NSA 51.1007 P. 12
[ S SG 51.826 P. 9
NSF 51.864 GP 9
NSF 51.864 GP 38
NSF 51.896 P. 1
NSF 51.896 P. 3
JPL is Evaluated at least once a year by a board NSA 51.1007 P. 44
appointed by NASA. The formal accounting 	 NSA 51.1005 P. 4
procedure is conducted by NASA itself or dele-
gated to the officials of the Defense Depart-
ment.
183
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Fermilab is inspected by several offices: 	 URA 51.971 P. 6
private industrial inspectors, inspectors of 	 IDOE 51.978 P. 17
the DOE, inspectors of the "General Accountinq
Office," inspectors of the finance office
(Internal Revenue Service). In the DOE-URA con-
tract, the contractor is obligated: to conduct
an internal inspection of books, operations and
le::penditures and present this to the DOE.
The study commission on the Federal Centers
indicates as a reason for many problems the lac
of checking and competition (lack of account-
i aai711_y).	 The researchers of the centers are
(
not under any pressure of competition as in the
universities, nor must the centers compete with
research and development eEtablishments of
industry. This defect will not be made qood by
a suitable evaluation and checking system. The
commission favors the establishment of external
evaluation boards and a system of decision for
fundamental research on the basis of peer
reviews.
USG 51.826 P. 9
E	 - -
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II. PROJECT SPONSORSHIP
Country: USA Instruments Grants
(FF=Grant recipient; FUE=Research and develop-
ment; ZG=Grantors; NASA (NSA)=National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration; NIH=National
Institute.; of Health; NSF=National Science
Foundation)
Grants are the traditional instrument for ad van-
ing fundamental research. Akout 80% of the
funds of the NSF (volume of assistance about 1
billion (I ollars) are used as grants. The in-
,trL.Ient correspond to the German grants. The
descr i ption given below refers to the NSF and
mentions NIH and NASA, who also award many
grants, wherever their practical implementation
differ:; greatly.
2.15 I.pplication Documents
NSF Provides a sequence for the application:
title sheet, table c,f contents, summary of
1
project, description of project, bibliography,
curriculum vitae, budget, financing of per-
sonnel costs ("current support," activity of
the employees for the project for which assis-
tance is applied for and others, and the
financing of personnel ei:ioluments resulting
from them), appendices (for example documenta-
tion on the establishment).
I
I The Eroje_t summ:^ry should consist of 200 to
1300 words and be publishable. The NSF pre-
scribes among other things for this purpose:
do not use "I" or "we," use language under-
standable to readers with scientific education,
be informative for scientists o' the same or
related technical areas.
'It proposes as contents for description of the
project: description of the proposal including
the goals and importance, general plan for
achieving the goals, relationship between the
application and the state of the art, previous
activities in the area of knowledge, plans for
dissemina Lion and availability of the results of
the project, assurance of the assistance of
suitable establishments and equipment, location
of the activities, collaboration with persons
/127
:;uurce
	 ----- I --
NSF 51.810 121-2
NSF 51.810 203.5
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(riot mentioned in the budget) (with a note on
each such worker). The description of the pro-
ject should not exceed 15 closely filled pages
(exceptions for projects with several applicants
or special complexity).
A short curriculum vitae must be appended for
each	 personnel." and a
list of th ,2 most important publications of the
last `i years.
Suds: if not otherwise required for the in-
1
cclvidual case, each application must c-ntain a
total budget and a budget for each year. The
budget is to be represented as a summary with
appended discussions and documentations. These
are prescribed for personnel costs (names of
the "senior personnel members," number of
personnel months, principles of salary payment),
equipment (listing of items cost-inq Tnore than
$1,000; justification for items worth more than
$10,000) , travel costs (time nn,'J extent of
(trips, in connection with the ,-)roiect, in-
dividual data can foreign trips) , c.c.P^s of sup-
port of delegates to conferences et cetera,
other direct costs (material publication,
advisors, accounting costs, subcontracts),
indirect ccst- •compare in this cinnection item
2.6 and appendix US-3),
:sou rce
NSF 51.810 11-16
I
Financing of persor
(
port : For project
personnel" compare
1. salaries	 (current
management and "senior
item 2.16 and appendix
sup-
US-4.
NSF 51.810 203.5
NSF 51.810 203.3The applications should generally be presented
in 15 copies. Tn exceptional cases 20 or even
10 cop- c s are prescribed.
2.16 Printed Application Forms
No sets of forms are provided for NSF applica-
tions. For certain par'_s of the applications,
they must "follow" the NSF format, that is the
applicants should generally send these forms
in copies of the NSF formats. This applies to:
cover sheets, project summary, budget summary
and financing of personnel reimbursements.
These formats are reproduced in the appendices
s-1. -to.LS-4--__ -NASA. gives no printed_1oxms__aa_ __
186
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sample forms. The NIti (lives the applicants a
70 page brochure, which contains besides a des-
cription of the programs and the application
procedure, all necessary forms and discussions
and completed examples.
;2.17 Ownership Conditions
Assistance is provi(ied only in special cases
to foreign research and development establish-
ments.
. Our ce
NSI , 51.988 A 3
NI11 51.937
NSF 51.810 203.1
Individual programs (for example Polar Programs)INSF 51.809 P. 41
are limited to applicants from the US.
The "Small Business Innovation Research (SIBR)" (NSF 51.809 P. 46
Program is reserved for small and medium enter- NSF 51.883 P. 2
prises (up to 500 employees, independent manage-
ment and ownership). In this and other programs,
applicants o- ned by or under the direction of
minor it ),
 groups are taken int.o account
ecpe-ially.
2.18 Advice About Applications
Potential applicants are pr.ovided with infor-
mation and advice primarily in written docu-
ments. Every year the brochure ^de to
Programs" is published, describing the contents
and main points of the NSF assistance. Further
contents and technical information are found in
the different program announcements, for ex-
ample "Small Business Innovation Research" or
"Ethics and Values in Science and Technology."
The NSF indicates in the "Oulletin" nutilis'ied
monthly program anrc • incer,,un^s f,,nd!
Scientific result. ..)f NSF sponsorship are des-
( cribed in the bi -voj.ithly periodical "Mosaic."
The NSF also publishes annual reports. AhF_li-
Icants may obtain information about the rules
land revulations for application, implementation
and accoun'ing for research projects from the
, brochure "Grants for Scientific Enqineering
(Research" and "NSF Grant Policy Manual."
•	 :r	 .,#,
NSF 51.809
NSF 51.883
NSF 51.871
NSF 51.872
NSF 51.873
NSF 51.811
NSF 51.610
j
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Personal advice about applications is nut com- 	 NSF 51.811 P. 26
mon y given. The rochureG ants for ...
Research" contains, however, the telephone
numbers of the NSF employee responsible for
application processing in the different
programs.
C,untry: USA Instrument: Grants	 Source	 128
(FE =Grant Recipient; FUE=Research and Develop-
ment; ZG=Grantor: NSF=National Science Founda-
tion; OMB-Office of Management and Budget;
USG=United States Government)
i
2.19 Award of Funds
A "Grant" is defined as a legal instrument whict
allows a government authority to transfer money,
property, services or anything of value to a
recipient without basic rollab-)ration being
provided between the grantor ari recipient
during the implementation of the intended
activity. Wherever closer collaboration of the
ZG is needed, the "cooperative a reement"is
used, a special form of the grant, which pro-
vides instead of a unilateral administrative
document, a bilateral agreement on mutual right:
and obligations, without affecting adversely
'Lhe nature of the grant.
The NSF distinguishes between the "standard
grant" (assistance to a project for a certain
period, without prospect of extension and the
"continuing grant" (assistance on a project for
a certain period connected with a declaration
of the intention to provide further funds,
provided the latter are available and the
results ]ustify further assistance).
The "award instrument" (comparable to the
German decision o approval") consists of:
(1) award document (with special provisions for
the sponsored project)
(2) budget (with amounts according to type of
e:}penditures/costs as basis for the NSF sponsor-
188
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(3) research application of the recipient
(4) general contract conditions 	 NSF 51.903
(5) NSF brochures, NSF program guide or other
NSF documents, mentioned in the grant letter.
award of the gr=.nt is regulated by s ecial
i
The
prescriptions of the OMB, which appli unnii---
formly 	 all grantors at the federal	 level,
for example "Grants and agreements with in-
stitutions of higher education, 	 hos p itals and OMB 51.929
other non-profit organizations,"	 Indirect cost
rates,
	
audit and audit follow up and educa- OMB	 51.900
tional	 institutions" or"Cost principles 	 for OMB	 51.902
educational	 institutions."	 For grants	 to
industrial enterprises,	 the applicable pre-
.riptions are	 in the "Code of	 Federal Re u- USG	 51.964
lations No.	 41:	 Public Contracts and Property
Management." These prescriptions are listed by
the NSF in "Grant Conditions" 	 as contract com- NSF	 51.903	 4	 1
ponents with the indication of	 the exact
designation and source.
fThe "Grant general conditions" 	 regulate in 34 NSF	 51.903
paragraphs on 6 closely filled pages the riqhts
and obligations of	 the recipients:
(1) permissible costs
(2) payment procedures
(3) content changes
(4) personnel changes
(5) management standards
(6) delegation of decisions
(7) advisors/consLiltants
(8) cost sharing
(9) use of income
(10) naming the tJSF in publication
(11) publication by the grant recipient
(12) establishment of reports
(13) ownership of equipment
(14) copyright, rights of use
(15) records, inspection
,16) ending of assistance
(17) non-discrimination
(18) protection of animals
(19) genetic research
(20) use of US aircraft
(21) human rights
(22) visits abroad
189
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"'hose prescriptions, along with the decreases of
the OMB and the "Code of Federal Regulations
No. 41" valid aF contract components represent
l a comprehensive,thorough and detailed set of
;regulations.
2.20 Decisions Regarding the Application for
Assistance
NSF 51.811 P. 8
NSF 51.922
NSF 51.811 P. 8
NSF 51.311 P. 8
NSF 51.810 232
All applications are evaluted by a -cientist
acting as an [7SF program officer. Further
i evaluations are carried out generals; by 3 to
10 other scientists, who are experts in a
special area concerning the application. Some
program officers ask for the judgement of advi-
sory boards before they make a proposal re-
garding the decision. The decision proposal
of the program officer is checked at higher
NSF levels for its consistency with the general
NSF assistance policy and decided upon. The
applicants receive a communication about the
decision together with anonymous copies of the
evaluations.
The recourse to outside experts is basically
prescribed for all grants. But there is a
very long catalogue of exceptions. The evalu-
ations are usually given in writing. The
applicant may be visited.
jSince 1981 the NSF has used the following
criteria to evaluate the application:
(1) research performance, competence
(2) intrinsic merit of the research
(3) utility or relevance of the research
(4) effect of the research on the infra-
] structure of science and technology
F^
The Criteria (1), (2), and (3) are applied
generally to all applications. 	 Criterion
(1) is equally important for all projects.
The relative weights of Criteria (2) and (3)
depend on whether we are dealing with a funda-
mental research (greater weight for Criterion
(2) or applied research (greater weight for
Criterion (3)). Criterion (4) encompasses
aspects which are not covered by Criteria (2)
190
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and (3). A list of aspects is pre-assigned for
evaluating the criteria (for example for
Criterion 1: education, previous performance,
future potential). Further criteria may be
found in the announcemen*Cs for the individual
NSF programs.
;For each program a specific set of criteria is
;established from the general E i e a and
program oriented criteria, decided upon by the
management of the NSF and published with the
program announcement. The only criteria to be
used in the eval l -ition process are those which
were known to the applicant.
Source
NSF 51.922 P. 2
NSF 51.922 P. 5
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(FE=Recipient of assistance; FUE=Research and
Development; ZG=Grantor; NSF=National Science
Foundation; OMB=Office of Management and Budget
The evaluation procedure is formalized. The
overall judgement in individual programs and
individual criteria also are evaluated on a
5-scale (excellent, very good, good, fair,
poor).
jNSF 51.922 Att B.
thNSF 51.907
Within a scientific sector, the applications
are classified in the sequence of thier evalu-
ation and as many of them are assisted as
allowed by the funds. In the case of equi-
valence of applications, further aspects such
as "geographic distribution" and "distribution
of grants" among topic areas are considered.
Unsuccessful applicants are notified by the com-
petent program officer on inquiry about the
reasons for rejection. Moreover they receive
anonymous copies of the evaluation. The com-
petent deputy director of the NSF checks the
evaluation if requested by the applicant.
2.21 Delegation of the Award of Funds
The NSF does not include any other institutions
(for example project carriers) or persons (for
file- p-rQ1er.t_J2,-UesJ in _th e Proces _Eiinq_of
NSF 51.810 231
NSF 51.811 P. 9
NSF 51.810 Chap. V^	 I
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the application and current verification of the
project.
The "Organization Prior A^proval System" (OPAS)
provides for the possibility of recipients who
have a structure oriented toward a division of
labor making certain decisions themselves
(otherwise reserved to the NSR), if there are
persons dealing with the decisions who have
'nothing to do with the project work. Such
decisions apply for example to exceeding budget
on occasions or awarding subcontracts. The
decisions according to the OPAS must be suitably
documented.
i
I
I
2.22 Checking of Solvencv
Applicants who have not received any NSF
assistance in the last 2 years must if required
declare or present among other things:
I
(1) data on the identification of the applicant
(2) ownership of the organization
(3) description of the goals and (possibly)
,non-profit status
(4) list of the management personnel and their
deputies
( r.) connection of management personnel with
university, goveL,ment offices or international
lorganizations
(6) list of public sponsorship funds received
currently or recently
(7) certificate on agreement regarding indirect
costs (compare item 2.23)
(8) for all applicants besides colleges,
universities or government offices:
certified confirmation of the financial
(status for the present and the last 2 years
- References from banks or other places.
In cases of doubt the NSF provides for local
checks to be made.
Source
NSF 51.903 §§ 5-6
NSF 51.810 340.2
NSF 51.898 P. 3
2.23 Calculation of the Grant
The basis for the calculation of the grant is 	 NSF 51.810 203.5
a budget proposed by the applicant. The summary
of this budget is to be presented in categories,
192
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1 which are prescribed by the NSF in a sample
I format (compare appendix US-3) .
The admissability of the costs is regulated in
agreement with the general federal prescription
of the OMB and the code of federal regulations
(compare item 2.19). The NSF gives indications
for the applicant regarding the following
;details:
i
The following are approved as direct costs:
Personnel costs for persons taking part directl
or indirectly in the project. For scientists
(named, scope of activity and salaries must be
listed, for technical and administrative per-
sonnel, the token and total remuneration. The
remunerations must be consistent with the
normal_ ones of the institution. Remunerations
(for college lecturers) must not represent
double payment for the same activity. The
costs are given including the social security
( contributions, but not the overhead costs.
Equipmen t (over $1,000 and owned for at least
2 years) must be listed separately and justi-
fied. For equipment items worth more than
$10,000 the applicant institution must confirm
the need and non-availability. The effective
procurement requires the prior approval of the
NSF.
Travel costs in the countr y and abroad:
domestic trips must be specified as to type and
extent, foreign trips must be listed indi-
vidually. The use of American aircraft is
prescribed, under certain assumptions travel
cost for accompanying family members is
allowed.
Consulting services must be justified and prov
by suitable qualifications. The number of
working days and the remuneration must be in-
dicated. The remuneration must not exceed
$245 per day.
Subcontracts must be listed in the budget, and
require prior approval by the NSF (compare also
item 2.26).
Source
NSF 51.894
NSF 51.811 PP. 4-6
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must be listed exactly, for
publication costs, computer
special halls.
The indirect costs are approved in the form of
a percentage addeJ to the direct cos'-. This
quotation "indirect cost rate" is used for all
contracts and grants of the federal government.
! It is established individually for each in-
Istitution by standard federal authority.
Calculation costs such as depreciation and ven-
tures are inc u ed ir ►
 determining the addition
for indirect costs.
(Non-allowable costs include among others;
cost of advertisement, depreciation of assis-
tance, entertainment costs, interest.
Selling costs are permissible costs.
In general fees are not permissible. But fees
are approved if the NSF formally asks for
applications (Solicitation of proposals). The
profit (either "fixed fee" or "incentive fee")
may nut exceed 15% of the cost. Profits are
only allocated to industrial enterprises.
The NSF prescribes for the preliminary estimate_
,consideraule detail in the format for the
,summary of the budget (compare appendix US-3).
2.24 Financial Handling
A deviation from the Dreliminar y estimate is
basically possible, but requires prior approval
of the NSF (at present within the framework of
OPAS, compare item 2.2 delegated to the carrier
institution). The approval of the NSF must be
applied for in writing by the project director
and the competent official of the carrier
institution.
Overhead costs are regularly covered without
proof cn t e asis of "indirect cost" rate
(compare 2.23). Naturally checks of the
"indirect cost rate" can also give rise to
additional allowances or curtailments.
Other direct costs
example, material,
(costs, renting of
USG 51.864
1-15.205
US(', 51.864
5 1-15.205-37
NSF 15.898 P. 3
NSF 51.810 131-4
USG 51.864
51-3.405-4/5
NSF 51.810 632.1
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The owncrshi •-) of investment items (equipment)
belongs to the recipients, if they are uni-
versities. colleges, or other non-profit
organizations. If the recipients are industrial
enterprises, the government becomes the owner.
After the end of the assistance the NSF decides
about further use according to the case. If
necessary the recipient is paid for his cost
!participation in the purchase. If the NSF does
s not make any decision regarding the further use
lwi-_hin 120 days after the end cf the project,
the ownership reverts to the recipient. Where
therE are no regulations regarding the re-
imbursement of the residual value to the 2G by
Ithe FE, the latter receives or retains the
(property rights.
i
2.25 Rates of Assistance
The federal budget provides that&ll recipients
`should take part in the cost. An exception is
(represented by applicants formally requested
,by the NSF ( " solicited proposals"). The cost
sharing should reflect the interest of tfie —
recipient in the research, the potential
utility which it expects from it and the
financial capacity.
There are no fixed rules for the amount of cost
sharing. It can either be decided jointly for
each individual project, or for all the pro-
jects sponsored in a particular institution.
The minimum for cost sharing is lip . The cost
sharing of the recipient lies effectively
between 1 and 17%.
The amount of cost sharing does not affect the
other conditions of assistance.
:source
NSF 51.810 772
':SF 51.310 773
NSF 51.810 641.1
NSF 51.810 641.2
NSF 51.810 643.4
,vSF 51 898 P. 4
2.26 Award of Contracts
Subcontracts for accomplishing part or all of
the research and development sponsored by the
NSF are only permissible with prior consent b
the NSF. Normally subcontracts are justified
in the research application, and the approval
Y
'NSF 51.810 623
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is given together with a decision on the assis-
tance. Accordinq to the type and content of the'i
subcontract, the NSF determines the contract
conditions, which are to be "transferred" to	 NSF 51.810 204.1
the subcontractor, to assure the maintenance of
the conditions of assistance. The service of
;consultants applies as a subcontract. Con-
Isultants must receive at maximum $245 per day
1 (1983). Applications for manufacture and for 	 NSF 810.761
bookkeeping etc. are also considered sub-
contracts.
2.27	 Pavment Procedure /131
IIf no other agreement has been made the recipien
receives preliminary payment according to the NSF 51.903 E2
level of the current requirement.
	 Normally
t	 these payments are made by "letter of credit"
(Appendix US-6).	 With it the recipient 	 is em- NSF	 51.800
	
422 a
powered to obtain from the banks money up to a
fixed upper limit at the cost of the govern-
m e n t.
	 R e c i pier i s who ('o not have the
1 prerequisite:-	 for, payment through "letter of
credit," present an application for payment to
the NSF	 (Appendix US-5).	 In most cases peri-
odical pre-payments are agreed upon. 	 The
agreement must be made in such a way that the
FE keeps as little cash as possible on hand.
Monthly payments are most frequent, but shorter NSF
	
51.898
	 P.	 4
l and longer intervals are also possible.
	 No
interest needs to be paid on overp,iyrnents, 	 the
interest received for pre-payments must be
handed over to the NSF.
	 The prerequisite for NSF	 51.800
	
422 b
pre-payments is that the recipient has proven
to the NSF its willingness and ability to re-
duce to the minimum the time between receiving
the funds and the expenditure,	 and that it has
an accounting procedure which satisifies the
OMB standards.
	 If these prerequisites are not OMB 51.929
satisfied,	 the recipient is reimbursed for NSF 51.800
	
422 c
proven costs.	 Wherever_ this procedure is not NSF 51.800 422 d
suitable, an agreement may be made for "working_
capital advance": the recipient receives an
advance for a certain initial period. 	 After its
end he receives a cost reimbursement amounting
to the proven cost.	 The payment and accounting
intervals should be determined in such a way
that the advance amounts approximately (on the
196
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average) to the non-reimbursed costs.
2.28 Obligations Regarding Reports and
Communications
The final report on research results is to be
presented within 90 days after the end of the
sponsorship period. The final report consists
of a one page summary (Appendix US-7). The
summary contains technical data, a verbal
summary and indications on the appendices:
summary of scientific reports ("theses"), the
geographical data on publications, information
about the scientific workers, indications
about inventions, content (technical), des-
cription of the project and i`., results,
miscellaneous.
For projects with a sponsorship time of 2 years
or more, arho r^ess_ report :rust be presented
one year an 9d 0 days after the date of the
document of approval ; thereafter every 12 month!
except for the final report. The following
contents are prescribed for the progress report
(a) summary of the overall progress, the
results as well as a comparison of the goals
achieved with those indicated in the applica-
tion; (b) indication regarding existing pro-
f blems, favorable or unusual developments;
(c) summary of activities planned for the next
period of assistance; (d) other information
important for the course of the project.
In projects for which the NSF has declared its
intention for continuous assistance, the
annual progress report is part of the appli-
cation to be made every year for continuation
of the assistance.
The general regulations are implemented and
extended for the individual programs.
NSF 51.809 z. 13
NSF 51.810 VI-12
NSF 51.903 z. 12
NSF 51.810 673.1
NSF 51.810 673.2b
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2.29 Publications
The NSF is entitled to publish or have publishes
scientific and technical information on the
projects it has assisted with grants. But this
is the starting point, ana it encourages the
recipient to publish. A publication of in-
dividual research reports of the NSF Toes take	 NSF 51.874
place; summaries of several projects or pro-
grams are published. Indications about all the
research projects assisted and short summaries
of the contents are given in the published data
bank of the NTIS.
I In all publications by the recipient, a refer-	 NSF 51.810 752.4
ence must be made to the assistance to the
project provided by the NSF, and the fact that
the publishers themselves do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the NSF.
2.30 Part i cipation in the Technical Results
The decisions of the NSF on patent questions ate NSF 51.809 P. V
made in accordance with sections 202-204 under
heading 35 of the U.S. Code (mostly the
"Bayh-Dole Act"). Accordingly, since July 1,
1981 small enterprises (small businesses with
less than 500 employees) and non-profit
organizations (including colleges and uni-
versities), apart from a few limited exceptions,
have the "first right of refusal," that is the
right to apply for patents for inventions
within the framework of the sponsored projects.
NSF 51.810 752.1
The following principles apply individually I NSF 51.930
for the NSF policy towards these establishments:
(1) The NSF reserves no right to inventions
	
§ 650.3
which arise within the framework of the
assistance to educational and training projects
(2) If a recipient does not claim rights to the
invention, the NSF allows the inventor to
apply for the patent, even when the recipient
indicates that its rights would be thus
violated.
198
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(3) If neither the recipient nor the inventor
claims pat-.:,t rights, the latter are released
by publication.
The decisions for approval
or non-profit organizations
things for the following:
for small enterprises) NSF 51.930
provide among other
/132
f 650.4(1) The recipient can obtain unlimited rights
from an invention.
(2) The federal government receives a non-
exclusive, non--transferable irrevocable free
license "on behalf of the United States."
(3) Inventions and a possible intention of the
recipient to apply for a patent must be
notified in writing to the NSF within 2 months.
(4) The recipient must apply for the patent
within 2 years.
(5) If the recipient waives the application for
i
license and the U.S. government acquires the
patent rights (}_hough the NSF), the recipient
can receive a nor ►-exclusive free license.
(6) The recipient must award a license under
ordinary market conditions to serious inter-
ested third parties. If the recipient refuses
to do so, then the NSF can award the license to
the interested party instead, thus the so-
called "march-in right" comparable with the
German instrument of forced license.
For industrial enterprises with more than 500
employees, the Bayh-Dole Act does not apply.
Regarding the application for patents for
inventions within the framework of the
sponsored projects, the NSF makes a decision
taking into considerat i on the interests of the
government and the en-crpr.ise. They proceed
less with a basic decision than with negoti-
ations and possibly legal review. The regu-
lations described in item 2-6 also apply in
these cases. In this connection it is in-
tended to extend the privilege of the non-
profit organizations and small businesses to
199
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2.31 Partici^)ation in the Financial Proceeds
The general conditions of approval contain
regulations for the handling of proceeds from
the project. In this connection a distinction
is made between income from "royalties" (office
fees, etc.) and ot— eTi rrii-ncome.
If nothing is defined in the document of ap-
proval, the recipient can retain during the
course of the assistance and 3 years after its
end, the "royalties" receive r] up to an amount
of $10,000. Income above this limit must be
(
repaid with interest and handed over every year
to the NSF. This rule is not ised in trivial
cases ("to the extent practicable"). After 3
years all obligations of repayment end.
With regard to other income, the recipient can
reserve the federal portion (that is the portion
correspondinq to the rate of assistance) and
add it to the project funds. The recipient
can dispose freely of its own share of the in-
come. it can be used also for financing the
recipient's own participation.
Income received must be declare-? within the
framework of the financial status reports.
Lists and documents must be provided for the
time of the sponsorship and 3 more years there-
,after.
A partial or total repayment of the assistance
is not provided in case of success.
NSF 51 .^j , A z. 9
NSF 51.903 z. 9
NSF 51.916 z. 5
2.32 Control of Results
A systematic control of the results of the
assisted project is not carried out on the
basis of the project.
Individual programs of the NSF are submitted
as a whole to an evaluation with regard to the
results obtained in them, the organization and
working procedures (for example the Antartica
Program).
NSF 51.898 P. 5
INSF 51.896 P. 3
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In the annual progress report, the recipient
,nust give a comparison between the nominal and
actual results as regards the goals formulated
in the application for assistance and the
results obtained.
'2_33 Teim_zation of the Project by the Grantor
The conditions of approval provide for a termi-
nation of current projects by the grantor in
the following form:
(1) Refusal of continued sponsorship of the
project to be renewed every year and for which
the NSF had previously declared its intention
to continue.
(2) Justified suspension or ending for reasons
which must be given to the recipient.
I ( 3 ) Ending by agreement.
The suspension or ending of a current assistanc
is regulated by a formalized procedure.
The erlinq of current projects by the NSF with-
out ^,3icatinq reasons ^s not possible.
2.34 Tax Handling
The assistance is primarily tax-free for the
recipient (business tax, etc.). But the
assistance: is included in the operating pro-
ceeds. -n case of an opera*ir(, profit obtained
with the assistance, profit taxes must be paid
to the extent that the recipient is subject to
taxes.
(FE=Recipient of Assistance; FUE=Research and
Development; ZG=Grantor; NSF=National Science
Foundation; OMB=Office of Management and
Budaet; USG=United States Government)
2.35 Proof of Use
The proof of use is given constantly in the
source
NSF 51.810 673.1a
NSF 51.810 650f
NSF 51.810 253
NSF 51.898 P. 5
NSF 51.899 P. 4
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NSF 51.810 672
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NSF
	 51.810 VI-14form  of quarterly reports on expenditures
and requests for funds	 quarterly disbursement
reporting-federal cash transaction request).
These proofs include for each recipient insti-
tution
	 (universii:y,	 company)
	
all	 the NSF
assisted projects.	 They indicate the expendi-
tures per grant	 in one amount.
;he NSF waives the individual indication of the OMB	 51.919	 32020
expenditures per proje(-t	 (as provided for in the NSF	 51.810	 674
regulations of the OMB).
The final accounting for a project takes place NSF 51.810	 674
within the framework of the quarterly report.
A special final statement is riot needed.
It	 is established by "audits" whether the -'n- NSF	 51.810	 678
voicing documents contain n n-allowable  costs.
The correctness of	 the "indirect cost rate"	 is
also checked	 (compare 2.23).	 'The recipient
must retain for a period of 3 years after
presenting a final report all necessary docu- NSF	 51.810	 682
Iments for the audit. 	 The NSF and the govern-
ment auditing authorities must have access to
all the documents of the recipient and tre
executive establishments.
	
This extends to the
subcontractors whose contract volume amounts
to more than $10,000.
Audits are implemented by	 special service NSF	 51.925 P.	 1
of the NSF	 (Office of Audit and Oversight-OAO),
the audit offices of various departments
	 (De-
fense, Health and Social Services) 	 and the
audit office	 (General Acrcunting Office). 	 The NSF	 51.898	 P.	 5
ap.-)ointment of private,
	
officially ar-proved NSF	 51.896 P.	 2
auditors may alFc take place. 	 The NSF is now
testing	 (with universities)	 a procedure in which
it assigns private auditors to organizations to
check the use of NSF funds in collaboration with
other audit tasks.
Except in cases in which th,3re is a special	 NSF 51.898 P. 5
reason to proceed differently, the invoice	 NSF 51.896 P. 2
audits are carried out randomly. The goal in-
dicated by the NSF is to audit at least every 3
years all the larger institutions receiving more
than $100,000 in assistance per year. Audits
take place both during the course of the project.
(for example at the time of application for
202
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continuation of the assistance) and after the
end of the assistance.
The result of the audits is a subdivision of
the cost presented by the recipient into:
allowable costs, non-allowable and questionabl(
costs. The officer of the NSF competent in
contract matters ("contracting officer") de-
cides whether the return of funds will be
demanded and/or whether further audits are
needed. Most complaints arise because of
poor documentation. In such cases the NSF is
more concerned with eliminating the problems
than recovering funds.
On the whole the audits give rise only rarely
to serious complaints. In the opinion of the
NSF this is to be attributed to the fact that
the invoices are mostly prepared no* by the
researchers who receive the assistance, but in
the administration of the organizations (for
example universities).
2.36 Improper Use
If it is established in an audit that funds are
used improperly, the official of the NSF com-
petent for contract matters decides whether a
repayment should be demanded and its amount.
The time of repayment and a possible rate of pay-
ment are agreed upon in negotiations. Cases
of fraud were detected very rarely in the
audits (one case in 1-2 years). Mostly the
expenditures are only documented insufficiently,
wrongly accounted for or non-allowable.
Criminal prosecution is possible, but unusual.
There is no special situation regarding subsidy
fraud.
NSF 51.896 P. 1
2.37 Time Required for Application Processing
Unsolicited applications should be sent 6 to
9 months before the planned beginning of
assistance. A?plications for assistance in
the coming budget year (October 1 to September
30) must be received no later than February,
that is 7 months before beginning the budget
NSF 51.810 234
NSF 51.810 203.2
NSF 51.883 P. 12
4
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year. In individual programs shorter times
apply, for example 6 months in the "Small
Business Innovation Research" program.
2.38 Administrative Costs
iThe total NSF budget amounted in 198. to
1$1,085 million.
	 $65.3 million
	 or b' of the
(
total budget was applied to "program develop-
ment and program management."
USG 51.816 I-V 88
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;sourceUSA (Research Under Contracts) 	 —
(AV=Client; AN =Contractor; DOD=Department of
Defense; DOE=Department of Energy; FPR=Federal
Procurement Regulations; PUE=Research and De-
velopment; IFB= Invitation for Bid; NASA (NSA)=
=National Aeronautics and Space Adminiscration;
NSF =National Science Foundation; RFP=Request for
Proposal; USG=United States Government)
(Contracts are signed to procure products, ser- 	 NSF 51.906 7 c
vices and studies, which are required by
government offices for use. These offices act
as clients or buyers, state their needs and
their specifications and check whether the
products are offered or produced or the ser-
vices correspond to the latter. The client
accompanies the work and monitors the dead-
lines and quality of the work. It reserves the
right to alter the content and direction of the
work as well as to terminate it in case of
non-fulfillment.
Contracts are used only rarely by NSF as com-
pared with grants. In other departments and
agencies contracts are used more often.
The regulations for signing and implementing
research under contract are established in the
"Federal Procurement Regulations" (FPR) to a
	 USG 51.864
great extent uniformly for all federal offices.
Most offices issue special sets of regulations
adjusted to their requirements on the basis of
the FPR, such as for example "NASA Procurement	 NSA 51.1000
Regulations" or "Procurement Regulations" under DOE 51.968
the Department of Energy.
2.15 Application Documents
Research and development contracts are on the
initiative of the client, for example an
advertisement "Request for Proposal (RFP)."
2.16 Printed Application Forms
Special printed application forms are not ^ro-
vided for contracts. In the NSF the same forms i
_ _J
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are recommended as for grants; NASA does not use
any printed forms for contracts.
2.17 Ownership Conditions
IThe conditions of ownership normally are not
involved. In the general contract conditions
Hof the NSF, the special considerations provided
in the FPR regarding samll businesses, owners
belonging to disadvantaged population groups,
as well as women as owners are taken into con-
Isideration.
2.18 Advice Regarding the Application
Requests for bids are announced 14 day-, in ad-
vance (in the periodical "Commerce Business
Daily"). NASA and DOE publish information
brochures for potential applicants.
i2.19 Award of Funds
I
! The basis for the relationship between the
client and the contractor is a mutual contract.
The signing of the contract is preceded by a
, precisely regulated applicant selection process.
Two basically different procedures must be dis-
I tinguished: public advertisement (procurement
by formal advertisement) and negotiation (pro-
curement by negotiation).
The public advertisement occurs only in isolated
cases in the Research and Development sector.
Its use requires a precise description ^ F the
task in the advertisement (invitation fu,
bid/IFB), which is rarely possible for research
and development. The procedure does not permit
any modification of the offers or negotiations.
The award goes to the bid with the lowest cost,
insofar as it is "responsible" and "responsive,"
the applicant is sufficiently qualified and the
bid corresponds to the conditions of the
advertisement.
NSF 51.904
NSF 51.910 7d
NSA 51.982
FPR 51.864 122 f.
NSA 51.982.1
NSA 51.982 12
Contracts on the basis of negotiations are the INSF 51.910 7
normal instrument of contract awards. The
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award process begins with the request for pro-
posalA (RFP). The limitation of the request
to only one potential applicant is possible
under special conditions (only one applicant
qualified, urgency, secrecy). The recipients
of the RFP are selected bidders ("short list"),
in addition each RFP is published 14 days bef.or
being sent. Interested parties can ask for the
documents and present a bid which is treated
(like the other bids.
The types of contracts distinguish	 between
fixe price contracts and cost reimbursement
contracts. In the area of research and develop-
ment, cost reimbursement contracts are signed.
The most important elements in this connection
are: reimbursement of costs without profit
(especially for research and development in
educational institutions and non-profit in-
stitutions), cost sharing (joint financing by
government and contractor), coat plus incentive
fee, cost plus fixed fee. A fee defined as a
fixed percentage of the cost is not provided
in any type of contract.
The government clients use general contract
conditions (for example NSF: "general pro-
visions for cost-reimbursement type contract
with other than educational institutions")
which are based on uniform prescriptions in
the Federal Procurement Regulations. The con-
tract conditions of the NSF include 8 pages of
fine print, in which reference is often made
to other sources (for example the FPR).
2.20 Decision on App lications for Assistonce
An evaluation plan was established on the basis
of criteria which were published in the RFP
for the selection and decision procedures. At
the same time a scientific and technical panel
and an economic/organizational panel are set up,
which evaluate each offer independently of each
other. In a final joint consultation discussion
it is decided which bids fall within the com-
petitive range. The others will receive a
rejection notice and (if requested) information
on the reasons for rejection. All bidders in
FPR 51.864 98
NSA 51.894 12
FPR 51.864 151
FVR 51.864 172
NSF 51.904
FPR 51.864 420 f.
135
NSF 51.910 2
NSF 51.987 4-15
NSF 51.910 8c(3)
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the competitive range are finally asked to
present a best and final offer, from which one
is selected to sign the contract.
2.21 Delegation of the Awari of Fund
A delegation of the functions of clients to
i other institutions (for example project carrier:
I hardly ever takes place. Partial functions
such as control and audits are delegated (for
example in NASA) to the services of other de-
partments (for example DOD). Within the client
organizations (for example NASA) the award and
handling of contracts are implemented by the
operational establishments (research centers,
space centers, flight centers).
2.22 Checking of Solvency
In the FPR standards are established which must
be satisfied by potential applicants. They
refer among others to: sufficient financial
i resources, capabilities, satisfactory dovelop-
ment in the past, integrity and business ethics.
For research and development further standards
apply: organization, establishments and equip-
ment. If the documents in the hands of the
client are insufficient to judge solvency,
I the missing documents are solicited from the
bidder and other sources.
2.23 Calculation of the Grant
The assistance consists (for cost reimbursement
contracts) of the reimbursement of costs as
well as (if agreed upon) the Fee. The same
rules apply for the permissibility of costs
as for grants, such as the Federal Procurement
Regulations and the circulars of the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB).
Just as for grants, the indirect costs are re-
imbursed according to a rate uniformly esta-
blished for all government grants and contracts
(indirect cost rate).
NSA 51.984 P. 14
FPR 51.864 P. 108
NSF 51.904 Art. 4
FPR 51.894 651 f.
OMB 51.900, 51902
FPR 51.984 188 f.
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The fee is agreed upon either as a fixed amount, FPR 51.894 172 f.
or (for incentive contracts) a lower and an
upper limit are established. The fee should not
exceed 508 of the cost.
2.24 Financial Handlin
Deviations from the preliminary estimate are
common; they do not require any approval by
the client. If it is apparent during the course
of the work that there is a risk of very large
cost overruns, then the client must be notified
and if necessary a supplement to the contract
must be agreed upon. If the latter is not done,
then the contractor must neither pay the
higher cost nor must he be reimbursed by the
client; the project is terminated prematurely.
Then negotiations will be taken up with regard
to the rights to investments for the purpose of
obtaining a well-balanced regulation.
I
In the normal procedure regulation regarding
the balance of investments is not required s:ncc
lonly the current costs of investments are re-
imbursed, but not the purchase expenditures.
overhead costs are always reimbursed in a lump
sum on the basis of the special accounting pro-
(	 ^cedure. (indirect cost rata).
 Rate of 12.25	 Assistance
Except for cost sharing contracts, the costs of
the contractor and the fee are reimbursed 100`x.
Cost sha p ing contracts provide no fee. They
are used if the contractor obtains considerable
economic benefit from the project in addition
to normal advantages. The amount of cost shar-
ing is established from case to case.
2.26 Award of Contracts
Except for very small contracts, the contractor
must obtain the approval of the client for each
subcontract. The latter is only given if com-
parable regulations apply to the subcontract.
NSF 51.904 Art. 5
FPR 51.864 172
FPR 51.864 425 f.
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No subcontract should provide for a fee as a	 FPR 51.864 399
percentage of the cost. The principle of com-
petition should apply in the selection of
subcontractors.
2.27 Pavment Procedure 136
NSF 51.904 4bThe client makes payments to the contractor on
his application, according to the progress of
the work, no more often than every two weeks.
The direct costs are reimbursed only insofar as
they have actually been paid out by the con-
tractor (except for withdrawls from storage and
indirect costs). The fee is paid out up to 85%,
A so that a safety reserve may be established (a
imaximum of $100,000). The final payment is
made after the contractor has fulfilled all his
obligations.
2.28 Obligations Regarding Reports and
Communications
The obligations regarding reports are not regu-
lated uniformly, but are established individu-
ally for each department or agency, each
program and each project. NASA requires for
research end development projects status report
every 3 months, twice as often as fo1 grants.
(For NSF no uniform regulation exists. The
inclusion of the client in the research work
is usually so well monitored for research and
development contracts that a formal current
establishment of reports is unnecessary.
2.29 Publications
The client becomes the o­,ner of all important
data, which arise directly from project work
(subject data). The client can also publish
the information connected only indirectly with
the project ("other data"). For data protected
by copyright, the client receives a free non-
exclusive, irrevocable license for use (in-
cluding publico!-ions). The contractor cannot
publish subject data without the approval of
the client.
NSA 51.988 26
NSF 51.904 15
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2.30 Sharing in the Technical Results
The patent rights are regulated identically for
grants and contracts (compare the detailed des-
cription in the discussion of grants): educa-
tional institutions, rion-profit establishments
and small businesses (less than 500 employees)
become owners of the patent rights, in the case
of large enterprises the question of rights is
decided after taking into consideration mutual
interests. The government has tn receive a free
license for its own needs as well as the right
to give a license to interested parties, who
do not receive from the contractor any license
under ordinary conditions ("march-in rights").
2.31 Sharinq in Financial Profits
Participation of the client in the economic
results of the project is provided. As far as
disregarding results exceeding the normal frame-
work is concerned, this should be taken into
consideration by signing a cost sharing contract.
i
Any income which is received during the project
processing must be handed over to the client.
2.32 Control of the Results
I -
I
The government has the right to carry out in
sections an evaluation of the work at any time.
The technical direction belongs to the client.
He is entitled to intervene at any time in the
progress of the work and arrange for changes.
NSF 51.904 17
NSF 51.904 5
	
I
FPR 51.864 425
NSF 51.904 19,20
2.33 Terminations of Protects
The client can terminate a project in case of
the non-fulfillment of the task or violation
of the contract by the contractor. Termination
by the client is also possible without any
reasons given to the contractor, if this is
specifically "in the interest of the government"
In this case the contractor receives the costs
already incurred and to be incurred inevitably,
as well as the portion of the fee which
NSF 51.904 21
NSF 51.904 21e ID
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Country:	 Instrument: ContractsUSA (Research Under _Cc ntrag
corresponds to the fraction of the total volume
represented by the completed work.
I
2_3 4 Tax handling
The reimbursement for research and development
f contracts is subject to tax without any limi-
tations (business and profit taxes).
2.35 Proof of Use
No presentation of proofs for cost is necessary
either for the intermediate accounting or at
the time of applications for payments, or
final invoicing. The client however reserves
considerable added rights, which must also be
assured for subcontractors. To be able to
implement the added rights, the client pres-
cribes standards for accounting procedures for
the contractor.
1 2.36 Improper Use
If the audits show that money must be returned
to the goverrunent, it is basically due im-
mediately. Mostly agreements are made regard-
ing rates and schedules. In serious cases
criminal prosecution is possible according to
the general conditions of fraud.
2.37 Time Needed for Processing the Application
The time needed between the request for bids
until the signing of the agreement fluctuates
greatly. Contracts based on agreement need
more time because of the two-stage bidding
process, than contracts based on public adver-
tisements or contracts on the basis of negoti-
ations with only one bidder.
2.38 Administrative Cos ts
The administrative costs of NASA and DOE for
tasks which go far beyond the research sponsor-
ship cannot be calculated f or research contracts.
In the NSF the administrative costs as listed in
the description of the grants are about 6% of
the total budget.
A -;40	 -
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3. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND CONTINUATION
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Country: USA Program: DOE, NIH, HASA, NSF	 1 Source
(FE=Recipient of Assistance; FUE=Research and
Development; DOE=Department of Energy; NIH=
=National Institutes of Health; NASA (NSA)=
=National Aeronautics and Space Administration;
NSF=National Science Foundation)
(The assistance of the NSF extends through 22 	 NSF 51.811 P. 26
program areas, within which 108 subprograms or
topic sectors are differentiated.
3.39 Status Seminars
NSF 51.877 P. 5(Seminars on the situation and for the further
idevelopment of programs take place every 18 to
24 months at the NSF management level ("formal
program reviews"). The participants are leading)
scientists of the NSF. In addition every year
a joint session takes place of the NSF manage-
ment boards and the "National Science Board,"
dealing with the development and continuation
l
of the program.
In the sector of individual programs and program
areas, seminars take place at shorter intervals
at the NSR, for example, three times a year.
For some programs there are special advisory
panels with the participation of outsiders.
)The programs of DOE are evaluated and developed
lin a rolling 5 year plan.
NSF 51.877 P. 5
DOE 51.966 P. 7
3.40 Program Screening
No program screening takes place at the NSF
beyond the procedures described in item 3.39.
3.41 Further Development of Sponsorship Criteria
Since 1981 the NSF ha y been using uniformly the (NSF 51.811 P. 8
following criteria to evaluate the applications:
(1) Research performance competence
(2) Intrinsic merit of the research
(3) Utility or relevance of the research
(4) Effect of the research on the infrastructure
Df science and
4
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Count ry: USA Program: DOE, NIR, NASA, NSF	 Source
These criteria are implemented concretely and
supplemented for the different programs.
The improvement of the general NSF sponsorship
criteria takes place within the framework of
the work on program development and continuation.
The management of the NSF is responsible;
the National Science Board must approve. The
special criteria are formulated for each pro-
gram announcement or request for proposal.
3.42 Measures for Transfer of the Research
and Development Results
The NSF sponsors, in particular, fundamental
,research in whose area the transfer of research
results is best secured by publicaticn. The
NSF encourages the recipient to publish the
results, however it reserves the right of
approval of the publications. The NSF itself
publishes only occasionally indications or
short descriptions for example in the
periodical "Mosaic."
IAs a measure for transferring the research and
development results, the sponsorship of joint
projects can be considered by universities.
This program aims, at the time of application,
at the practical transfer of the results. The
,program is similar for "innovation and research
in small businesses" (Small Business Innovation
(Research).
The procedure for NIH corresponds to that of
NSF. The recipients do not have to obtain any
approval for publications.
At the centers receiving institutional assis-
tance from DOE and NASA, there are special
organizational units whose mission is to trans-
fer the results of the research and development.
NASA makes considerable attempts to transfer
results of research and development. Examples
include the COSMIC program (Computer Software
Management and Information Center) to transfer
the NASA electronic data processing programs,
the publication of indications regarding new
NSF 51.808 P. VII
NSF 51.811 P. 16
NSF 51.872
NSF 51.887-892
NSF 51.866
NIH 51.942 P. 50
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technology (NASA Tech Briefs), NASA Industrial
Application Centers (IAC), Stat-- Technology
Application Centers (STAC). Lately NASA has
been sponsoring programs and projects in which
the existing technologies are further developed
with interested industrial enterprises until
they are ready for application. At 9 NASA
Icenters there are representatives in charge of
l technology transfer and application (TechnologyApplication and Utilization).
Reference is made to all the research projects
implemented or sponsored by the government
(
(insofar as they are releases') in the public
data bank NTIS (National Technical Information
!Service) of the Department of Commerce. The
data recorded include formal and bibliographic
data as well as a brief summary of the contents
of the publication.
NSA 51.1003
NSA 51.1002 P. 122
NSA 51.1001
NSF 51.931
NSF 51.811 P. 16
NSF 51.909
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5. Progress of the Study, Procedure
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The study was carried out between October, 1982 and
November 1983. The labor costs incurred amounted to 8 personnel
months.
The working plan provided for the following partial tasks:
- Development of the study concept
- Evaluation of the existing material
- Obtaining additional material
- Selection of countries
- Case studies in the selected countries
- Evaluation, comparative analysis
The work -)n the study concept was aimed towards the catalogue
of questions established by the BM.PT (Federal German Ministry
of Research and Technology) on probla-ms of institational advance-
ment, project advancement and program development. This catalogue
is printed as an appendix to this chapter. It was supplemented
to include the most important structural characteristics. The
important instruments of study consisted in the evaluation and
analysis of written material (reports, condition of approval,
organizational rules) as well as in specialized works with practi-
cal experts of the government research assistance in selected
countries. For this guidelines were developed translated into both
English and French.
The evaluation of the existing material concerned documents
from other studies, in particular from the preliminary study on
the topic "Administrative Costs for Government Sponsorship of
Research and Development." For example it was possible to obtain
thus the basic structural characteristics of government assistance
to research and development in the countries concerned and to
identify t l e most important government establishments.
Additional material was obtained among other ways through
embassies of the countries in Bonn, who willingly made available
documents and provided further contacts with the officials of their
countries. Researches in data banks were carried out additionally.
For the final selection of countries, we proposed to the BMFT'
the US, France and Sweden, as a large, middle sized and small
country. The BMFT approved this proposal.
Between January and May 1983, the planned surveys took	 /140
place in these countries, specifically: France: January 23 to
January 28, 1983, February 6 to February 11, 1983; US: February
27 to March 28, 1983; Swea,n: April 24 to May 7, 1983.
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In France talks were conducted in the following establishments:
- Ministere de la Recherche etde l'Industrie (MRI)
(Ministry of Research and Industry)
- Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)
(National Scientific Research Center)
- Agenc y Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche (ANVAR)
(National Agency for Application of Research)
- Association Nationale de la Recherche Technique (ANRT)
(National Technical Research Association)
- German Embassy in Paris
In the US, surveys were carried out in the following
establishments:
- National Science Foundation (NSF)
- N^cional Institutes of Health (NIH)
- National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
- Department of Energy (DOE)
- American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
- Universities Research Association, Inc.
- German Embassy in Washington
In Sweden the following offices were visited:
- Secretariat of State for Coordination of Research
- Ministry of Industry
- Ministry of Education
- Swedish Royal Office for Technical Development (S7J)
- Council for Research Planning acid Coordination (FNR)
- Scientific Research Council (NFR)
- Energy Research Council
- Office for Development of Energy Resources
- Swedish Industrial Foundation
217
- Swedish Wood Research Institute
- Swedish N •iclear Research Institute
- Stockholm Regional Development Foundation
- Studviks Energie AB
- Swedish Industrial Association
- German Embassy in Stockholm
Besides talks and visits the collection of written material /141
such as Principles of Approval, contract conditions, forms, texts
of laws, contract documents, and statutes were used.
The foreign surveys were announced through BMFT and AA
(foreign office) to the embassies in the countries. They were
willingly and very helpfully supported by the scientific attaches
of the embassies in Paris (Dr. von Kameke), in Washington (Dr.
Frenzel) and in Stockholm (Scientific Attache Dr. von Lukowitz)
by providing contacts and background information.
The evaluation and analysis of the material proved to be
very time consuming, since the methods included in this study
included considerable detail and had to be documented, before a
comparative description and analysis could be carried out.
References to the sponsorship procedures in the Federal Republic
of Germany were omitted in the analysis at the request of the client.
i
i
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Internationally Comparative Study of Problems of the Procedure of
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Government Advancement in Researc and Development
Catalogue of Questions
1. Questions in the Institutional Sector
1.01 Orqanization of Research Establishments (FE)
Flow are the FE organized? AS subordinate offices or as
legally independent structures (for example a private limited
company orouundation, association)?
1.02 Accountinq
 Procedure
What is the accounting procedure (commerciaior cameralistic)?
Is a balance sheet established? Are cost invoices needed? Is it
necessary to conduct side-by-side commercial and cameralistic
bookkeeping? Reasons for the organization or accounting form
selected each time?
1.03 Award of Funds
Are there several grantors for one FE (Example Federal Republic
of Germany: federal government and location)? By what rules is the
institutional assistance given? Are we dealing with public budget
law? Is it modified? Are there special provisions for FE? Is
institutional assistance given in a lump sum, separated for example
according to operation, and investments or given separately according
to individual headings? Are deviations allowed in the implementa-
tion? Can individual budgets or items be totally or partly exchanged
mutually? Must an approval be obtained for each individual case in
deviations? Does the same grantor provide, besides basic financing,
also "additional financing" for special projects? Can the grantor
intervene in the implementation: What about curtailments of funds?
Regrouping?
1.14 Personnel Economics
Are the employment grants of the FE preassigned to total number
and levels? Or do they only receive the financial framework for
the personnel? Are the employment plans of the FE discussed by
parliamentary bodies? Are the FE free in laying out the employ-
ment plans? Can deviations be implemented in the employment plan
within certain margins or at all? Are the FE committed to (public)
projects, salary rights and public regul;ttions: Are there tariff
contracts for FE? Can the FE pay additions, severance pay, bonuses,
etc? Do the employees of FE cooperate (cooperation problems)?
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1.05 Institution's own Income
Can the FE receive its own income above the institutional
assistance (for example by acquisition from industry)? Must the
FE take into account in this connection the competition law and
the maintenance of market prices? What happens to the additional
income: Do they reduce the grants? Can the FE dispose freely of
these funds? Are there documents in this connection? Can addi- 	 /143
tional personnel be employed with these funds? Does the (public)
tariff law also apply to this personnel?
1.06 Donations
What happens to donations from third parties? Can the
latter be disposed of freelyor are the grants reduced accordingly?
1.07 Transfer of Funds
Can funds be transferred to the next budget year? Will such
"residual funds" be forfeited at the end of the year? What happen-
at the end of the year with the liquid funds? Do they remain wit},
FE, are they calculated towards a new year or must they be returned?
Can cash reserves be formed? Are reserves permitted for uncertain
risks? Must an approval be obtained from the grantor in this
connection?
1.08 Rights of Use and Benefits
Are there any requlations regarding the rights to use and
benefits, applying to the activity of the FE? To whom do they
belong? Are there any reservations regarding the approval of the
grantor? Must the grantor be given in any case a free right of
application? Are there regulations regarding the award of ex-
clusive application rights?
1
1.09 Technology Transfer
Is the FE committed to disseminate the results obtained by
the FE to the industry?
1.10 Insurance
Must the FE be insured against risk as in commercial enter-
prises or are the grantors liable for possible damages (so-called
self-insurance principle)?
1.11 Construction Projects
How are construction projectscts implemented? Autonomously or
by government offices? Are the construction regulations applying
to official departments to b e taken into consideration?
1.12 Obligations Regarding Reports and Communications
Must the FE give reports on plans, programs, results to
the grantor7, How often? Regularly?
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1.13 Interventions of the Grantor
Do the grantors intervene in the individual case or is
there a so-called "overall control," for example through an
inspection council?
1.14 Checks
Who checks the FE? The grantor itself, audit officers,
industrial inspectors? How often? At what intervals?
2. Questions on the Project Area
0
/144
2.15 Application Documents
What documents must be presented to the sponsor?
2.16 Printed Forms
Are there printed applications?
2.17 Ownership Conditions
Do ownership conditions play any role and must they be
disclosed?
2.18 Advice on the Application
Is there any consultation about the application? Is there
a uniform starting point for the applicants?
2.1.9 Award of the Funds
On what regulations is the award of the grants made? Does
theup blic tud et law apply? Are there special regulations? How
deeply and in what
	 do these special provisions regulate
the rights and obligations of the grant recipient (ZE)? Is the
award in the form of public contracts or inthe form of decisions
regarding grants (administrative	 cuments)?
2.20 Decisions Regarding the Applications for Assistance
Are external experts included and how many? What is the
composition of the expert board (science, economics, unions, etc.)?
Are the certification procedures in writing or oral, formalized
or informal? Are there regular meetings of experts or are they
called when necessary? Are grant recipients invited to attend the
meetings of experts? Can the recipients bring along advisors; is
there clarity with regard to the sponsorship criteria for experts
or applicants? Are there problem groups (for example small and
medium sized businesses)?
2.21 Delegation of the Award of Funds
Is the grant given by the ministry itself or is it de-
centralized or through third parties (for example subordinate
221
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offices, project carriers)? Has the inclusion of third parties
proven satisfactory? What defects have occurred? What are the
powers reserved by the delegating ministry in the individual
sponsorship projects? Are technical and administrative tasks
delegated? Only one of the two? Is there a project guide? Is
there a model comparable with the project carrier system?
2.22 Checking of Solvency
Is there checking of solvency before the grant? On the basis
of what documents? Even in cases of repetition?
2.23 Caiculation of the Grant /145
On what basis is the grant calculated (manufacturing costs,
time costs)? Is a calculation scheme pre-assigned to the recipient?
Is a preliminar estimate prescribed? How detailed is it? Can
cost estimates	 e inn uu ed (for example calculated interest,
depreciations, ventures)? Are investments, administrative over-
head costs, overhead sales costs, covers e by U^e grant?
2.24 Financial Handli
Can deviations be introduced in the implementation from the
preliminary estimate; are lump sum payments made for overhead
costs without proof? Are investments to be reimbursed by the
recipient in part to the grantor after ending of the project
(so-called refund of residual amounts)? How will the residual
funds be calculated for this purpose (by estimate, by whom,
Afa tables)?
2.25 Rate of Assistance
How far are the projects assisted (completely, partly, for
example 50%)? Do different regulations apply according to the
amount of assistance? How is the institution's own share estab-
lished? What are the criteria taken into consideration; are there
different regulations as a function of the level of assistance?
2.26 Award of Contracts
Within the framework of the project can the recipient award
contracts to t"A rd parties? Must he take into consideration here
the conditions imposed by the grantor? Are there any special
regulations of the ZG for such (sub)contracts?
2.27 Pavment Procedures
When does the recipient receive the money from the grantor?
In advance? On a pro rata basis? After the end of the project?
Must the ZG pay interest on all the payments? L 4.mits of petty cash
sums?
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2.28 Obligations for Report and Communications
Must the recipient give reports regarding the research
results? flow often? When? Are intermediate reports prescribed?
2.29 Publications
May or must grantor publish the results?
2.30 Participation in Technical Results
Does the grantor have a share in the rights of application
(patent rights) in the technical results of assistance? Are
there here summary limits?
2.31 Share in the Financial Results
In the case of success must the recipient repay the grant
partly or totally to the giver? Is the grantor to share in the
financial success? Are there periods after which the participation
ends? Are the repayments monitored?
2.32 control of the Results
Is there any control or evaluation of the results?
2.33 Termination of the Project
Can the grantor terminate a current project without giving
reasons?
2.34 Tax Matters
Flow are the grants treated under the tax aspect? Are they
tax exempt?
2.35 Proof of Use
Must the recipient prove how the funds were used? How?
Must documents be presented for this purpose? To whom? Is thE_e
local auditing of the recipient? By whom? Every year or after the
end of the project? Are inspections waived?
2.36 Improper Use
Does an improper use of grant funds count as subsidy fraud?
Must these funds be repaid? Immediately? In quarters?
3. Questions Regarding the Program Range
3.37 Do status seminars take place?
3.38 Is there a regular program screening?
- If so, who takes part in it?
I?
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3.39 How are the sponsorship-, criteria improved?
3.40 How is the transfer of research and development results
secured?
- Are universities or engineering offices included in the
assistance to assure the transfer of know-how?
I
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6. List of Documents	 /147
6.1 France
51.401	 French Republic.
Draft finance law for 1983. Appended research on the
situation of research and technological development.
51.402	 Recherche et Technologie [Research and Technology],
October 3, 1982. Monthly informative letter from the
Ministry of Research and Industry.
51.408	 Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Ministry of
Industry.
Guide on Public Aid to Industry.
51.409
	 Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
Policy of Assistance to Innovations, 1981.
X1.410
	 J.M. Didier and Associates.
Inventory of Public Direct and Indirect Measures for
Promoting Industrial Research and Development in France
1982.
51.418	 Ministry of ReL2arch and Industry.
Research and Technological Development Foundation -
Conditions of Award of Assistance to Research, 1982.
51.419
	 Ministry of Research and Industry.
Application for Assistance to Research, 1982.
51.420
	 Ministry of Research and Industry Explanatory Note, 1982.
51.429
	 Journal officiel de la Rentihlique rrancaise [Official
Journal of the French Reoublis], Law No. 82-610 of July 15, 1982.
51.434	 Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
Internal Statistical Year, 1977, France, 1980.
51.439
51.441
51.444
51.500
French Republic Draft Finance Law for 1982.
Research and Technology.
National Space Research Center Report of Activities
for 1981.
Atomic Energy Commission.
Annual Report, :.-81.
National Scientific Research Center Presentation of
1983 Budget of CNRS and its national institutions.
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51.501
51.507
51.510
51.514
51.523
51.527
51.530
51.559
51.560
51.569
51.572
51.575
51.576
51.577
51.580
51.581
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National Scientific Research Center.
Budget for the Financial Year 1983.
National Scientific Research Center.
Report_ on a talk given on February 9, 1983.
National Scientific Research Center.
Report on a talk given February 9, 1983.
National Scientific Pesearch Center.
Report on a talk given on February 10, 1983.
National Scientific Research Center.
Report on activities for 1979-1980.
National Scientific Research Center.
CNRS 1982 (folder).
Journal officiel de la Republique Francaise [Official Journal
of the Frencli Republic]. National Scientific Research Center,
Organization and Status of Personnel Members, 1980.
ANVAR.
Guide for following up the assistance to innovation, 1982.
ANVAR.
Requests for pointwise expert agreement for bonuses
to innovations, 1982.
ANVAR.
Requests for assistance to innovation, 1982.
ANVAR.
The Bonds Between Research, Public and Industry in the
Operations Supported by ANVAR. Inquiry on 500 cases, 1982.
ANVAR Courier No. 24, September/October, 1982.
ANVAR.
ANVAR aids. Accounting and Fiscal Guide, 1982.
ANVAR.
Proper use of ANVAR, 1981.
ANVAR.	 /149
Assistance to Innovat-ion. General conditions and
presentation of applications, 1980.
ANVAR.
Convention on the assistance to innovation (Contract form).
Ask.	 , J
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6.2 Sweden /150
	
51.60E
	 The Research Council Committee.
Government Grants for Research Expenditures.
Fiscal Year 1982/83.
	
51.609	 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
International Statistical Year 1977. Sweden, 1980.
	
51.621	 Industrial Department.
Appendix 14 to 1983 Budget proposals.
	
51.626	 Educational Department
Appendix 10 to Budget proposals.
	
51.661
	 State Industrial Board.
Manual of Assistance, 1982/83.
	
51.672
	 Board of Technical Development (STU).
Report on discussion held on April 25, 1983.
	
51.675	 Board of Technical Development.
Report on discussion held on April 26, 1983.
	
51.676	 Board of Technical Development.
Report on discussion held on April 27, 1983.
	
51.679	 The National Swedish Board for Technical Development (STU).
A profile of tasks, activities and structure, 1980.
	
51.685
	 Board of Technical Development.
Document cf September 7, 1983.
	
51.711	 Board of Technical Development.
Cooperative Technical Research. Teamwork that will
shape Sweden's future. O.J.
	
51.712
	 Swedish Forest Products Research Laboratory (STIF).
Report on a discussion held on May 4, 1983.
	
51.716
	 Swedish Forest Products Research Laboratory.
Document of July 1, 1983.
	
51.722
	 Nuclear Physics Research Insitute.
Report on discussion held on May 4, 1983.
	
51.723	 Nuclear Research Institute.
Document of September 20, 1983.
	
51.727	 Board of Technical Development.	 /151
Apply for financial assistance for technical research
and development from STU. NOS STU, 1983.
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	51.728	 Board of Technical Development.
Changes and ammendments to the organizational manual, 1982.
	
51.735
	
Board of Technical Development.
Application for project grant, 1983.
	
51.739
	
Board of Technical Development.
Letter of decision, Condition No. 1, 1982.
	
51.740
	 Board of Technical Development
Letter of decision, Condition No. 2, 1981.
	
51.741
	 Board of Technical Development
Letter of decision, Condition No. 3, 1982.
	
51.747	 Nati..rvetenskapliga forskningsr8det (NFR)
Rrsadogbrelse 1981/82 (The Natural Science Research
Council Annual Report 1981/821.
	
51.748	 Natural Science Research Council. (NF'?).
NFR's evaluations. Internaltional Evaluations of
Research Projects Supported by the Swedish Natural
Science Research Council. Summary of reports,
achievements and criticisms, 1.977-1980.
51.749 Natural Science Research Council.
NFR's evaluations. 	 Theoretical Nuclear and Elementary
Particle Physics and Mathematical Physics. 	 1980.
51.571 Natural Science Research Council.
' Application for research grant,	 1983.
51.753 Natural Science Research Council.
Guidelines for applications about research qrants
from the NFR 1983/84.
51.754 Natural Science Research Council.
Report on discussion held on May 5, 	 1983.
51.756 Natural Science Research Council.
Contract,	 1983.
51.762 Industrial Foundation
Report on discussion held on April 29, 	 1983.
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51.800
	 National Science Foundation.
National Pattc • -ns of Science and Technology Resources, 1981.
51.508 National Science Foundation.
Federal Funds for Research and Development. Fiscal
Years
	
1980,
	 1981 and	 1982.
51.809 National Science Foundation.
Guide to Programs, Fiscal Year 1983.
51.810a National Science Foundation.
Grant Policy Manual.	 Revised October
	
1979.
51.810b National Science Foundation.
GPM Transmittal Memorandum No. 	 1.	 1981.
51.811 National Science Foundation.
Grants for Scientific and Engineerinq Research, 	 1981.
51.816 Executive Office of the President, Office of
Management and Budget.
Budget of the United States Government.
	
Fiscal Year 1984.
51.826 Office of Science and Technology Policy,
	 Executive
Office of the President.
Report of the White House Science Council. Federal
Laboratory Review Panel, May 1983.
51.864 The National Archives of the United States.
Code of Federal Regulations. 	 51 Public Contracts and
Property Management.	 Revised as of Jul y 1,	 1980.
51.866 National Science Foundation.
Purposes,	 1983.
51.871 National Science Foundation.
Bulletin Vol.	 10,	 No.	 6,	 February 1983,
	
51.872
	 National Science Foundation.
"Mosaic Vol. 13, No. 6, November/December 1987
	
51.873	 National Science Foundation.
Annual Report 1981.
	
51.874	 National Science Foundation.
Publications of the National Science Foundation, 1983.
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51.877	 National Science Foundation.
Report on a talk held on March 15, 1983.
	
51.883	 National Science Foundation.
Program Solicitation. Small Business Innovation
Re.-march, 1983.
	
51.887	 National Science Fc,andation.
Program Announcement. Industry/University Cooperative
Research Projects Grants. 1982.
	
51.889	 National Science Foundation.
Fourteenth Annual Report of the National Science Board.
Industry-University Research Relationships. Myths,
Realities, and Potentials. 1982.
	
51.890
	 National Science Foundation
Development of University-Industry Cooperative Research
Centers: Historical Profiles, 1982.
	
51.891
	 National Science Foundation
Assessment of the Industry/University Cooperative
Research Program. Interim Report #1. Descriptive
Analysis of Projects, FY 1978-1980. 1982.
	
51.892
	 National Science Foundation
University-Industry Cooperative Research Centers:
A Practice Manual. 1982.
	
51.893
	 National Science Foundation.
Report on a talk held on March 8, 1983.
	
51.894	 National Science Foundation.
Program Plan and Contract for the National Center for
Atmospheric Research, 1981.
	
51.896
	 National Science Foundation.
Report on a talk hald on March 24, 1983.
	
51.898	 National Scinece Foundation.
Report on a talk hald on March 7, 1983.
	
51.899
	 National Science Foundation.
Report on a talk held on March 16, 1983.
	
51.900	 Office of Management of Budget.
Indirect Cost Rates, Audit and Audit Followup at
Educational Institutions, 1979.
	
51.902	 Office of Management of Budget
Cost Principles for Educational Institutions, 1979.
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	51.903	 National Science Foundation. 	 /154
Grant General Conditions.
	
51.904
	
National Science Foundation
General Provisions for Cost-Reimbursement Type
Contracts with Other than Educational Institutions, 1982.
	
51.906	 National Science Foundation.
NSF Circular No.	 149.	 Grants and Contracts: Guidelines
for Generation of Proposals and Selection of Award
Mechanism and Payment of Fees on Grants and Cooperative
Agreements,
	
1980.
51.907 National Science Foundation.
Prcposal Evaluation Sheet, 	 1981.
51.909 Nariona]. Science Foundation.
Staff Memorandum:	 Disse,aination of 'research Results.	 1976.
51.910 National Science Foundation.
NSF Circular No.
	
38.	 Grants and Contracts:	 Income
Under Foundation Grants and Contract3, 1977.
51.916 National Science Foundation.
NSF Circular No.
	 106.	 Grants and Contracts:	 Income Under
Foundation Grants and Contracts, 1977.
51.919 National Science Foundation.
NSF Circular No.	 127.	 Grants and Contracts:	 Reconsideration
of Proposals Declined or Returned by NSF,	 1980.
51.922 National Science Foundation.
NSF Circular No.	 132.	 Grants and Contracts: Peer Review
and Guidelines for the Selection of Projects,	 1979.
51.925 National Science Foundation.
NSF Circular No.	 145.	 Grants and Contracts: Followup
and Audit Reports,
	
1978.
	
51.929	 Office of Management and Budget.
Grants and Agreements with Institutions of Higher
Education, Hospitals, and Other Nonprofit Organizations,
1978.
	
51.930
	 National Science Foundation.
Policies and Procedures for Inventions and Patents
Resulting from Grants, Cooperative Agreements and
Contracts, 1982.
	
51.937	 Department of Health and Human Services
Application for Public Health Service Grants, 1982.
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51.942	 Department of Health and Human Services.
Grants Policy Statements, 1981.
	
51.966	 Department of Energy.
Report on a talk held on March 21, 1983.
	
51.968
	 Department of Energy.
Procurement Regulations, 1979.
	
51.971	 University Research Association, Inc.
Report on a talk held on March 29, 1983.
	
51.978	 Department of Energy.
Contract: Universities Research Association, Inc. 1982.
	
51.982	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
EIow to Seek and Win NASA Contracts. NASA Needs Small
and Disadvantaged Business Firms. 1981.
	
51.984	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Selling to NASA, 1982.
	
51.987	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Source Evaluation Board. Manual, 1975.
	
51.988
	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
NASA University-Program: A Guide to Policies and
Procedures. 1982.
	
51.1000
	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
NASA Procurement Regulation. 1981.
	
51.1001	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Report on a talk held on March 17, 1983.
	
51.1002	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Spinoff 1982.
	
51.1003	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 7, No. 1, Fall 1982.
	
51.1005	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Report on a talk held on March 18, 1983.
	
51.1006	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Memorandum of Understanding,
1978.
	
51.1007	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Award/Contract Form, 1982.
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7.	 List of Abbreviations
	 /156
AAAS American Association for the Advancement of Science
AC Actions ccncertees
	 (France)	 (Combined actions)
AF Nuclear Physics Institute 	 (Sweden)
AG Client
hlv Contractor
ANVAR (ANV) Agence nationale de la valorisation de la recherche
(National Agency for Application of Research)(France)
BMFT Federal German Ministry for Research and Technology
Caltech California Institute of Technology
CCI Chambre de commerce et d'industire de Paris
	
(Paris
Chamber of Commerce and Industry)
CEA Commissariat a 1'energie atomique
	 (Atomic Energy
Commission)	 (France)
CNES	 (ES) Centre national d'etudes spatiales
	 (National Space
Research Center)
	 (France)
CP Contrats de programme 	 (Program contracts)	 (France)
DOD Department of Defense	 (USA)
DOE Department of ENergy
	 (USA)
EG European Community
FE Research Establishment/Recipient of Assistance
Fermilab Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory	 (LISA)
FPR Federal Procurement Regulations
	 (USA)
FuE Research and Development
GOCO Government-owned, Contractor-operated Laboratory
	
(USA)
GOGO Government-owned, Government-operated Laboratory
	 (USA)
IF Industiral Foundation	 (Sweden)
IFB Invitation for Bid	 (USA)
JO Journal officiel de la Republique Francaise
	 (Official
Journal of the French Republic)
	
(French)
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory WSA)
M1R Ministere de l'Industrie et de la Recherche 	 (Ministry
of Industry and Research)	 (France)
NASA	 (NSA) National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research	 (USA)
NFR Research Council for Sciences
	
(Sweden)
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National Institute of Health (USA)
National Science Foundation (USA)
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Government, Government Document (Sweden)
French Government
Request for Proposal (USA)
Government Central Office (Sweden)
Government Industrial Office, Government Office (Statens
industriverk) (Sweden)
Swedish National Board for Technical Development
Institute fcr Wood Research (Sweden)
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization
Universities Research Association Inc. (USA)
United States Government
Grantor
NIII
NSF
OECD
RE G
RF
RFP
SCB
SIND
STU
TF
UNESCO
U RA
USG
ZG
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DJCUMENTS
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The most important fo ms for the sponsoring organizations
are printed in the following pages:
France:	 Appendix
Application for Assistance from "Aide a
l'innovation"
	 F-1
Contract on "Assistance to Innovation" (ANVAR)
	 F-2
Form for technical and economic expertise for ANVAR
	 F-3
Form for financial certification. for ANVAR
	 F-4
Questionnaire for providing annual reports (ANVAR)
	 F-5
Form of application for "bonus for innovation" (ANVAR) F-6
Form of application for "Aid for research" (MIR)
	 F-7
Sweden:
Application (Scientific Research Council/NFR)
	 S-1
Application Form (NFR)
	 S-2
Application Form (Swedish National Board for Technical
Development/STU)
	 S-3
Approval Document (STU)
	 S-4
USA:
Application Form (Summary) of National Science
Foundation (NSF)	 US-1
Pro j ect Summary (NSF)	 US-2
Summary of Cost Plan (NSF)
	 US-3
Delcaration of Financing of Personnel (NSF)
	 US-4
Application for Payment (NSF)
	 US-5
"Letter of Credit" (NSF)
	 US-6
Summary of Final Report (NSF)
	 US-7
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Demande d'arde a l'innovatton	 A r' VAR
i
V
,•	 e
i
OF V-	 FICHE DE SYMTHISK
6 : stoumer b 1'Anvar avoc t'ensemble drr dosser de demands
Cadre bserv6 A I'ANVAR : Date Li	 I	 I	 i	 1J	 N' I 	 r
Nature des acbvit6s du demandeur .
• Socrbtb Inoustnelte et Commerciale ...	 ......	 U
• Prestatarre de Services i--	 •
• Organ sme de Recherche Public L^
• Centre as Recherche collective....... 	 ...
•	 Unrversitb	 .	 ......................	 .	 ...... .	 L_J
• Ecote d :n96nreur ......... 	 ....... L^
• Socrbte de Recherche sous contrats
• Autres	 a preciser
1
' t
A remplir par Is Demandeur
Nom ou raison sucrak
Adresse du siege social
Code AF'	 ' N• SIRET	 i
Forme ,lundique . —
Date de crbatron
Apparienance 6 un Groupe Sr OUI. lequel ?
Responsables dirrgeants M,---
1 M._-_-
Activit6s pnncipales :
,Aontant du capital Eoctel actuel _
Fonction . _	 T61.:
Fonction ______	 T61.:
E)
Autres activitbs
Avez-vous d6j6 sollrcnb une aide de I'Anvar
	 L_) OUI
	
NON
Avez-vows obtenu un pr61 a long et moyen terme depurs morns de 2 ans?	 L—^ OUI	 L—J NON
Si oui, auprbs de quel organrsme ?
•	 Credit national ...	 ................	 .	 ...............	 t	 I
• Sociblb de d6vetoppement regional .....................
	 U	 .-
• Credit d'6qurtx ment des petites et moyennes entrepnses .
	 L_J
	 '^'^
• Autres(Aprbcrser)—___.
A - .A•
04 1
1	 .
IJ
trcne ae 3ynilriaze taunwj
Vsukals antAneurs
M prrv+srom (en trr+ncs) tiAalrstta PrOvlsronnels
Anne 19 19.. 19 . 19 . 19 19..
CA global HT
fdonl Exportation) (	 ) (	 ) (	 ) (	 ) (	 ) (	 )
CA nouvelle actrvrtil
RAsultafs nets
Autotwlancement
Evaluation des d l)penses de W
recherche et dlveloppement
EHecids
Oemande A I'ANVAR d'examrner In dossier pint pour l'obtention dune aide A ('innovation selon In proc6dure msiouAe
per d6crel no 79.6 1 6 du 13 juillel 1979 pour le programme cr-dessous, dont d eat le maitre -d'oeuvre
LE PROGRAMME	 1	 - '
Objet du programme d'innovation
I
Existence dq brevets' OUI L2--J NON
Existence d'accords de propriM6 industrielle aver des bars 	 l_	 I OUI L-1 NON
Montani total HT du programme A F— —	 _
Montani de I'aide demandAe _.-- - F
Our6e prAvue A parllr du —.
Calendner des dApenses Annee	 ^_`^ (_____J L TJ L- J L _	 -J
O6penses
t
i
1
Personnes morales ou physiques assoaees au programme pour son linancement etuou 1'explortation de ses resultats
Nom
ou raison social,
N° SIRET at
Code APE
Adresse at n° 161
Interlocuteur
responsable
(Nom, lonction)
-- 11.1
entre le
M
et I'asso
P ass' cauvre
crA
AssoclAs au Financement oul	 NON
L_—J l_^J
L—! L—J
1	 11
—_,.J 1	 1
l	 I l	 l l	 1
Associds A 1'explodatlon
L---J L_.JI	 I I
	
lit j
Lieux d'exAcution du programme	 —
Responsable technique du Maitr"'eeuvre : M. 	 Fonction
Adresse _	 --	 _ TAI.
Responsable Administratif at finaticier du Maltre d'oeuvre: M. 	 Fonctlon ___	 T
Adresse	 TAI.	 ---.
Le soussigne ceridie quo le demandeur est an situation rAgulibre au regard de sas obligations fiscales et sociales .
Fad .1	 _ le
Nom at qualit6 du•srgnataire
Cachet de 1'entrepnse	 j	 Signature
35
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Dernande d'aide 6 l'innovation i Tableau no 1
	 ANVAR
or, I a4!.'
OF f'OGi2 i^,tii ; i Y
LISTS DES BREVETS DIPOSIS OU ACQUIS
PAR LE DEMANDEUR
Tare iran^aK pays Date de dbp6lN o de 660t Trtula^re actual
No de publication
ou de dAlrvrance
Cate
de d6liviance
i
k
'I
I
s
V* pemande d'aide l'InnovatlowTableau n o 2	 I1! N Vt%f%
OP. ;' r '	 C 1
OF FOUR Chum. r tf
PLANNING DU PROGRAMM9 DrINNOVATION
V	 ,
D#penses Dates de dtbut
Objet des traveux a1 of tie tin
• engager de phases
Phase t
Phase 2 t
l ^	 1
Phases
survantes
39
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4 t	 Demands d'alde a hnnovatlon Tableau n o 3
It
i
i
Aniage F-1, S.5
ANVAR
0 R:Ci. iA:. - i ,
OF HOCT (,,. „ f
k	 Davis DU PROGRAMME D'INNOVATION
y	 (venidd selon Ia nature des depenses W bvenhretlement sebn its dr►ferentes phases du programme)
(en francs)
Phase 1 Phase 2
Nature des depenses Totaldu ` du
au—.____ _ _ au
Personnel	 (faux hors re) (nb heures)
Ingbnleur , 	 _-- x x	 — x	 — -
Technician _ _	 _ x--- x_	 -	 ^ - _ x - 	^_.
Ouvner x x  x
Achats matures at marchandises
'	 r
Sous-traitance -	 Propnbte induslnelle
- Etude de march!'
– Design	 r	 M s
–	 etc.	 p
Autres frais (d p4crser)
Investissements rbcupbrables
Investissements non rbcupbrables
Total gbnbral
I	 _
f
f	 f
I
i
I
F
E
1
rf md.
_I .
•	 h I-P	 -
Demande d'Aide A 1'InnovationITableau n 4 4	 A v AR
CALENDRIER DES 000ENSES DU PROGRAMME
ET R&PARTITION DES DEPENbca ENTRE LES SOCIITES OU ORGANISMES
PARTICIPANT tVENTUELLEMENT A CE PROGRAMME den liancs)
43
Y ^ ^
^Y
%cay
^T
t
tt
^i
• ltvolution r6cente i
E xercice	 Capital inn ial
44 -.0p
si
JU capital
Ai
1
I
L
	
-
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Demande d aide 
a 
• nnovation, Tableau n- 5
	
AM/AR
^AIGIIIJII  PAC-
IF POOR QUALlif
• Composition du capital
l rr ♦
^v
y.
f7
V
+	 f
9 1
AWAROemande d'atde A 1'innovationITable, - n o 6
C► ilt: :
OF N.,,
INSTALLATIONS PRINCIPALES DE VENTREPRISE
TERRAINS
	
Localisation
Superticie
1
BATIMENTS Locahsaaon
Supefic e .
PARTICIPATIONS PRINCIPALES
Participations
^t
t
3
Js
c•	 -	 I
_.
r
M
N
O
E;
J
	
•	 1
	
/	
k
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Demanae d aide AVinnovation Tableau n° 7	 ANVAR
i
1	 (3PZ1G^F'	 {
OF PC
. .
tt	 ^.
RItSULTATS ANTIRIEURS ET PR9VISIONS
(en francs)
Evolution du chiffre d affaires H.T. pur familte de prodults
Previsions	 A
Exercrce t9  19 __— 19 —
Exerace
en tours 19 _ 19
Aciwrte 1
Aclivoe 2
Activito 3
Activrle 1
I T^
Anlage F
- 1,
S
.
110
Demande d'aide A l'innovation/Tableau n • 8	 A V n VAR
COMPTES D'EXPLOITATION PRINISIONNELS
POUR LES 3 PROCNAINS EXERCICES
aG prbvisionnols on francs ann6e 19_ ann6e 19 _ annbe 19.._
_ K 96 1r
A. CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRES TOTAL HT 100 100 100
(dons programme d'lnnovatron) (	 ) (	 ) (	 )
• 1 Stock initial produrts finis M
trovaux on cours
• 2 Stock final prod tin.
et Irav, an cours
• 3 Sous-trartance
B. Total 	 2 + 3) 1
C. PRODUCTION (A-B)
• 4 Stock initial maUeres
• 5 Achat matieres
• 6 Stock final matreres
D. Total (4 + 5 - 6)
E. MARGE BRUTE (C-D)
s	 7 TFSE
•	 9 Transports/d6oacements
• 10 Frais divers de ge5t on
F	 Total (7 + 8 + 9
	
t ))
G. VALEUR AJOUTEE (E-F)
* 11	 Fra y s de personnel de production
• 12 Autres trais de personnel
• 13 Impots et taxes (hors TVA)
H	 Total (II	 + 12 + 13)
I. RESULTAT BRUT (avant Irars financiers) (G-H)
• 14 Frais financiers sur DLMT
• 15 Frais financiers sur OCT
J	 Total fra ys fin (14 + 15)
K. MARGE BRUTE D'AUTOFINANCEMENT (I-J)
• 16 Amortrssements
• 17 Provisions
L	 To nal (16 + 17)
M	 RESULTAT NET avant rmpdts (K-L)
• 18 lmpbts sur les Stes
19 Drvidendes
N	 Total (18 +	 19)
O. MARGE NETTE D'AUTOFINANCEMENT (K-N)
E;:FECTIF
vate_r a tutee par aersonne I i
IG	 elr=,tlf1
c^
1f
'	 a
i	 . i
F	 T
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Lemande d aide a l nnovatjon Tableau t; 5	 A vVAR
C)Ri"
OF
LISTE DES AIDES PUBLIGUES OBTEHUES
EN MATU=RE DE RECHERCHE DEVELOPPEMENT ET I)TUNOVATION
AU COORS DES DEUX DERNIERES ANNEES
0
r
J^
, P*kr^
Jes
I
I
I
...,	 nurayC r - i, ) it
Demande d'aide a l'innovation /Tableau n° 10
	 ANVAR
PLAN DE FINANCEMENT D'ENSEMBLE DE L'ENTREPIRISE
(en francs)
Exercice
en tours
(1)
Annee 19 _ ___ Annee 19___ Annee 19
Investissements (2)
(dont programme d'mnovatlon presentA) (	 ) (	 ) (	 ) (	 )
Beso ns en fonds de roulement (3)
]istr buttons (4)
:1emboursemenis de credits (5)
;dont remboursement a I ANVAR) (	 ) (	 ) (	 ) (	 )
Divers ^-
Total des besoins
4
Augmentation de capital
Apporis en comp;as courants
Cessions d ac tits - -- --	 —, I^ --- ---^	 --	 .-
Autohna n ce^ient (6)	 !
I
(dont depenses Ce R e! D non mmobilisees; (. 	 ) (	 ) (	 ) I (	 )
Emprunts ('',
Ade s prevues ($)
	 ---- —
	
-- ^	 i	 —
Aide ANVAR
-
Total des resiources
Cumul
Excecenls
Insult-sauces
Pour memoue
Programme d nnovat on presente
Instructions pratiques
concernant I'etablissement du plan de financement
11) Exerc ce suivant le deinier bdan prodwt au Coss er 	 1'endettement a moyen ou a long lerme et es echeances
121 Tous prog r ammes d)nveslisse-e n ts prevus en terrains	 annuelles en capital
Datl rr.en' q mare^e s mmood sations incorporeues	 Ind duer ausst yes echeances de conlra!s de credit bail
indicjF' a --a" es , nveslissements du programmed' nnovation 	 (6) Autot nancement previsions concernart 'es
3es-' --I	 '^-cs oe rouiement res,:,tant du cycle Ce	 amort,ssemen!s l es Drowsions e! les rP-s-1!a1s ac res r'.Crs
pr:)r;,jc!ic^ s'^CAS et actifs a court terme	 r6Sultart des comote5 O'explortat:on previsicnneis. y cor^Dr•s
vo ,r nve :ac -s 2r et 27)	 les deperses ce recnercne el Ceveiocreme n l 'on ,mmeo,',se °s
41 : p it' C -!' ' :P. Div CenC?S 3OUf 'e5 SJC:e!e5.	 (7) IrC,gj_e" es ?mcr,nis a moven el :org te ,-es deia
.. o ?.= e`!s	 'es ; e'sonre es	
negec:es e! a m?^'e en Dace et ceux QUi Sd n t enwsag?s
:our es a"a 
r' '` 3'^exe ^.0 ze"ier wit?' c .=13 :e 	 6) n :.._- P: ' ^a — errents :ub^ cS OG t: ,^ :U .'°vu5i c'	 'var sollic'^e
^J	
I 1
"" +7
f
l
i
I
i
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Anlaoe F-2, S.1
Vu
col
G it'	
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Convendom i'eide i1 nmsmorvtlm W	 Ur
ENTRF_
1 • L'AGENCE NATIONALE DE VALORISATION DE LA RECHERCHE (ANVAR)
Etablissement public i camakre industrk . at ommercial
dots de 1'autonomie rinancibre
43, rue de Caumartin, 75436 PARIS CEDE : 09 	 L
dhign6e ci-april:s par . Anvar .
reprisentie par Monsieur	 fonctioo	 C
dune part
	 -
LrT
I
2•	
k
ladite soci6t6 ci-apr6a dinomm6e LE BENEFICIAIRE
mpr6santh par M
t
nnaieur	 fooctiots
1 	 ^
	
J	 d'autre part
— Vu le d6cret a 79-615 du 13 *Met 1979 relatif 1 l'orpniastion tk an foactionnemew do 1'Ajeoce Nationale de •wal► 	 Z
riution de Is Recbemhe (ANVAR) et aotamment lei articles 2 (troisitme alin6a) at 15.
— Vu le d6cret n' 79-616 du 13 juillet 1979 mlatif 11'aide it l'innovation.
— Vu l'instructiot tecbniquc at 1'insttuctioc financiim effectu6m dam la conditions prfirues 11 rardde 6 du d6eet 79-616
survil6.
	
1r:
— Vu les documents joints au contrat.
A Etc conclue une convention d'aide 1 l'innovation ripe par la CONDITIONS PARTICULIMRES ET CONDMOINS
GENERALES d'octroi de 1'aide ci-aprh expos6es.
1F
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CONDnioNS PAWnCUIZRFS D'OCi1tO1 DE L'AIDE
Vu 1'avis emis par la Commission d'artnhutioo des aides du ..........................
Concernant une aide dont I'obtet technique est :
Vu It oossier diposi le 	 sous le: n' ........
Une aide i l'innovation at accordie par I'ANVAR scion les modalitis suivanres
— Montant total estimatif du programme prisenti ................ francs bons taxes
— Date privue de fin de programme : ............................
— Dipenses retenues dans I'assiette de 1'aide conformiment su devis ci-apris annexi : .............. Francs bon taxes.
— MONTANT FORFAIT •t RE DE UAIDE ACCORDEE : ................ Francs.
(somme en lettres
	 ................................ '
	
............... _.......	 1.......	 .. ... . ............
......................................1..:......................................
	
..................>
soft ...... s . % dr.. dipenses retenuta dans 1'amiette de I'aide
La presente aide
	 V i-u )vation est accordie au BENEFICIAIRE sous forme dun pri:t rkmb(lursable en cas de succ?s.
CONDMONS 1i u :1K^r. x• 'r r
— Apre , stgr. lac
	 ....... Francs sous reserve des AUTRES CONDITIONS PARTICULIERES
— Deuxiitne r:! , cht ................ Francs it partir du ................ sous reserve des AUTRES CONDITIONS
PARTICULIERE.S.
— Trorsiime .cart he ......... Francs a partir du ................ s-us reserve des AUTRES CONDITIONS
PARTICULIFRES.
Les deuxiime et troisrime versements srront effectues sur appels de fonds accompagnes
• d'une attestation du BENEFICIAIRE: certifiant que pour is realisation du programme et au titre des depenses retenues
dans 1'assiette do ''aide, rl a fte diper.se
 une somme egale i au moins deux fois It montant des vers. rncnts precedents
• d'une attestation de rigulariti de la situation fiscale et soaale du BENEFICIAIRE ;
et sur prisentation des brlans, corrrptes d'exploitation et de pertes et profits du BENEFICIAIRE si une cl6ture d'exer-
cice comptable est intervenue depuis Is demande de versement de la u-anche pricidente.
-- Cette somme sera portec au credit du compte n' ...............................................................
ouvert au nom du BENEFICIAIRE it ...............
	
.........................................................
I : valo-
1 79-616
-nOvS
OBLIGATIONS FINANCIERES DU BENEFICIAIRE
Au plus card le 28 fivrier de cbaque annee et i compter du I' janvier de I'annie suivant Celle de la signature du contras.
le BENEFICIAIRE devra verser i I'ANVAR jusqu'i concu rrence de ...................... ......................
Une anoufti de remf oursemeol calculee comme soft :
1. — Un pour xntage de ...... 96 ( ............................................. pour cent) du chiffre d'affaires
horn taxes rialisi au eours de Vannee calendarre prccedente par Is vente ou Is commmercialisation de :
2. — Un pourcentage de ...... % (...... . ............................................. pour cent) sur la vente
des produits rialises et prevus su devis (prototypes, pre-series, maquettes, etc.).
3. — Un pourcentage de ...... %( ................................................pour cent) sur les produits
des cessions ou concessions de licences, de bresets ou de savoir-faire perqus egalement I'annee ealendaire preccdente.
lorsque lesdites cessions ou concessions portent sur tout ou partie des resultats du programme aide.
Le BENEFICIAIRE sera delie de tour Its engagements et obligations lui incombant au titre du present contrat dis qu'i] aura
rembourse la totalite de la somme privue ci-dessus.
•
ktJ
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AtMM CONDMONS PARTICL41FJ S
I'
l
1
DOCUMENTS JOINT'S
— devis du programme
^	 4
^	 V
Fah i ........................ It ....................
to troix exemplaira
I'
LE BENEFICIAIRE	 L'AGENCE NATIONALE DE VALORISATION
DE LA RECHERCHE (ANVAR)
Il est annext 1 Is prfsente convention, des a CONDITIONS GENERA LES. d'octroi de 1'aide doot It binificiaire dEclk"
avoir pris cont;aissance et auxquelles it adbtre.
l
4V
- 1 l3 - AN VAK
-1 Fkj;	 -.
CONDMONS GENERALES DV TROT DE !.'AIDE
A. — VERSEIIENT DE L'AIDE
Lt vehement des fonds sera suffisamment constati par Its
bcritures de I'Agence Comptable de I'Anvar.
L'Anvar no sera pas tenue de verser tout ou partie du montont
do !'aide ai I'un ou I'autre dcs cas vists i I'article E ci-aprts
vient i se produire, ou si I'Anvar, apres avis de In Commission
d'attribution des aides estime que l4volution de la capacitt
technique et financiire du BENEFICIAIRE ne lui permet
`r
p de mener 1 bien 1'exicution du programme.
D'autre part, si des tvinements exttrieurs avant un caractIm
de force majeurc viennent remettre on cause I'intirlt tcono-
mique du programme faisant l'obje , de I'aide ou si des chan-
lements fondamcntaux interviennent dons le statut (voir
articles B 7) ou le contr6le du BENEFICIA I RE (voir
article B 8) In situation ainsi crtee sera examines par I'Anvar
quit, avis pris de I: Commission des aides, pourra modifier Its
diets;ons initialer.
L'Anvar ne sera tenuc aux versements que dens In limite des
crid:ts budgetaires de paiement aisponibles mis i sa dispo-
sition par 1 'Etat -.our gfrcr la procedure Taide i ('innovation.
Le cas tcheant I'Anvar informera It BENEFICIAIRE de
Bette situation dans Its meilleurs delais.
L — '3BLIGATIONS DIVERS £S DU BENFFIC1AME
i Le BENEFICIAIRE certifie par Its prtsentes qu'd est en
rigle vis - i-vis de ses obligations fisc,!ts et sociales en appli-
cation de !'article 2 dernie- alinea dicret n' 79-616 du
13 juillet 1979 et s'engage en outre
1) 1 realiscr le programme pr6senti et i affecter exclusi-
vement I'aide accordic par Its pr6entes aux dipernses prhntes
dans le devis du programme d'innovation et rialisees poste-
tieurement i In date du dip6t do la demande ;
2) a ne pas suspendre, ni abandonner la realisation du pro-
gram. a sans en ir(orm er au prealable I'Anvar ;
3) 1 adresser chaque annee h I'Anvar avant le 28 fevrier
to deux exernplatres un rapport sur I'ttat d'avancement du
programme et, dts aches ement du programme aide, un rapport
final d'execution ;
3) 3 se soumcitre au contr. -le qui sera opere sur le plan techni-
que et sur le plan financic par I'Anvar ou taus representants
ac:rcdites par Fir nvar, ainsi qu '1 donner toutes facilitts pour
1'exerc ice de cc contr6le, notamment en cc qui concerne Its
4.ifications sur pieces et sur place. En cas d'assoeiation, le
BFNEFICIAlkE se Porte fort pour ses associes du respect de
:a presente clause ;
:) • 1 faireconnaitre i I'Anvar route prise de brevet en
F:acce et a I'etranger relative au programme Tinnovation
aidin ;
e a ne pas ahandonner Its brevets preci(es sans avoir mis
'.'.lnvar en mc ,,ure de lei reprcndre graruitement 1 son nom
au mans deux mots avant I'echrince. En cas de reprise
^usdits brevets oar I'Anvar. ces derniers ne seront pas oppo-
_.	 au BENEFICIAIRE
6) 1 ne pan procbder 1 t'ahinatica, to cession, to concession,
1'apport ou Is transmission 1 tare quelec que directement ou
indirectement, 1 titre gratuit, i titre ontr .ux ou mime i titre
de rtciprocitb, den moyens nicessaires,' soil 1 la rtal ; 5mion
du pr4romme aids, sp&ialement del brevets, procidis de
fabrication ou r6sultats techniques divers, soft i In Commer-
cialisation des produits de cc programme, tans avoir obtenu
I'accord prialoble de I'Anvar
7) i communiques i I'An4r, di's 4u'ey1•3 se produisent, toutes
modifications dans la ripartition du capital social du BENE-
FICIAIRE dit lors qu 'elles aboutihsent i un changement data
It contr6le du BENEFICIAIRE ;
8) 1 communiouer i I'Anvar, des qu 'elles se produisent, touter
modifications dens It statut du BENEFICIAIRE (notam-
ment In form- juridique, ! 'objet social, le montant du capital)
de mime que toute mice en regll•ntent judiciaire ou liquida-
tion de biens ;
9) a i faire connaiti c I'aide accordec par I'Anvar chaque
foil que It BENEFICIAIRE fora une campap de presse
sur le programme et ses risulta-s ;
a passe une periode de cinq annfcs i compter de la signa-
ture du contrat d'aide, I'Ansar -,ourra publier des informa-
tions sur le programme aidt sauf ri It BENEFICIAIRE s'y
oppose par tcrit.
C. — ECHEC OU ABAI '`DON DU PROGRAMME,
NON EXPLOITATION DE TOUT OU PARTIE
DES RFSL'LTATS
Le constat d'icbec technique ou commercial du programme
pours itre demands It tout moment soft par le BENEFI-
CIAIRE I I'Anvar, snit par I'Anvar.
Si I'Anvar eonstate I'tcbec tecbnique ou commercial du pro-
jet, le BENEFICIAIRE :
1) devra, si It constat d'ichec conduit i interrompre It pro-
gramme, rembourser 1'excedent de participation de I'Anvar
dans lei dipatses effcctivemeot realisces si ladite participation
est superieure au pourcentabe de I'aide par rapport aux
depenses retenues ;
2) sera dklie de tous Its engagtn:ents qu ' il a contractes concer-
nant le remboursement de I'aide et de I'article B ci-dessus (i
I'exception des alinfas 5 et 6) sous reserve qu'il ait rempli
toutes ses obligations contramelles jusqu 'a la date du constat
d'tchec.
En cas d 'abandon du programme pour tout autre C345e qu'un
echec dument constatc par I'Ansar ou en cas de non exploita-
tion, sauf excuse legitime, de :out ou partie des resuitats du
Programme dans un Mat de trots annees survant la date
de signature du present contrat, le BENEFICIAIRE sera
tenu, it I'Anvar 1'exige. au remboursement immediat de tout
ou partie de I'aide aceordee. Le BENEFICIAIRE pourra i
demander 1 1'Ans3r la designation d'un expert extc,;e:;r s i!
veut faire valoir !'exist^rce dune excuse :egittme. t
r
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Danz tom les cas ci •dessus, Ecbtc, abandon ou non expl •,tta-
tion sans excuse IEjitime, et dans la mesure od U o'a pas
remboursf In totaliti de I'aide, le BENEFICIAIRE nr pourra
s'opposer i la reprise par I'Anvar ou par un tiers d:rsipf par
I'Anvar do tout ^ • t partie de la proprift6 ind atrielle, des
rfsultats de route nature, des moquettes ou pro'.utypes ac un
ou r6alish au titre du programme aids et dune I . gunk
rale le BENEFICIAIRE ne pourra i appoaer i Is reptl.e de
projrt par d'autres entreprises. L'applicstioe de cette clause
sera faire dans un esprit de concertation &fin deppr6sarver au
mieux lei intirfts du BENEFICIAIRE et 1'intN skaral.
D. — COMPTABILITE
LE BENEFICIAIRE tiendra une comptabilitE sur laquelle
figureront tom Elements nicessaires i 11valuation pr:.cise
des dipenses et recettes vishs i Is prfsente convention
Les Mpenses effectuies en vertu de I'assiette de I'aide retenue
(factures externs ou Ilocuments analytiques interrtea).
t
Les Pecettes retcnu's pour le vernement des annuith dues i
I'Anvar (chiffres d'affaires tEaiisfs, praluits de cessions ou
de concessions de licences, de brevets ou de savoir-faire).
Cettc comptabilitE sinsi k que les 06ments de oomptabilitt
g6n6rale s'y rapportant seront tenus 1i la d4positioe de
I'Anvar ou drum re rEsentant accridit6 par elle dans la
quinze jours de I& d^ma4k formul6e par 1'Anvu.
Le BENEFICIAIRE s'engage i ripondrs an plus Lard le
28 fivrier de chaquf ante au questionnaire qui hsi sera
adressi par -'-_twat ldans le courant du mois de- janvier
de chaque ann6e et i adrtsser i I'Anvar simultanEment les
sommes dues au titre de la prfsente Convention.
Les sommes dun devront ftre venEes i M. ('Agent comptabk
de I'Anvar, soit par chtque bancaire, soit par virement post
au C.C . P. 9151 51 K PARIS.
Toute somme non ve,sh dans les dilais priciles produira
intfrft au taus de I % par moil calendaire de retud.
E. — KEPETMON
1) La prfsente aide donnera lieu de plein droit i rfp6titiM
i compter de Is date d 'ouverture d'u-ne procidure de ligt&
dation de biens ou de riglement judtciaire ainsi qu'en w
de dissolution ou de liquidation amiable du BENEFICIAIRE
2) A Is seule initiative c:c 1'Anv lkr, to prfsente aide donners
lieu i ripitition dans l'un ou 1'autre des cas suivants -
a) Inobservation par le BENEFICIAIRE de l'une quelconque
de so obligations rfsuhant des pthcntes.
S) Situat;on non rEgulR . e au regard de ses obligations fiscales
ou sxiales.
e) D6clarations inexactes ou mensongires.
L rfpititioo immMiate sera de droit, si I'Anvar 1 'exige it
sanz qu 'il y sit lieu i formalitts judiciaires ou extra•iu&
ciaires, la Somme i verser Etant alors 6gale i 1'encoun de
I'aide, augments le cas Echiant, d'intirfts calculEs au tats
ligal fixt par la loi n' 75-619 du 11 juMet 1975.
P. — ATTWBUIION DE ' JURMICTION
1
La Ttibunaux de Paris scroat souls comp6tents pour toute
contestation relative au prEsent coLtrat.
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PLAN DU RAPPORT L" XPERME TECIQYICO-ECONOMIQUE
DUNE DEMANDE D'AIDE A VENNAVATION
t!
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V Les travaux, risultats et analyses qui sont i I'ori&e- du projet.
i	 IF
N2' Les objectif y du programme d'innovation.
3' Le contenu du programme d'innovation.
4' Les perspectives d'industrialisation.
	
	 .
i
S' Conclusions.
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Judi-
doe
I taus
touts
1. — LES TRAVAUX, RESULTATS ET ANALYSES QUi
SONT A L'ORtGLNE DU PROJET :
a) Description de I'origine du projet, et des risultats atteints.
Analyse critique du processus sutvi en comparant le stade
actuel avec I'itat de Is technique tel qu 'd est connu daps
le secteur de Is recherche et dans le secteur industriel
nournment daps la concurrence. Analyser Its dipenses
rialisbes pour alteindre cc stade.
b) Etude des brevets diposis par It demandeur ou des
brevets dont It demandeur a Ia licence. Ces brevets se
rapportent - its de faVw essentielle ou significative au pro-
duit ou procidi i divelopper ?
Leur objet prisente-t-d un caractbre de oouveauti riel
en fonction de l'itat de Is technique tel qu'il est connu.
Analyser Its dipenses rialisies au titre de la propt;<ri
industrielle.
c) Analyse critique de ('observation du marchi faite par It
demandeur.
Appriciation sur Its donnies chiffries, leur source et la
print en compte de Is concurrence trangaise et itrangire.
11. -- LFS OBJECTEFS DU PROGRAMME D'IUNNO-
VATION :
Rappel et examen des objectifs avec appriciatioc sur lour
been fonde : ea tenant compte de Nut giniral de la techni-
que, de la demande sur le marchi et de Is concurrence (prix,
performances, tadle...).
a) Oblect;fs techniques (qualitatifs et surtout quantitatifs).
bi Ob; ectifs commerciaux (pour Its cinq armies i veair en
"Crate Je produits ou de liceic").
„ -_...: 9rar. r.irr y person : ; ^c5 Je rentabiiitdl.
Souligner I'intiret collectif contenu dans Its objectif y . sicu-
riti environnement, conditions de travail, Economies d'inergie
ou de mati&es premieres, exportations...
111. — LE CON'IENU DU PROGRAMME DT%fNO-
VATION :
Distinguer Its trois themes qu'il peut concerner (points a, b
et c ci -dessous) et, dune fagon ginirale, appricier si les
moyens privus (compitence des hommes, des sous - traitants,
aiveau d'instrumentation, etc.) sont sufuants et adiquats
pour permettre tare bonne exicution du programme.
a) Programme technigoe :
Description des diffirentes stapes de cooception, rialisation.
essais, interpritatioo...
Appriciation sur Its risques privisibles et jugement sur la
dimarche scientifique ou technique adopt& at sur la capaciti
des iquipes techniques_
Appriciation sor la t000(aots reteous pour It devil des
travaott et sar It wimbre d'hetres nicessahvs poor 1'e:icodon
do programme.
Un point aussi pricis que possible sera eHectui concernant
Vim des dipenses diji engagEes lorsque It programme
prisenti concerne la poursuite de travaux entrepris prici-
demment.
Dire si la collaboration d'un tiers (centre de recherche, entre-
prise), petmettrait d'accroitre Its chances de riussite, d'acce-
lirer le processus de diveloppement ou de riduire Its coots
du programme par apport de connaissances, de moyens en
bomme ou en matiriel.
b) Programme d'itude de marchi :
Si i'e!ude de marche est faite par to demandeur lui-memc,
nque
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n ppricier si Is dimarche retenue et Its moyens consacris i
l'itude permettront d'aboutir i des conclusions fiables, suf-
fisantes ou surabondantes. Due si la spccificiti du produit ou
procidi, la nature de son marchi ne justifient pas d'avoir
recoup i une socitti spicialisie.
Dans It cas ou l'itude de marche est sous - traake i un lien,
examiner si la dimarche et les budgets sont bien en rapport
avec le besoin du demandeur.
c) Programme de protection Indmstrielle :
Outre It contenu des brevets (cf. I b.) examiner si Is poh-
lique de protection iridustuelle eat bien adaptie aux projets
de diveloppement et notamment s'd s'agit d'extension de
brevets a I'itranger dire , st . It marcH. tel qu'il est connu dans
ces pays, justific Ic prograr me d'cxtcnsion.
IV. — LES PERSPECTIVES DINDUSMALLSATTON
r
Examen des moyens I ntettre en auvre pour atteindre les
objectify d'industrialisltion :
i) Pow In commerrullsadon
Examen des moyens commerciaux actuels du demandeur.-
Analyse critique dqq moyecs prEvus (personnel, riseau...)
pour atleindre la objert ifs de vente et estimation des dipenses
correspondantes. Aepriciation sur la capaciti actdclle du
demandeur i fmnchtr Its itap,!s nicesuirea.
t
b) Pour Is fabrication :
Examen de l'outil de production actuel du demandeur.
Analyse critique des moyens prEvus (personnel, locaux, maw
riel ... ), de leur cohirence avec les objectif y commerciaux et
de 1'estimation des depenses correspondantes.
Appriciation sur Is capacitt actuelle du demandeur I franchir
les napes neccsWres.
Dire si les prix de revient prEvus intigrent bien ('ensemble
des ilemeats ci-dessus et appricier les consiquences sur is
realisation des obtecttfs commerciaux dune mauvaise estima-
tion des prix de revient.
V. - CONCLUSION
En resumant les aliments ci-dessus, dire :
-- si le progr--nme propose aboutit i des produits ou pro-
cWs don( .a performance et It prix soot concurrentiels ;
— si la moyens prEvus pour 1 'exicution du programme
soot nicessaires et suffutants ;
— si le demandeur a la capeciti directe ou indirecte d'atteia-
dre les objectifs industrials et commerciaux ptivus.
En conclusion, dormer un avis posilif ou nigatif ou, encore,
poutif avec riservcs ou modifications,
EWPORTAM : Reprendre ces conclusions de faWri risumee
our In note de synthese ci-jointe qui priciders le rapport
de 1'expert
v
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FACTURE D 'EXPERTISE
E:pert
NOM
Adresse personnelle
Socikti ou crgani+me
Honoratres selon proposition :
Deplacement de ............ I ............
Train (billet joint)
Avion (billet joint)
Automobile
Frais d'b3tel :
Nombre de nuitfes
Frais de restaurant :
Nombre de repas
Frais de reprogTaphie :
Date I	 t	 I	 t	 11	 l	 t
ANVAR,
Diligatiop REgionale
^ ...:......................
..............................
.........................
......I ..................
.........................
..............	 tun	 x	 0,	 F	 =	 .........................
x 87,00 F =	 .........................
	........................	 x 43,50 F =	 .............. 	 ..........
Nombre de pages	 ........................
	 X	 0,65 F =	 .........................
Montait total bors taxes	 .........................
T.V.A.
	 ........................
	 x	 17,60 % =	 .........................
M O N'T'A NT T.T.C.. 	 .. .....................
I
P.J.	 Bi;,ct de train C]
Ddltt T avioa
Signature
1U !•• 'XI V IC7 i rla t.
1	 4
rf
..^; ;.s4
.	 i
EXPERTTSES TECHNICO-ECONOMIQUE
BAREME DE REMBOURSEMENT DES MAN (•)
(hors frais de secrktanat, dfji inclus dons le mor , tant des bonoraires)
I. — FRAIS DE DEPLACEMENT
Les frais de deplacemcnt des experts lour scront reglEs conforminim aux rcgles appiic p bles nans la fooction r.,olique, i
savoir :	 . .
Frais de diplacemenr proprement dirs
• Remboursks sur la base des writs S.N C.F. premiire classe ou Air Inter.
En cc qui concerne Its Sillets d ' avions, le remboursement ne peut s'eBectuer qu'au vu de la souche du billet.
s
• Rembourses en cas b'util ►&ation d'un vEhicule pere• )nnel sur la base du tarif kilomitrique suivant
	
+ de 6 CV ...................... 	 6,89 FAun'
,
	
de 4 i1 5 CV 1 ......................	 0,74 F/km	 J
— de 4 CV ....' .................. 0,64 F/km
FraL1 de mission
I
• Remboursement de : 43 , 50 F pour un repas.
87,00 F pour un dicoucher.
I
A. — FRAIS DE REPROGRAPHIE
s	 Its seront remboursb S"r la base de 0,65 F la page.
i
I
E.3
•	 e.. 1 •	 +envier 1991. 1. al
NOTE DE SVNMVSE
due, 1
I
1
M.... ... .
dEsigni par
dont I'objet
WOW.! tot.
VentiM par
Remet scs c
♦ 1 J
O 
 /^)I
I	 I
Donier N• L I t I t I t t I J
r
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CONIKANDE DTMERlnSE IIVANM RE
REGION
L'ANVAR demande, it 1'expert financier :
	
4	
!
1'expertiu du dossier de de nande d'aide I ('innovation N' l
	
t	 t	 t
DhPos^ par	 A
Nom ou raison sociale
I	 ^
i
Le rapport d'expertise eat i retourner en 2 exemplaires
avant le	 19
1 I'adrrase ci-dessnus
• i 	 I
Le responaable de 1'A,IVAR poc: to dossier ut M.
Tbl.
Fait ev S exemplairu, le 	 19
Nom et qualitf du sig::v'aire
E	
f	 P:e.:u joiates
Dossier de demande d'aide N'
Veno 1 :em- , par 1'expert `insn:iv-
7
1$ ^ - ANVAK A r'ci_-
:
Or. POOR
i
CADRE A RE.MPLIR PAR L ' EXPERT FINANCIER
L'cxpert financier retourne i1 PANVAR
q le 3rEsent document en 2 exemplaires
le rapport d'cxpertL- c financiire en 2 exemplsir•es
	
I	 '
	
Lj it dossier de demande d'aide a I'innovstion IN !	 I	 I	 I	 I
et precise que le temps pass6 pour certe expertise s'Ei2ve 1
	 jour
Cette prestation sera ri&C selon les modalith prbvues
Fait it
r
I	 ,
Nom et qualitt d
i
Signature de Is D.A.F
•	 ^	 ..Ml*
I	 1^_
___.ate 
I
4(1) axpuciter dan. !a rsopart annual A loindre.
^If
i
1
r
c
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AIDE A VINNOVATION	 1
QUESTIONNAIRE 1881
ATTENTION : 1 Basses de 4 feuille •s dont 3 feudlets A retourrw A, rANVAR Is domrer feuillat de
claque bass• eat 1 conserver pour voo archives.
Pour /as niponses 0WIN04, cocker N case s,fv(r ! drortl de /a bonne niponse
A. RENSEIGNEMENTS GENERAUX
r
r
A.0 NOM DE LA PERSONNE DUI A REMPLI LE QUES110NNAl 	 l ,	 r	 ..	 I
EV	 U	 IDA.1 BREVETS ET UCENCES RELATIFS A 	 PROGRAMME A
1 . 1	 Avez-vous au tours de 1'exerc ce 1981 ddpoaA de nouvelles demon-
mdes de	 brevets	 an FRANCE	 ou A I'Atranger 7 ............................. 	 .
Si	 oui,	 date
	 de	 notification	 A	 I'ANVAR	 ..... _.__	 ...	 ............"•...	 ..
 Y
L	 I	 _ I	 r
7 m1	 2	 Abandonne ..as brevets an FRANCE ou A 1'6trange( 	 .................
r
Si oui,	 date de	 notification
	 A	 I'ANVAR	 .................. 	 _......... L	 II
1"	 ' !	 IFRANCE
	
re!rangar 71	 3	 Cade das bre.ets ou ccncedd des licence- en	 ou a
Y
Si	 ow.	 date	 d•	 notification	 i	 I'ANVAR	 ................ ..... 	 .............. L	 1 I	 I
A.2 EXPLOITATION
Y-a t-d ou on 1981 , al4nation, cession, concession. apport ou trans.
mission de lout ou part * des rnoyens n6cessarres A Is reohsat+on du
programme, ou A Is fabncatron at is commerc3a6aauon des risultats
7 mduprogramme
	
................	 ...................................................
A.3 STATVT DU BENEFICIAIRE
3. 1	 Des modifications sont-ellas intervenues dens to n/paitt n du capital
® mraa.re	 7	 ........event abou7t A un char%gama.:t dans Is contrdle du bA^
3.2	 Le montant du	 capital	 a-t-d	 it*	 madifit	 7 ................................ 	 .. C=LJ L_J
3.3	 Des modifications importantes sont *Iles intervenues dams lee stoWts
7 m(form jundlque, objet social. dissolution, liquidation amiab le	 .)	 .....
3.4	 La benAficia re a-t-d its adm.s au benefice de Is suspension provisorre
7des poursu,tes. du rAglsment ludiaa re ou mss an ligwdsbon de brens
Fa it	 1	 .....................
Is...........................
Cac,et de	 Nom at qualitA
rEntravise	 du signstaire
."	 S.--
r
RANG ou VIERUWNT IADWAW sacs A0441
26me vehement F L, J L iJ
36me vehement F LLJ LLJ
44me versoment F W L J Fait l ...................If........................
Cachet de	 Nom at qushte
I'entreprise	 du stgnataire
J
AIDE A L'INNOVAIION
QUESTICNNA^PE '981
ror,,..
F ID 	e
AWAR	 ^i•P
B. PROGRAMME
S, votrs programme est er, tours
	
suspendu ou standonnl. Repondre aux questions B 1
Sivotre programme est termme	 reoondre directement is 8 2	 Programme tsfm ne
8.1 PROGRAMME EN COURS
v
1 . 1	 Date initialement pr/vue de fin du	 programme ... 	 .......................... L i
1.2
	
Date	 prlvisible	 dot	 fin	 du	 programme	 .	 ....	 ....... ...........................
r
L^ L.._J
1.3
	
last-d apparu des difficultes techniques ou commerciales QUI ramettent
l'interlt	 >nn	 cause
	
du	 programme	 .	 ...	 ......	 ...........	 .	 ....	 ..	 ......
1 4	 Eta ,  des d6ponses entrant dens Is dev s accept• par I'ANVAR
1	 4	 1	 - montant des dlpenses r/•Iles de 1'e n ercice 1981	 _. __ _____ F
1	 4 2	 montant des d/penses reelles entlneures .._... _ F
Total des dlpenses ou	 31.12.81
	
....	 .......... F
as1	 5	 Le programme a t-il H!	 suspendu	 >	 ...	 ...	 .....	 ........... L=1J
Sr oui, du	 I	 I	 I	 I	 ou 4
at
	
date	 de	 notification	 l	 I'ANVAR	 _._	 .....	 _ ...	 ................_	 _... I	 1 I	 I
'	 1 mt	 1	 6	 Le	 programme	 a-t • tl	 ltl	 abandonn!	 ....................... ........................ r
Si	 out,	 an	 date	 du	 ............................. 	 ........................................ l
t	 '	 at date de	 noti f icatio'1	 i	 I'ANVAR	 ............	 .........	 ` I	 I 1	 I
m1.7
	
Aver-vows demandiii 	 un	 constat d'/chec 7 .........................................
- M
^	 Sr	 out.	 on	 date	 du ........................................................................... L	 I I	 I
7 1	 1	 Is 1 . 8
	
Crasgnez-vous d'avorr l solliciter un constat d'lchec
	
.......................
1.9
	
A quells date privoyez-vous. Vil y a lieu, de demander to verement
des Vanches do I'sido 7
I1 ► expliciter dens le rapport annual 1 loindre
a	
h -d-
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-
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AN RAIDE A l'1NNOVATION	
^/ DOSSIERQUESTIONNAIRE 1981	 `a \
CE QUESTIONNAIRE NE DOIT ETRE REMPU
QUE SI LE PROGRAMME EST TERMINE
B.2 PROGRAMME TERMINE f
2.1	 Data	 effective	 de	 fin de	 programme	 .................................... .......... .. I
2.2	 Date d'envoi y I'ANVAR du rapport de fin de programme pryvuauk
contrm ........................................................................................ I
Lj
m2.3	 Avez-vous itteint Ies objectifs techniques fixis dons vote programme T. FLJ
2.4	 Confirmez-vous lei perspectives commerc+ales Initialer 7 ...............1. o
ED2.6	 Avez-vous demand y un constat d' y chec	 7	 ...................................
Y A
Si	 out,	 an	 date	 du	 ................	 ..........	 ....................................... I	 .
F-71
II,.11
1
F—2 6	 Craignnr vous Savoir y sollic,ter un constat d •y chec 7	 ......	 .............
2.7	 Etat de d y penses entre.it dans Is dews accepta per PANVAR
2.7. 1	 Morrtant des d y penses r"lies de 1'etercics	 1981 .......................... F
2.7.2	 Montant des dipenssi r4elles ant4neures ..................................... F
Montant total des d4ponsas offoctives ... .................................. -_ F
2.E	 Rappel du dews accepta par I'ANVAR 	 .............................................. F
i
1
I
Cachet de 1'entrepnse
(11 ey pl , Cto • Tans le rap port annual joint.
Fait y _. ...............
le.........................
Nom at qualit y
 du signatav
^It .n
7A-
OF f
r
IUD( A ;'INNOVATION
	 Ail , H K	 DOSSIER
rY SIREN
M CDHTRAT
MOFRAM' DU ►RpGPA,.1%1E
MWANT OE t AIDE
TAUX
i
C. RENSEIGNEMENTS FINANCIERS ET REMBOURSEMENT
CA RENSEIGNEMENTS FINANCIERS
'
_	 Purvyaas
,NrORMAnONS IWLATWES A t ACn 'rt 1s411 11141. 11413 11141
CN"res d'afla res HT an m lhers de Francs
dont exportations
dom produ,ts reletifs i I'innovatuor aides
...... ...... ...................
Resultats sttendus on m,lllers de Francs
(Amortlssement + bsn!!Ics eprbs ,mpbtsl
i
t  
Hombre de Satules
C.2 REMBOURSEMENT
EEn vertu des dispositions p , lvues au wntrat u-dessus r/filrenci. Iii scuss+gnis combo slndres
st vintables let duclarabon: cu itenues dons Is prisent questionnaire at cerbfr quo !e montant
des rem boursemants dus a I ANVAR ou Mre de I'e[ercice 1981 •'dive A :L----
KJn	 JeAVT NOr6 TA
t	 04IFF;gs ft— n, . AU V4AAAh" AID( I- F.rvl	 Du CHWFM :YAP A09 TAIR Its^Ol/MIt
I	 1	 F
t
1	 - Venter .................. . ..................................... ..............
2 - Prodults de a.sslons ou concessions de	 t
brevets ou :u.^rces . .................... _ ................... ._
'	 f3 - Ventes de pro rntypem. ut pI lots moquette.j	 bri-sine a , , a, tres dispositions partrcu6ires(pricrser) ........................................... 	 . ..........	 .....
IL
Montant total du remboursement ...
dont Is	 ).ement est effectui 1 I'Agent Comptoble as 1'ANVAR
0 pr. ct ique bancairs joint
ou
{	 [' ar viroment postal au C C P 9151 51 K PARIS
! l oucune somme n'esr dL;e contra cruallernenf. mdtpuor !es chtNres daHa,res r4*4 of 0 dons
i	 e,.colo,tnes faux of remboursomenU
	 Fait i .......... _.....
j	 t	 Cachet de I'entrepnse 	 Is
Nom et qualiti du signata rs
i
.i	 !
..
i^ 1
h ICY
Fq^
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DE NDE D'AG RE."ENT PONCTUEL POUR EXPERT
POUR LA PRIME A L' INNOVATION
0,6?1G1NA!
OF POOi.
VOUS FAITES UNE DEMANDS D'AGREMENT PONCTUEL POUR EXPERT
VOTRE _ SSIER DOIT COMPORTER
- LA F^_F" _ Oc-
 OEMANCE CI-JOINTE CUMENT REMF L=E EN CEUX
EXEr1F A IRES ET SICNEE PAR LE REFRESENTANT CE L'ENYREFRISE
CLIEN	 CELUI OE L'EXFERT CEMANCEUR.
- UN CESCRIPTIF OES TRAVAUX FOURNIS FREVUS ET LE OENI5
CORRE:,PONOANT.
a
2ETOURr.EZ VOTRE DOSSIER COMPLET A LA DELEGATION RIGIONALE DE
'ANVAR (VOIR ADRESSE AU DOS)
_'AGP,E?"ENT )GUS SERA NCTIF=E CANS LES 4S JOURS SUIVANT VOTRE M"ANCE
NOTE IMPORTAN-E :
AVANT OE FAIRE VOTRE CEMANOE O'AGRE.ME`+T :L c57 NECE= ISAIRE CE VER- IEF
CUE L-'ENTREPRISE t ..L. IENTE SATISFAIT AUX CONGiT ICNJ IMFCSEEE FCLR
BENEFICIER OE LA PRIME A L'INNOVATION (voir article 2 du U cret
n° 79-617 au verso de la demande d'acreme-lt).
- 7t
i
4
^j	 1
tIIIt i
1
1^MA4 	 DOVC Tu_
PRE."IERE : E.4ANDE	 SI NON, DERNIER A,-,RE-ENT AC:CRDE N ' .
L' E(?ERT
a
Nom	 PRE Ncr
DATE DE NAISSANCE
ADRESSE
	 —~
TEL
FORMATION (DIPLOMES) :
STATUT :
SALAR.E. FONCTICH
EIMPLOYEUR : NOM : ._
TRAVAILLEUR INZE-ENrANT, PROFESSION . .
E(PER1ENCc PROF E -Q S IC-NNE_LE c7 RE ERENCES CANS
	
MAINE CONCERNS
AvCIR PRIS C". W+A:SSA •+CE CES TEXTES FISUP. ANT AU VERSO.
_"E;	 EEvE=iC:ER CE L' S :,R-t"ENT DE L ' ANV AR DOUR LE P g 03RAYP!E CE TRAVAUX AYAN" DOUR 7EJE7
^ESPONSABL: TECHN:OUE OU PRCJE' :
	
t
DONT ` LESCRIPTIF CKIF-FRE EST DETAILLE EN ANNEXE (A JO'lN rRE PA.^ , L'ETERT DLvAjNDE'JR)
NCNTA:+T PREVU DES TRAVAUX
DATE PREVUE DU DEBUT DES TRAVAUX	 _ DATE PREVU JE FIN DES TRAVAUX
CUE L'E:'47RE?R1SE C1 7DESSUOUS ENVISAGE DE LUI :ONFIER.
RAisou SOC:ALE :	 k
ADRE : SE DU SIEGE
TES
N'EXISTE PAS DE LIENS JURIDIOUES ET/OU FINANCIERS ENTRE L'ENTREPRISE DUNE PART,
ET L'^'RGANISME CI-DE{SuS DESIGNS Ou SES SOUS-TRA:TAIITS POUR L'EXECUTICN DES TRAVAUX OE RE:HERCHE D'AU- ;s W
AUTRES CUE CEUX MENTICNNES CI-DESSGUS :
CE>tT,r,c SINCERES Et VERITABLES LES INFORMATIONS DONNEES AU TITRE DE LA -RESENTE DE:'ANDE D'AGRE:'ENT.
SIGNATUR^ OU REPRESENTANT
DE L ENTREPRISEk
H014 ET OUALI TE DU S I GNATA I RE
SIGNATURE DE L'EXPERT
FAIT A	 FAIT A
LE _	 LE
NOTIFICATION D'AGREHENT CE L ' ANVAR	 AGAtMENT N * LJ I  I I J LL fIJ
i
	 CET AGREMENT WEST VALABLE OUE POUR LES TRAVAUX CI-CESSUS DESIGNE5.
EAC^ET DE L'ANVAR
	
FAIT EN DEUX EXEMPLAIRES a
LE :
POUR LE DIRECTEUR GENERAL
_ lgg _ Aniage
	
r-i,	 ,).i
DES IANCE D CE A LA REC'E =C. E
7v.t
 -I ss^
f
r+),
Acton : 4.R.1.
	
	 02IGr:
OF Pouf.
05`st .0 ti: -e de la rec'.ercl-e
Or:»: i-e do-andeur
r
	
&dress*
E t	
tll^phone	 n' S147-T
for=e jur:dlque	 code APE
n' regist:e de coanerce
personne ayant qualitl pour engage* le denandeur : ( non,rpr^nons, fonction)
:.	 r
Labor-i:aire(;) devant effectuer les nudes
adresse(s) .
^aUTQ= '-
.NT.
Wi phone
n.^: cc titre du directeur
Res•lnn4--Me se:entI ficue
t.-re ou .'onc;ion .
a_:-s'.e at till':P"ona
Ccut '	 ro- --e : cf. f 3 er 5 de la note explicati:•e
Our"c
	
3 co-iptcr Ju
	 (cf. ;	 de la noce r^:aiicstir^)
:on	 (c*	 3 5 --'c 1a noc '!	 :7licativ^)
:t 5-_ 5}
Couc du Aide Aut-.es
pro-ra:v.e dc-and^e partic>>a_'a-s
TTC I"C T-C
Fc".- t i onnament
G:	 : pe—cn.t
:_..1	 :T.: I
rI
-7:7
o-V
Of ►
RE*:5^IC':!.'sE':TS SCI E NT IFIOUE5 (1)
{'
I. S1twatJon	 ,)r.tuclle	 du	 suict	 de	 re^	 crcne
- Ftude
	
b:blJobraphique
- travaux	 dej3	 !alts	 Sur	 le acre	 sujet	 en France ou	 I	 I'etrc-6Cr
-	
travaux	 et	 publications
	 du	 laboratoire	 su• r	 le sujet ou dans	 le
le rtcmi	 domaine
-	 brevets	 pris	 dzns	 le	 secteur	 (ev:ntuelle-^ent)
- si	 -e	 programme	 fait	 suite	 1	 un	 progra-.-e	 deda finance	 par
le M.R.I.	 ou	 une	 autre	 ad.inist "atlon, 	faire le	 point	 des
resultits
	
obtenus
	
et	 indi4ucr
	
le(s)
	
nunero(s) de	 la	 (des)	 dicision(s)
d'aiue	 ;
-	 1:ste des	 contrats	 n tours
	 ou des tie-andes	 en instance	 a:.pres
du	 I1.R.I ou d'autres organismes.
2. Plan de	 recherche
- objecti:€ general des	 travaux
- program ,ne des travaux
- conscg4ences attendues	 (au plan scientiiique ou socio-zcono:icue).
3. `1D yens de	 Iaborat, ir e en	 personnel	 et	 iouioe-ent.
G. Contacts	 nrevus	 avec	 les	 laboratoires
	
francais et etraneers.i
r
r
,Ile-s cc-p16 men taires pa, inres D'I
7
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RE C ..r^U^
ULS FE;;Sc 1 S,'Tci :E,, TIS SC; E:^T IF f QUES
I in(s)
Objectif de la recherche : (4 lines raxi __.)
Situation du sujet de recherche : (8 li;,nes maxi =un)
Probrjare des travaux . (r^su-.e des di:e'rentes phases en 3 l:gnes =^>.'"ua)
t
j1r^c
f!
^:.m/
ca-res
In;jnieur en :'ref,
di-ecteur de recherche
d'ttude, etc...
In;_n:eur pr'.,ci?al
rec`ercla, char;e
ne rec^erche princi-
pal, etc...
C:)ar;a de rez:-..erc^e,
in,6:nil:ur, etc...
Chercheur etringer (1)
non :idr's
Tec:°nieien, a3ent
tec:-:i; :ue, etc. .
Oivrier, sccrztgire,
laziritoire, etc...
TOTAL
UK1G':. ",L PAGE 19
OF POOH QUALITY
Mayans '12_:SSa , res ;,,jr 1 ' e%^cut:on du ;r ;'J--e
1.
1.1 5311). =5 (^our 1°s or;a..) 5
- es rt..... s ou JSS. ..'eS":.;n Sall:.'!
prix en conote).
DL:K	 inh`	 I '3T',1.
Q AL:: 1C..::0:4	
.;C.!E-17D'EAFLOI ''40iLkIRE C1;
	 TOTAL A'
	 C:
E'1 • ! O r ;	 ` . E';3l=L
	 ?ORS	 ;R ES I	 CC`"?^'._-5
r
TOTAL ANN'L'EL
li(r?S C)I•,R 7S
1.1 Vacations (1)
Oi; :•:
	
T^1.:C
IVE-Ai: :E QUALIr ICATIO'; ::0'lS:iE D'E"1PLUI .10r,"' PF. 0'.,
UrAL .... 
1.J , —
CHA"\C :S
	
(	 T07
C oll ?, IS_S
f
T
I
r)
`:ontA7.
1.J Frais de laboratoire : (cf. 3 7 de la note e.-piicat;ve)
nature
OF POOR QUA..
tonal :
i
`fissions
	 (3 titre indicatif)
lieu	 duree
total :
Divers (1)
total	
.^^.......
TG i,L
	 `	 H7 J
:. tOl l^e"d'1t
	 (ce:te rubr.cue ne co7,-or a	 .:e :e	 s:ar:el o'.. .es _:u-en:::
perr'ettant de I 
	 cons:.^.:z, d ' Jr.2 va:eur Unit__'2
10 000 F H.-.)
a; Secte'^r give
	
— !	 _	 ^ ^	 I
^^.^T,.RE ET ;'L;R4'L-
	
	
u\^.aL_4^ ^'.iCh.^.^ 
Y	
J
r
'au : C u^o::i sse^2^t sur la dur 2e .j.0 progr a'r,e
	 ........	 _-
1
':a-'eur ar=tissa'''e prise en co _pce- par . e u•R.I.	 -
G,! pens,- , ne 50 ; ., d:-.ses qu a .] :1:7e except:nnne'_ et :ors_ue leur na:u7a ou :e%;r
_	 3r. e ?	 C 	 12 ^:'Veal; 110-731 112 au:,
..dt	 ^.,..c''2 CL 2: _e5 "on: ^0C-,u12^,P	 .nCilstS.)5:3 [rat _ _?
F:
7
I	
i
Ir
I
ORiC^^•,"r, ^
OF POOP. Q -
b) 5,:c:,!ur ^,ub:4.c
f
T07AL
i
1
^. =,is=`a^:-^u^	 (cf. g 3 de la note expl:c3:ive)
'	 a
a) lec--u, prive . pov-,centzoe . .......
TO-,AL
i
F-
...............
I
i
F
k
b) Szcteur public
1°)	 4 .'. de ............. scit .............
8.; de ............. soit .............
2°)	 4	 de .............
	
soit	 .............
TG- L
1	 J	 ..	 ..^-
	
^r	 ,
Ft
I
i
—1
u-
1 y t) -	 f-1, ale
TABLEAU RFCAPITULATIF DES `10YE';5 '.'SCESSA:^ES
	
—	 -----..______--
	 ORIC',NrL
OF Poop
	
POS: cS DE DEPENSES
	 ^_—	 MO'.:a';TS	 -
^ 	 H.T.	 T...C.
1. eonc:j onne^ent
1.1 - salaires et charges 	 ..............
1.2 - vacations et charges	 ..............
1.3 - frais de laboratoire
	 .........:....
- dont divers
	 ..........
1.I - frais generaux	 ............^.
total ( a) .	 ...............
total (a) x 117,6 Z .	 '	 .............
2. Eauloenent
total (b)
	
..............
total (b) x 117,6 	 ..............
i
TOTAL (a-b)
	
J	 {
TOIL.	 i' (a*'b) x 117.,6
Taux de participation du `l.R.I.
AU
-? I
.1
J
F
i
t
g
.w
.	 t
4
1
1
V
,*'*'D I
An aye = '.
OR(r 'r ..
OF f ,-
:es -onds
Inc::uer a v 2^: pr2cis__n les no^ e: .idresse du b^r:.`iciai
ce-iplet du cc,p:e ban_aire ou ,Ds:al (new cc adresse !e 1'apence banca:re.
du cc-p:at:e -Lblic, n' de
^ec:eur Sri.
	
^oin^ :2
 .__:ostoi:^-en; tin relevc d'identit2 ban__.._.
les in-'-
-cations relatives au :or,pta, devron: 2::2
n: 2s pz- le co -wntib:,- public de 1'or3anis-e.
Ob;et d• Ia recherche :
Noss du res?onsable
e A=dT A, C-1SCRI pL PAR
-^M'7
ORIGYf
OF PO
I re.
" Je m'engage , wa cas ou j'accepterals expresseme-t ou tacitement
1'aide acccrd4e par le K.R.I.
- b rOaliser le prograr=e d6fini dar.s la ddcision attributive et A
r especter toutes les conditions miles par 1'Etat d sa contribution.
financi6re ;
- a respecter les rZgles gdn6rales relatives au cumul de r4mundrations
des agents de 1'Etat ou des collectivitF.s publigves visEes par la
lEgislation en la mature (1) ;
	
- d mainten-r au loboratoire visd da ps la prEsen*_e demande	 le soutien
financier et matEriel qui lui est habituellement consenti 	 dans le
cadre du budget de mon d4tablissement.
Je reconnais en particulier avoir pris connaissance drs " conditions
d'attribution des aides A la recher_he.	 r
0
Date	 Signature :
( nom et qua'_it6 de la oerscnne
juridique:nent habi liit6e )
(1) pour les 4tablisse:ents publics
ou assimiles seu'-d=ent.
CEAGE`'"EdT PART I CUL I ER A SOUSCR I RE
OBL I r,AT0 I FE E T LORSIE L' URC1111  f
JE1 IFUR EST 1Z AS.KCIATION
OU UNE RI&TION
.7e soussign4	 repr.?sentant juridic-ue^en_
hatilitd de ( nom de 1'Association ou de la Fonda Lion )
l m'ergage d constituer une rdser 3e biocude periettant de faire _face , le cis
ec::zant	 A mes obli g ations d'emcloyeur * . Iles qu'e:le sont prdvues oar :e
idroit du travail et la convention collective dvuentuellement applicr.b:e.
i
Date	 Signature
( nom et aualit6 de la oersonne
r.-^ce-. 1 ;c_-,d_e lorsqu'un de.mandeur , ne relev. -t pas du sec-eur putlic
w::-- a =.e ai:!e :our ?a p.rem - I re fors au M.R.I.
- ^'	 --'= Luc ••N•',-_-.-'
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BILAGOR Nedan fortecknas samtliga bilagor till denna
ansokan Onkl sartryck i forekornmande fall)
1
1I
I
I
I
I
0
PROJEKTBUOGET Sammanstallning av projek:ets beriknade resursbehov (Ange anslagskalW
VERSONELLA RESURSER	 j	 MATERiELLA RESURSER 	 —
RjA n st och % av heIt,d!
G;.
OF t u.
.l
I J^
r^-	 7'
T	 •.+;unetcmkrp ; lfafnru: rrt;F,-;det	 KONTRAK T 	`•^•:--
'.+rdtkh % atural Sctenc: f:rrr• :h CUUt1Cll
1:1 e rn. ; I • el l bak o" 1 ; 1 1-1 85 SIuckhumr I • ,aFIru I b 36 aoJ
a'ro•dal
1
AM.apf ron dlid •,dd orpdn tpr panoaAn
—_Ansapel: d • aG oalron oCr sa r auida ,dupe Fy pdn;dd n I Ii reaomTdndrH ans•d^ a^
----yy1for panoodn
—
P..OT.mdndt 7t and^dp ar
f
1
1
r	 1
I
1
nrappon adnast ----	 '
v•tdn aka pl ^p rsdopero,,a t,opool) slid, naabo,sndloo U sa) aanaat
Haturvetenakapllga for•akningeraldlq
har teslutat stalls angivna forskningsanslag till Erl fortogande
t enlighet med vdlkoren ph omsl3ende sida.
Anslagot fir disponeeraa mLn
Ekonom llk radoreaning adnsat
Jag forldlarar mlg harmed beredd att Its emot anslaget oclh for
binder mig att folla med anslaget forbundna vlllkor.
cotum	 unda.knn
8 iAnslage• kcm rner all forvallas i enlighet
_ mad konl'sk1tit5 beSttimmelSer
i	 rorvaltands organ
f Datum	 rstamndl slide mote. I
1
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Ndtnntecknrnpdn ODtnnnq
UndersanN cad neemntc lirdtigs ^d ♦
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OT	 ALLMANNA BESTAMMELSER
OF F QoR	 ufformade av fors( ninCsrad,namnden och tofswntnCsracien 1 samrid
1 An g le gsmetts j o r s ocn anstagsforliallare
+-d Ans'Ij :um Wide 41% 'If" A"'!' 	 ulsesen av ys,dd!I
'ore'racte A nS:aq-,f1	 :ag l i ne gore M'n Jt fS(I -I orh an y l a gs to rvel Ian
de organ fhuvud4ns.4r'gl
Anyld aSmOtfeg l • e n i fatteghetP, oc"t skyldig hatei i forflillande fill
1`60.1 kan a  vian doss medgiIia awe riot as o  annan pe r so n eltef
rryhlut , o,•
Anslaq 1,11 forsill iv5rt:d tit Dld f. veS vid hogsk Oleennel !Orval
tat aw den to Anna ; till !orskning art bednvas vid annan
stathg rnyn(Jlghef bo' torva:re5 av darns I ovrigd fall forvaJas an
slag av ridet, SAvida el annel )vetenSkonimda
2 Olepoeltlonardlt
Anslaget skall disponeras a huvudsAkteg overensstammelse Ted
prOlektplanon och enhgl angrvna vdlkor Andnngar rdrande ensis
gets disposition somt a de ev rldel faststsllda sarskdd• vlllkoren kan
medges offer frometalfn,ng 1,11 tidet
Anslaget tit disponeras under den tld som anges pA omttlender al
do Erlordras tonangning ska l l ansokan harom mod angevande av
skal gores till rAdet , gild !id lo r e d,spos,honslident ulging
Etter olspoti.lionstidens ulging lkall medal som e l lorbrukats. A1sr-
Il i
 
till ric-t sAveda el annal be$lulatS
J Arbofaglverforbillandetn, onstallningswlltkor
I regel fo rva , tas anslag 1rAn ride' e. el hogskoleenhel. som ocksA
at arbetsblvare for personal som anstailts pA medal ffin onslaget
Mogskoleenhelen nraltdf tean5te , och torOrdnar personal (For e
regle,Ingsbrev for to,skn,ngsrAden forleCknaoe tofskarllansle' och
visas ands befattningar garter dock aft (Adel forordnar personal,
aven om hogskolorna Atagrt SIg all betala ut Ion. ge upp(,ifler till
skattemyndeghelerna m mt
I de tan anslag frAn radel forvallas av annan an hogskoleenhel av
gors trio tau till fall ver y. som at .,ur,,,•vare for personal i prolektel
Inrattandeavtlansf ar..shilinirgiforo r onandeavperscnal placering
I loneg f ad och eventuen enplarennq rofltg lonegrail A+da f arbelsgl
waen som oCkSA at answarig lot skatteavorag oCh skattembetal
nrngar socealforsak , ngS.I.g tier semesterlon, uppg-tter !I!! lase
I itillsmyndignet fors,sknngska::a m m
d Mo , kc stnader tilt to, J As gal ier q ,la 'oneolinenger, okat lone•
kostnedeCAlag;. onstallning aw viltarte m m
RA^ef ;a ,rraf sal Ar j! m , iz, , .o-D—„ aticn for genere!,a 'oneok
nrngar (ins : mer.Ostn4ae • ! . l'cilJ av L ATFt a sarskdd droning
Me f kost n a7e r for ansta"nlnd i, wlltane 'egiefas genom hllaggsan
slag oiler genom utbel Vn,ng !ran Sa r 5kdda for andam Alet reserve'
lade model I de 'all ans!allande av v,kane lea p t till mer.ost fader for
,Adel. skalf doss meagtvdnde Inhamtas forvag Sidant meog,van
(ie lamnas • roger e) v-d ganst'ed ghel av kcria'e varaktlghel an an
mAna: eller under sPmestereiighel
For anslaq rrin FAN galer an de bevdlaCe belloppen muurlerar
forvinlade hosMadsollur i 'ill folld av generella loneokningar
n, m
Utbetalning och rodowlening ow anslag
Forskn,ngsans.aq, scm aka l to,°val'as av statllgi organ och vessa
skaoemee' dlbe:a l dS )v r ide! :e I inslagsfO rvaltaen, IS sna rl wont
rest Atefkomm,t till r Aaer med a n slagsmQltagarens och anslagsfor
waltarens paskntt sami rredel blivit dlsoon l b • a for utbelalnrng
For vd , ;e sA7ant anslaj a-ge' alsla;%forvaltaren ekOnom.sk redo.
vesning senast vid de n
 bdoun.t som anges pa omstaenae sida
Cm lorska -r e, a' kru r er ' .• , r a t ' q! or-,in beslams !ran fall till fall
h u t anslag skall itte!a•as ^e n fe-:c,•sas
- AnSIa j Srm 1.II0!iatt f,renl n ^y e'^! , Shc l s.ap meal equal revesOrer,
utberalas Otto ,
 skf•f!I.g revv s t cr ae,ovisneng skail ske genom.
Insandande av best t rk'a a y sknher av to och utgaende Dalans-
r lkmngar resuftalfak n nga' sails tev,s,onsbetattelse
- I Ovnga fan sker utce,a ner.g pA reltvlsition av den huvudan.%vam
ge nlottagaren ' Je'p osle r sedan m ottagaren redovesat sina
, nslna7er Oregena,,?r!!kat•)ner or de r edovisaae kostnaos
pos i er re skad old Ar f •o f ran n sandas fin . Adel alternatevt
,co,:sas 'or av rA,,e' r 1!,, ^e, I scr PA dnmdddn av ans,e.gs
motlaga'en an •ale' or. ar s a ^y e's ram befalls it stc f 'e oe
,00c drew: till rakr.rgs tscaaa:e PA svn!t 1y ne^_aran kan sit!cr
SkCI! sta'as lilt a 1` S•ayt^`C"a'; trans alsoc;itlon
A UDpfoilming A. yrolekreftolef
RAd , ' nn 'a!! sit pA 'a-„ .41 ,alt f oila p ,oleVMf0-!! it
Finrer 'Adet aft aroelet e: to - : 1 .,$ dA h l lfretl;sll'•ande salt wan a 
slayri d , as in
l Forlsattringsanetog. rekommenderst analog
Radet kan fork'afa sin am kl sit ?Or .ommande budge:Ar bevula rne.
del for pro i ektet rekommerjo , at inslag)
9 Redogorelsor och repporter m m
Redogore l sor och rspporlsi over forskningsarbefet Willi to.
seberi lsel skall ages I sarskdd ordnmg om delta angel pA om
stiende side Pilot sliest pA anmodan
9 Publicertng ote reauttat
Vfd publecenng ev resultat tfAn alt prolekt som undeestolts av (Adel
skall anges all arbetat beditvds (publicefate) mod btdrag fTAn 1`A
dot
10. Inkdp ow apparstur, iganderitteforbbilanden m m
Inkop av apparatur wars koslnad overstiger 30 000 ki, ska tf ske i
samfid mod utruslnengsnamntlen for universitet och hogsko,or tit
rustningsnamnden kan betrada anslagsmottagaten even wild an
skatlmng av utrustnmg till lagre tklopp
Anslagsmoitagaren ska l l ansoka om tulllnhet for apparatur ocn ,n
strument som inkops Irin ullandet mail medal Er in ridet
AD paril utrustnig Oct ovnga inventanef som snkopis for as rA.
del anvisade medel och sortle) at tltt bettakta som forbrukningsma
ferial, skall vid Inkopstillfallet fortecknas il rlvenlaneregistreras) ow
enslagstorvaltande organ Alnderatten tillkommer rAdet Anslags
mottagafen har nyttlanderallln till aAdan utrustmng och a answarfg
for virden aw enkopt apparatur sA !ange prolektet pAgAr - d It s fill
(less ekonomisk slutredovisneng godkants Etter skonomisk stufie-
dovesning maddela , ride( b!Slut om den forisattd agenderatten till
apparaturen
Om an51ag5moitagd r e unde I6
 i. r oie kt e l s gang fanner all tnkopt at
rustnmg e1 iangre behove( u(h y!tles I pfc)cktet skall h-ii konlakla
ridet, soni dA meadela f %ur sedan utrustnmg skall anvantlas i fort
satinrngen oCh hit evenlue la forsallningsintakte' Ska!I desoonera,
I I PsHnlfrigur
RAdet tam,, a( ri,-a•; till pr,^,ewt un(4,e f forutsattnirgan aft resultatP'
gors oNc^t • Ig! -)ch far a -,.,r • jis ,.!! Om ande • lorsnn,ngsartew
glorda ron a t av de n warn n 'a iri n an valentan Soitan bill i,Iktiell Swi
delta omede l bart annalas :-II rider
kAdet kan I sAdana fall a y stA frAn kravet pA In anvanan,ng mot all
den patentsokande forbincle f sip all Aterbetala bedraget oiler Jet
darav Plan for A1Prbe'ilningen skall darvfd faststallas Alerbeta,
nengs Slkyld-ghelen kin ef t erges ha l t a ft er delves. om anslagsmotta
gallon visar all p r ole k tc'ts firSittat va f ken har gett elle f an forvantas
ge ekonomeslit ulby!e atr mar in begra n sad omtattneng
RAdet lamnar e( btdrag !Ill patentltoslnader
12. TirlstemAl
Evenlueut u pp komme n tvisl dm tolknmgen el:er ll!lampn,ngen av
slepuleraoe villkor skad ^anskjvtas'In skdleman enlegt gallande ag
om skllteavta!
13 $kyldlghol sit Informers om andre analog till projektal
RAdef her vid benendlinge- a, anslagsa f enoet utgAtt frAfl all sokan-
den anmalt eventuella .-sokninga r tell eller afhAllna anslag trio
andra inslagsutdela^tle O r gan. a y se°noe made! for samma eder lik
name andamAl Skulls SA el va r l fa-;el forbehVer sag rAdet raft art
Anyo prove arenaet och darvia hell eller delves ore in arslaget Om
under forsknmgsa ,tete's jA^g ars•aq 'tin annat hAII erbluos alter
erhAlls for p ,olektet ska • '• detta snare:: -neaaeias rAdet
14 $arskiids bestimmelser 1i pubilcertngsanslag
Betrallande publlcerengsa !s,ag jai l er all eventue.l sarskdd over
enskomme se nellari fo r atta r " 9Cr utq'vare samt fors:ag !e11 avta'
med fonaq rorande tllsl rtbu i -n av cuh;.kation i forrag !ka'! unre-
startas f&Cet for gookannarae
SC snarl oil Cre w dllonen ! ry Ck1S 5nal! elf ezernG ar insardas h1' rA^:,`
Eventuarla r!Ie "Ijare krz, a ekemc'a r ."c,hcefas pA omstAii
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Villkor Beslutet galler under forutsattnirv, att de villkof som anges i detta beslutsbrev (sid 1 • 3) uppfylls och at! kost
nadsplan enligt ovan tlllampas	 Inom totalramen accepteras forskjutntngar mellan kostnadsslagen upp till 10'.6.1
Vld stoat , forandnngat krays STUB godkannvnde
s
Slu t rapport skall lamnas till ST U senas t p3 a n^ivet da tu m om p.olekt e t into tortsatter pd nytt anslag .
V.Ilkokodn t.	 - --	 --	 ----- --.nsdO'spONt.d
hSarskilda villkor (se sid 3)
^°e I Lepe.•.pport lemn.t, d.tum $IV lrappo•t l.mn.t, astum
z3 ^— —
N	 Utbetalning Innan medel utbetalas fr'An STU skall exemplar 1 (originalet) av beslutsbrevet underteckr:ls (sid 3) och Ster
a	 ' och rekvlsttion sandas till STU tnom 3 rnenader, 1 annat fell atei Of medlen till STU	 Undertecknandet ska;l goras av anslags
i	 av bevil)at mottagare (behorig flrmatecknare) och 1 lorekommande fall aven av tlansteman irlom vederborande admn:stre-
ansldg r: Brie organ	 Dessutom skall om anslagsmottagaren Inte har full ngande och d spostt onsratt den/de tt.rd
g	 i
5	 I
vtlken/vllka fatten delas underteckna villkoren (se 4 7 sid 2).
i Rekvisrtion av medel gors p g blankett som tillhandahAlls av STU, utbetalning sker da • efter enligt 4 1 t vtllkoter,.
° Rekvisitionsblan_kett behuver Inte anvandas cf3 dnnot oraa . an STU (se nerldn) admin st.-var prolektet.
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ISSUING AGEtiCY	 LETTER OF	 LETTER OF CREDIT NUMi:Ep
CREUIT
Auth: Treasury Department
	
AMENDMENT NI'MBERC.rcular No 1075, Revised 
AGENCY STATION SYMBOL
	 (FOR AGENCY USE)
	
EFFECTIVE DATE
TO,. Treasury Disbursing Center or Regional OfRca
	
Address:
	 ---	 — —
In accordance with the authorization of the F star Ass slant Secretary, Department of the Treasury, there is hereby authorizeC
for the account and respoZt llty of the Issuing a., ancy a ler.er of credit:
iN FAVOR OF.	 TRGISURY CHECKS TO BE MADE PAYABLE TO.
	
'......
AMOUNT AUTHORIZED 	 TIME DESIGNATION	 PRIOR AUTHORIZATION	 THIS CHANGE
Time Designation: Each Flscal Year
[] The unpaid balance of this letter of c6dit Is revoked at thxu end of each fiscal year and the full amount authorized Is reematAished
at the beginning of each fiscal year unless you are advised In writing that this letter has ber9n revoked •
f
F	
1	
OR
Q The unpaid balance of this letter of credit Is carved forward at the and of each fiscal year and will remain available during the
following fiscal year and, In addition, the full amount authorized Is reestablished at the beginning of each fiscal year unless you are
advised In writing the'. this Istter has been revoked.•
Tine Doslgnatlon: Without Tlme Umli
q The unpaid balance of this letter of cridd will remain available until you are advised in writing that this letter has been revoked.*
The amount of this letter of credit Is hereby certified to be drawn against, upon presentation to you of Standard Form 183, Request
for Payment on Letter of Credit and Status of Funds Report, by the official(s) of the recipient organization whose sisnature(s)
appear(s) on the Standard Form 1144, Authorized Signature Card for Payment vouchers on Letter of Credit, attached hereto or
previously or subsequently furnished you. I,
The amount of each Request for Payment paid by the Department of the Treasury to the recipient organization at a designated
commercial bank shall constitute payment to the recipient organ zahon by the United States
I certify to the Department of the Treasury that the payments authorized herein are correct and proper for payment from the
appropriations or funds legally committed and available for the purpose, when paid In accordance with the terms and conditions crted
above.
*This letter of credit is irrevocable to the extent the recipient organization has obligated funds In good faith thereunder In eaecutlrT
the n rthonzed Federal program In accordance with the grant, contra-, or other agreement
DATE CERTIFIED --
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